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In 1969
Motorola Took
One Small Step
Through Space.

Blast

Off • You probably didn't know or even care at the time, but

when Neal Armstrong first stepped out onto the moon and proclaimed victory in the space
race, Motorola technology made it possible for you to tune in.
Today the same superior knowledge of radio frequency that allowed you to be apart of
history enables Motorola to bring the information superhighway through fiber/coax cable.
And it's not just some futuristic, science fiction fantasy. Motorola's CableComm - technology
is available today to put your company on the launching pad.
Of course, to make such atremendous leap in interactive capabilities, we first had to
overcome upstream ingress interference. And thanks to Motorola's extensive knowledge of
RF, we did. Maximizing the availability and use of cable's return path spectrum and making it
possible for the entire information superhighway to flow both ways through cable. Add to
that our low power dissipation, very high speed interactive data services, robust bandwidth
management and integrated wireless service and the possibilities are astronomical. As are
your opportunities for new business and new sources of revenue.
If you'd like to boost your business into the 21st century, call us at 1-708-632-3409.
We'll show you the right stuff to send
your profit into orbit.

MOTOROLA
Multimedia Group

Motorola and n¡i', are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. CableCoinm — is atrademark of Motorola, Inc. 01995 Motorola, Inc.
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ast month, the Progress and Freedom Foundation, aRepublicaninfluenced Washington think tank, made headlines by proposing that
the Federal Communications Commission be abolished within three
years and be replaced by an "Office of Communications" that would
be under direct control of the president.
In addition, PFF proposed, in its 88-page document,
that control of the RF spectrum should be shifted from the
FCC and given directly to private industry to do with what
it pleases. Additional proposals called for complete deregulation of the telecom and video markets, as well.
The cable TV industry might be tempted to go along
with such aproposal, taking pleasure in the dismantling of
the agency which has caused it so much grief in recent
months. But that would be shortsighted and the benefits
short-lived.
Downsizing the federal government is apopular theme
today—and perhaps its time has come. There's alot of
merit to almost any proposal that attempts to rein in government agencies that are growing almost without control.
With the recent addition of about 240 people in the newly
created Cable Service Bureau alone, the FCC has swollen
to more than 2,000 employees with abudget in the tens of
millions. In an era of cost-cutting initiatives, the FCC
seems like an easy target.
But is it the right target at the right time?
With the passage of the 1992 Cable Act, the FCC was
given the task of carrying out all the dirty work while the
legislators walked off with all the credit—and votes—for
saving taxpayers millions in rate increases. All told, the
Commission had to make dozens of rulemakings and sort
out the grubby details of some extremely difficult issues,
like the cable/consumer electronics compatibility conundrum that has defied arational solution for more than adecade.
If telecom reform becomes areality, Washington insiders predict
that up to 80 rulemakings will have to be undertaken to make sure
the transition goes smoothly. PFF argues that such rulemakings aren't
needed, that the marketplace has avested interest in sorting itself out.
Isn't that akin to putting the inmates in charge of the asylum?
There's simply too much at stake in the early days to put the free
market in charge. How can anyone expect the players to police themselves when their success at garnering spectrum will determine their
future profits and/or losses? The FCC may not be perfect—it's often
blindsided by incomplete input and sometimes by irrational thinking—but it's the perfect agent for compromise between the public and
private industry.
That's not to say the FCC should be given astay of execution in
perpetuity. Over time, as the convergence process takes shape, the
FCC's role should be re-examined to determine its need. Perhaps a
phase-out period could be adopted to help the Commission's successor transition into place so that decisions can be made in atimely
manner.
Putting off any changes within government agencies is often exactly the manner in which these groups seem to take on new lives of
their own, Iknow. But right now, the FCC can be aguiding light
through the fog created by new technology and politics.
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He Can Find Drugs, Explosives, Termites and People...
but this RF leakage thing has got him depressed.
After a6year career in law enforcement with the Kinchlow, Alabama
Police Department, Duke decided to hang-it-up. He put alot of bad
guys in jail and even found termites at the Mayor's house. Now he just
watches the kids play, eats alittle too much, and can still keep the
postal guy alittle off balance from time to time.
His tracking days are over, but the thought of trying to track RF
leakage still intrigues him. It takes aspecial talent to find that stuff.
Cable Leakage Technologies has been in the RF leakage detection
business for over 5years and has patrolled. over 4.8 million miles of
cable all over the world. Wavetracker boasts positive identification,
2-5 meter positioned accuracy and one step prioritization. And all of
that because CLT invented the original Wavetracker...it's that simple.
The Wavetracker won't meet you at the door and you can't scratch
behind it's ear, but we're working on that.

To some people, accuracy and
consistency are worth it... the original.

THE NEW WAVETRACKER
Circle Reader Service No. 2

All New:
•Trilithic Channel Tag Ready •2-5 Meter Positional Accuracy
100% of the Time •Windows Based •One Step Processing
•All New Hard/Software •Solid State Nonvolatile Data Storage
•Upgraded Digital Mapping
Standard:
•Work Order Creation •Quality Control •Proof . Quarterly Monitoring/
Comparison •Archiving •Time Management •GPS Tracking

C

LI" CARE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGIES

1111 International Pkwy., Suite 110
Richardson, Texas 75081
800.783.8878 •214.907.8100

TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC. s ept

THE ULTIMATE CA LE SUPPLIE%r
Innovation
Unequalled Fiber to Feeder_
Transmissions.
•
Proven Technology
Low Loss Cable Leader

Excellence
Superior Control Process
State of The Art Equipment
Guaranteed On Time Delivery
SUPERIOR CORROSION PROTECTED
DROP CABLE

Trilogy Communications expends the same diligent pursuit of perfection in manufacturing dual-drop
cables for TV/telephony installations, 500 cables for downlink transmissions, and RMC 2 radiating airdielectric coaxial cable for open-air communications in highly developed or underground locations.

SENDING THE RIGHT SIGNAL

steACE

COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Circle Reader Service No. 3

Call or write for free samples and brochure:
TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
(800) 874-5649 /(601) 932-4461 /FAX (601) 939-6637
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40 Fiber testing cuts overhead
By Steve Grady, ADC Telecommunications Inc.

How online documentation and comprehensive testing of fiber
infrastructures can optimize customer service.

46 Video signal monitoring
By Bruce McPherran, HP CaLan
Beyond the basics required by the FCC, cable operators can use
video signal monitoring to vastly improve the quality of their
product.
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12 Capital Currents

50 Testing the return path

14 Color Bursts

By Jim Harris and Dan Rittman, Trilithic
Complex interactive broadband services will require operators
to shore up the return path for reliable delivery of those new
offerings.

18 Spotlight
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34 Digital testing

26 FiberLine

58 Fighting signal theft

By Dana Cervenka

76 Ad Index

By Rhea Kaston, Henry Schwab and Stephen Pagano,
TWC Cable Partners, d/b/a Staten Island Cable

Manufacturers and MSOs are working hard to
define the unknowns of digital video and telephony testing.

Theft of cable service costs the industry billions of dollars per
year. Here's what Staten Island Cable is doing to fight pirates.

82 Product Showcase
84 Literature Guide
90 New Products
92 What's Ahead
93 Return Path

64 Cable-Tec Expo coverage
By Roger Brown, Dana Cervenka and Leslie Ellis
A review of the hot new products, business announcements and
industry honorees at last month's SCTE Cable-Tec Expo.
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78 Telecom Perspective
By Fred Dawson

CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers.
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Cable data and online services make for acombustible and
profitable combination.
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Standard and the FCC offer the perfect plan to improve your cash flow.
By now, the FCC's "Going Forward"
rules are old news. But this unique
opportunity to improve your cash
flow, by adding up to 6new channels,
is as fresh as ever.
Here's the easiest way to take full
advantage.
Plug in achannel today,
cash in tomorrow.
Since the inception of our receivers
and modulators, Standard has consistently advanced frequency-agile
headend technology. With our anychannel-in, any-channel-out convenience, plus awhole host of options,
you can be up and running in no
time, to cash in on "Going Forward."
The easy way.
Start with our Agile IRD II, an RS
250 broadcast certified integrated
receiver/descrambler that offers all
the features you'll need: an industry

standard dual conversion 70 MHz IF
with TI loop, factory pre-calibrated
video and audio controls and afully
synthesized PLL tuning circuit accurate to 100 KHz. And because the
internal 950-1450 MHz active loop
thru eliminates splitters and signal
loss, adding multiple receivers is no
problem. The IRD II is the receiver
of choice when adding achannel.
Next, add our TVM550 series frequency agile modulator to achieve
noise and spurious free performance,
coupled with ultra-stable, artifactfree PLL synthesized tuning
throughout the spectrum from 54 to
550 MHz. You want stereo? The
TVM550S has stereo, eliminating
the need for separate components,
hassling with calibration, and additional rack space.
It makes sense.
Whether you add asingle channel or

the maximum six, generate the cash
flow you need to upgrade your headend to the highest level of performance
—Standard's Agile IRD II receiver
and TVM550 series modulator.
Add achannel... the easy way. Call
Standard today and go forward while
ifs still to your advantage.
The right technology.., for right now.

Standard

Communications
PROCtUCTS

P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310;532-5300 ext. 280 •Toll Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329

Toll Free ,• 310/532-0097 CA &Intl Only.

Canadian Address: 41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5& 6
Aurora. Ontario Canada L4G-3Y5

[]MIIIP
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VIDEOCIPH.FeRS
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MCC
C-0•11•01
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905/841-7557 Main • Fax: 905/841-3693
Sales: 800/638-4741
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ANatural Migration
Leadership and vision. That's what sets us
apart in today's environment of converging
technologies. ADC Video Systems is leading the
migration to advanced video and telephony
network services with aclear vision and solution
for your future —all while meeting your most
demanding requirements today.
ADC Video Systems offers complete end-to-end
solutions in hybrid fiber/coax video/telephony
transport and distribution, high speed digital
fiber backbone transport, distance learning,

Video Systems

Px64 multipoint videoconferencing, TV1 broadcast
quality video and cellular telephone transport.
The flexibility to meet the needs of today's market
will ultimately determine tomorrow's success.
Whether you're migrating to digital video and
telephony services, rebuilding your CATV network,
installing state-of-the-art distance learning
facilities or building videoconferencing networks,
ADC Video Systems has the technology you need.
Call us to find out why the future is real. We'll help
keep you flying in the right direction.

Formerly American Lightwave Systems, Inc.
999 Research Parkway Meriden, CT 06450 (800) 504-4443 •FAX (203) 630-5701

The ADC Family of Products
•Homeworx TM 750 MHz Hybrid Fiber/Coax
Transmission System
•DV6000 TM Digital Vioeo Transmission Sysi:em
•PixlNet TM Multipo'nt Videoconferencing System
•Network Monitoring ard Control System
•FiberFrame TM Fiber Management System
•Soneplex TM DS1/DS3 Transport System
•CityCell TM Cellular Telephone Traisport
•FN6000 TM TV1 Broadcast Quality Video

Cade ReLiier Service No 5

U.S. Sales Offices in Caliionia, Colorado, Connectbut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas and Virginia
Australia, Belgium, Canaola, China, Mexico„ Singapore, South Korea, United Kingdom and Venezuela.

International Sales Offices in
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S
oyou've forgotten about HDTV? Don't worry, it's

still around. And there are still some headaches in store
for both broadcasters and cable operators.

Get out the
aspirin: HIM
headaches
ahead

By Jeffrey Krauss,
student of techno-politics
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy
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Current status

The Grand Alliance HDTV equipment has been at the Advanced
Television Test Center in Alexandria,
Va. for several months. Interference and
impairment tests were done in April
and May, and video picture quality test
tapes are being made during June.
These tapes are shipped to the
Advanced Television Evaluation
Laboratory in Ottawa, Canada, where
subjective quality ratings are assigned
by panels of non-experts. Test reports
should be completed by late August.
The hardware will stay in Alexandria
until late June, and then it will be
shipped to Charlotte for over-the-air
field testing. HDTV transmissions will
use TV channels 6and 53. There are no
over-the-air broadcast stations on either
of these channels in Charlotte. But earlier tests on channel 6in Charlotte ran
into severe ingress problems, caused
largely by poorly shielded wiring
installed by subscribers in their homes.
Ingress interference into the channel 6
cable signal created aserious public
relations problem for all involved in the
testing, and this headache is likely to
recur. Because HDTV will double the number of overthe-air channels, at least during the 15-year transition,
cable systems can expect twice the number of complaints about ingress interference.
In September or October, the Advisory Committee
on Advanced Television Service will submit to the
FCC afull report of the testing and arecommendation
to adopt the HDTV standard. The FCC then plans to
adopt aseries of decisions in three areas: technical
standards, HDTV channel assignments and broadcast
policy issues.
For technical standards, much of the work is noncontroversial and is already done. MPEG-2 compression and transport protocols will be adopted. Dolby
AC-3 will be selected for audio. And the FCC will
have the opportunity to reject the proposed VSB modulation method and adopt QAM instead, resulting in
worldwide compatibility.
The FCC will also adopt achannel assignment plan,
which will tell each existing TV station which new
channel it will use for HDTV. Here is apotential
source of conflict. Lower UHF channels are much
more desirable than higher UHF channels. You need
much more power on channel 60 to achieve the same
coverage as on channel 20. And some channels are
subject to more interference than others, depending on

the existing assignment of NTSC channels. You can
expect to see broadcasters fighting among themselves
for the more desirable channels.
Finally, the FCC plans to revisit its 1992 decision on
how these channels may be used. The current "simulcast" policy says that each existing broadcaster will be
given an additional channel, for free, and must use that
HDTV channel to transmit the same programming in
high resolution that it transmits in standard definition
on its NTSC channel, at least most of the time. But
some broadcasters want to use this HDTV channel for
multiple channels of compressed digital standard definition TV. Others want to use it for paging or mobile
radio service. An FCC decision that is too liberal, and
allows too much flexibility in how the channel is used,
could seriously retard the development of HDTV. And
Congress could step in and force auctions.

VHS vs. Beta?
We're heading for another VHS vs. Beta incompatibility headache. Laboratory tests showed that 16-VSB
modulation performed better than 32-QAM modulation, but it was because the VSB filters were fabricated
more carefully, not because VSB is inherently better.
But the cable industry has decided to use QAM rather
than VSB as its standard modulation scheme for compressed standard definition digital video. An international standards organization known as DAVIC has
adopted QAM for its digital cable TV standard.
Meanwhile, U.S. broadcasters are examining amore
exotic modulation method known as Coded Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM). If hardware can be built to operate in a6MHz channel, it will
be tested during the August time frame. Similar hardware has been built to operate in an 8MHz channel in
Europe. Unlike the theoretical equivalence between
QAM and VSB, analysis has shown that COFDM cannot perform better than VSB or QAM at comparable
cost. But the broadcasters haven't given up.
It looks like the United States is the only country so
far planning to use VSB, while QAM will be universally used. This will increase costs to consumers. The
FCC process will provide an opportunity for the U.S.
to make the right decision on HDTV modulation—junk
the VSB approach and go with QAM.

MIISt-Carn,

Here's the really big headache for cable operators.
How many broadcast TV signals does your system
carry? Ten? Twenty? Do you have room for an additional 10 or 20 TV channels? You'd better make room.
As each TV broadcaster puts its HDTV signal on the
air, you can expect arequest for cable carriage. And
you will have to comply.
You can expect ahandful of HDTV stations to start
broadcasting in 1997. Not all the details are worked out
yet, but most of the hard technical decisions about digital compression have been made. What's left are just a
few headaches. cED
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FLASH MINI OT
Portability & Performance
Enjoy true field portability with the

• Dual wavelength capabilities -1310, 1550 or 1310/1550 nm

handheld FLASH fiber optic cable

• Fast acquisition time to analyze attenuation and reflectance

tester.

• Automatic injection level analysis

It's small (6 1/2" by 8") ...

lightweight (less than 3 1/2 lbs.).
easy to use .. .and performs flash
maintenance, fault location, fault
analysis, and verifies repairs with the
touch of abutton.

• Automatic ghost detection and cancellation
• Real-time analysis (less than asecond)
• Splice location down to 0.05 dB
• PCMCIA memory storage to analyze each trace
• Choose between manual or an auto measurement
• Flexible software solutions for specific applications

The field based OTDR FLASH is

• Low power consumption for over 8hours of field operation

the solution for all your construction

• Simple user interface guides you through the test process

and maintenance applications with flexible software tailored
to your needs for all stages of test operation.

The FLASH

• PC software for data analysis
You'll wonder how we squeezed in so much capability. The

provides instantaneous link evaluation to reduce repair time

FLASH provides all the accuracy, speed, and features you'd

and improve efficiency.

expect from Wavetek. Get the Wavetek FLASH.

Winner
1994

Winner

Wavetek ...partners in productivity for over 25 years.
Circle Reader Service No. 6
41-.•

Engiree -ed for full OTDR functionally:

Call 1-800-622-5515
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C OLOR BURSTS

Oracle, HP team
on PacTel ITV system

unlicensed spread spectrum devices under Part
15 of the FCC's rules. Apple argues that the
addition of NIL Band fair access technical rules
to this spectrum would allow fuller use of the
frequencies while permitting smooth transition
to the NI! Band.

Standards panel
seeks input

Standards, standards, and more standards.
The Information Infrastructure Standards
Panel, the cross-industry effort sponsored by
the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), is presently seeking input from standards-developing groups on the standards
needed to implement the national and global
information infrastructures.
This cooperative effort follows an
announcement in March that the panel had
finalized the identification and draft descriptions of an initial 16 standards requirements
needed to link separate networks into anational "information superhighway."
Since that time, the panel has contacted
more than 30 standards developing organizations to participate in aneeds review process
that will help the panel determine the standards that are necessary for the process to go
forward.
During ameeting in Washington on May
23-24, participants were given progress reports
from companies, government agencies and
other organizations. CableLabs was among
several groups that were in attendance at the
meeting.
In addition, speakers included Mark Coblitz
of Comcast, who spoke about the Cox,
Comcast, TCI and Sprint alliance; Denny
Hylton of Bell Atlantic, who talked about BA's
trials; Tom Gannon of Digital Equipment
Corp., who spoke on interoperability issues;
and George Spix of Microsoft, who talked
about the need for competition and joint ventures between vendors.
Arthur Reilly, director, network performance requirements and applications at
Bellcore, said the IISP has formed atask
group to identify standards for interfacing
cable TV and telecommunications networks.
"While needs and standards will continue
to evolve, at this point it appears existing standards in this area meet the needs," he said.
The group's next meeting will be August 89in Washington. More information is available from R.M. "Chick" Hayden, ANSI director of information infrastructure programs, at
212/642-4920, or via e-mail,
chayden@ansi.org.
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Oracle Corp. and Hewlett Packard are
working together to provide Pacific Telesis
with ascalable interactive TV system that uses
Oracle's Media Server/Media Net software on
HP MediaStream Server video servers.
The fruits of the joint collaboration will be
unveiled in San Jose, where PacTel will
deploy video on demand, later this year.
Interactive service will then be expanded to
three other California beachheads, including
San Diego, Los Angeles and Orange County.
The Oracle/HP equipment will be paired with
Scientific-Atlanta's PowerTV set-top to deliver
video services to the home.
Oracle Media Server acts as amultimedia
library that stores, retrieves and manages
information, including video, audio, images,
text and relational data. Media Net transparently connects the Media Server to the set-top,
or client. Oracle Media Objects, anew authoring tool, enables multimedia to be created over
any network.
HP's server utilizes an architecture called
the video transfer engine that is designed to
move large amounts of digitized video information across networks in away that lowers
the cost of delivering video streams. The scalable system can be used to deliver as few as
75 or as many as 10,000 video streams,
depending on need.

from the state Public Utilities Commission to
do so.

Jottings

Broadcom Corp. has licensed DigiCipher
H forward error correction technology from
General Instrument and plans to integrate it
into its QAM demodulator chip. The licensing
agreement also calls for the two companies to
collaborate on anext generation, higher data
rate QAM and error correction system ...
Cox Communications, in conjunction with
Virginia Power, will test transmission of
interactive energy management services over
its network in Hampton Roads, Va., using
technology from Nortel. The six- to 12-month
test, which will determine the network's suitability for remote meter reading, outage detection and energy use information via the TV,
may expand to amarket rollout if successful .
..NBC and Microsoft have formed astrategic alliance to develop and market multimedia
products, including online, CD-ROM, interactive TV and digital products, and the integration of these products into traditional broadcast and cable TV services ...ACTV,
through its newly-formed cable pay service,
INTV, has expanded its service to 250 homes
in the Los Angeles area over Ventura County
Cablevision. The service allows viewers to
choose camera angles, focus on individual
players during sporting events, call up statistics and activate instant replay .... Meanwhile,
Bell Atlantic Video Services hooked up the
first paying customers to its video on demand
market trial in Fairfax County, Va. During the
test, up to 1,000 homes will use the Stargazer
navigation system to get access to more than
As part of its fight to offer asuite of
700 programs, priced between 49 cents and
telecommunications services to residents of
$4.49 ...Don't look for results of
Ohio, Time Warner Communications testified
CableLabs' high-speed data RFP quite yet.
before the state Public Utilities Commission
The deadline for response to the proposal was
(PUCO) that it has the necessary managerial,
extended from June 9to June 30. More than
technical and financial capability to offer local
800 copies of the RFP were mailed or downtelephone service.
loaded anonymously, electronically...
During the hearings, key Time Warner execPrimestar Partners has asked the FCC to
utives described the company's operations in
reverse an earlier decision to void Advanced
Rochester, N.Y. and in the United Kingdom,
Communications Corp.'s DBS construction
holding them up as evidence the company can
permit and Tempo's orbital slot. Tempo had
offer such services. Time Warner says
planned to launch two high-power DBS birds
Cincinnati Bell, which has questioned Time
and lease space to Primestar, resulting in yet
Warner's abilities, has said it could lose from
another player in the DBS market. Primestar
20 percent to 60 percent of its market if comwants the FCC to respond by August 15 so it
petition is allowed.
can proceed with plans to launch service in
Time Warner has applied for permission to
1996... Convergence Industry Associates
offer telephone service in 37 Ohio
has developed ahome page on the Internet.
counties—promising to invest $500 million in
Users can find information about the telecomits networks to offer telephone service. The
munications/cable consulting company at
company has already been granted permission
http://www2.csn.net/ lyokell... CUD
by the city of Columbus, but needs approval

Time Warner demos
phone service ability
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In network monitoring,
it's the A.M. of a new age.
AM Communications offers a
decade of experience in cable network monitoring. More than 400 AM
systems are at work today, under our
own name or within the products of
some pretty famous strategic allies.
Our new products include not
only Echo, a low-cost end-of-line
monitor, but also a truly exciting
second generation cable network
monitoring system featuring easyto-use OmniVu software. It's a
Windows-based, open architecture
system that's powerful, rich in

features, and distinctly affordable
in price.
AM's total monitoring solutions
include hardware, software, and
technical service that's in-depth and
on time. Please call (215-536-1354,
1-800-248-9004), fax (215-536-1475),
or write (1900 AM Drive, Quakertown,
PA 18951-9004). And give us the
opportunity to do a little crowing
abou: what we
can do for you.
COMMUNICATIONS
GUARDRAILS FOR THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY

Echo"' and OmniVu'" are trademarks of AM. Communications, Inc.
Windows"' is a trademark of Microsoft. Corp

Circle Reader Service No. 8
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SPOTLIGHT

T
here comes atime in everyone's career when they

stop, look around, and evaluate where they are. For
TCI's Jerry Gaines, the catalyst for that re-evaluation
was his wardrobe.
"I started working out of undergrad
at Procter & Gamble Co., as an R&D
engineer making soap," Gaines recalls,
"and had achoice of either going on
for an advanced technical degree, or
going for abusiness degree. Ilooked at
myself, saw aplastic pocket protector,
glasses with side shields, and polyester,
short-sleeved, shiny shirts. Ilooked at
the people running the company, and
none of them looked like that."
Already well-versed in the arts of
chemical engineering, Gaines decided
to augment his wardrobe with an MBA
from the Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration in order to
gain abroader perspective and enter the
world of management. Eventually, his
dual focus on both engineering and
business arts would lead him into an
enterprise position in the cable industry,
as Gaines was recently named senior
vice president of telephony services for
TCI Communications Inc.
Like his counterparts at Time Warner
and other major MS0s, Gaines is
charged with the task of leading the
cable industry into becoming asuccessful, competitive provider of telephony
services. To that end, he sits on the board of Teleport
Communications Group, representing TCI, as well as
on the board of the Sprint, Cox, Comcast venture, of
which ICI owns 30 percent. His goal for TCI's telephony business is quite ambitious: to see, in three to four
years, the company offering wired and wireless telephony, voice and data, business and residential service to
15 million households. And if 10 to 15 percent of those
15 million signed up for service, he'd be ecstatic.
To help realize this vision, Gaines is "working very
hard to make the venture with Sprint as real as possible,
as fast as possible." In one manifestation of that, he is
focusing on combining existing products into new services: for example, taking Sprint long distance service
and packaging it with TCI's cable products, offering
customers an attractive discount when they sign up for
both. Another project: determining which technology
TCI should choose to implement for Personal
Communications Services—GSM (the European standard), which can be deployed today, or CDMA (Code
Division Multiple Access), which is not quite ready for
deployment, but appears promising.

Taking
technology
into the
real world

Gerald Gaines

The bondage of bureaucracy

As aformer employee of US West NewVector, the
RBOC's wireless arm, Gaines has aunique perspective
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on PCS, having helped develop new business by making acquisitions and conducting strategic planning. In
fact, Gaines held anumber of positions at US West
from 1986 to 1991, including president and CEO for
US West Service Link, which provides operator and
computerized validation services.
The many layers of corporate bureaucracy at the
RBOC soon proved too much for him, however, as he
began to "chafe under thousands of layers of management [necessary] to get things done," which left him
itching to start his own telecom management services
firm, GCG Inc., in 1991. From GCG, where he worked
with telephony, broadband, wireless and information
services clients, it was ashort walk to TCI.
Like others who have left the telephony industry to
join cable, Gaines believes MSOs are actually in a
good position to compete in the telephony realm, and
even predicts that all seven of the RBOCs will not survive the battle intact, but will eventually have to consolidate as competitive pressures overtake them.
"Economically, they have to start from ground zero,"
notes Gaines. "Almost all of their assets...don't apply
to the telecommunications world of the future.
"Contrast that with where we are. Our broadband
network that sits in place today is fully usable. We
have to add things to make it two-way capable, and we
have to add capacity, but on an incremental basis. We
are probably two-thirds of the way to the finish line,
whereas the RBOCs are still at the starting line."

Taking technology into the community
What Gaines excels at is translating the technology
into products that businesses and consumers will buy,
and into services that people will actually use. In the
Denver community, he is using that talent to bring career
opportunities to diverse areas of the city. As aboard
member of the Five Points Media Center, he helps to
direct policy for the organization, expanding career
options for people who use the center. Currently, the
center offers studio production facilities for radio and
TV broadcast, where interns can be taught the entertainment side of the industry. In turn, those interns will one
day be candidates for jobs at area businesses like TCI,
Jones huercable, and local radio and TV stations.
A nine-year resident of Colorado, Gaines enjoys the
West for its open spaces, and the "frontier" mentality
of his neighbors: "people think that anything can be
done." He'll soon be packing up the family—Justin, 8;
Andrew, 6; Whitney, 4; and wife Amy—for abiking and
hiking vacation in Yellowstone National Park.
What's next professionally? Though Gaines decided
10 years ago that telecom was the industry for him, he
does admit that he bores fairly easily. Once the Sprint
venture is off-and-running, and when TCI becomes
well-versed in the art of telephony, what then?
"If I'm sitting back clipping coupons, I'm likely to
go out and do something else," he notes wryly. "But
TCI is not that kind of an organization." CIED
By Dana Cervenka
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ecently, Iwas talking with afriend at aretirement
party, and as these things usually go, the talk turned to
the Senate vote on telecom reform. It seems hard for
many people to understand how the
majority of lawmakers in Congress
could make such achange in the cable
industry just three years after socking it
to us in such adepressing style. But
this is Washington, and Congress is a
complicated thing.
So what exactly has happened to us
this time? When will we see the benefits of these new rules? What role will
the FCC play in all of this? Let me
explain, if Ican, where we are and
what must come next.

Telecom
reform
coming up
fast

Progress of the bill

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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Several weeks ago, the Committee
on Commerce of the House of
Representatives passed abill (HR1255)
on telecommunications reform. This
was the same bill, except for amendments agreed to during a"mark up,"
that had previously been passed by the
Subcommittee on Commerce, Science
and Technology in an earlier mark up
session. After the House Committee on
Commerce passed this bill, it moved on
to other matters, with aschedule to try
and bring this measure to the floor of
the House for avote sometime in June
or July.
At that time, it would be possible for amendments to
the bill to be introduced that can change various provisions of the agreed upon language.
After the House got its bill out of Committee, the
Senate, which had already passed abill through acommittee mark up, brought its bill to the floor of the
Senate for debate. At this stage, the proponents, as well
as the opponents to the measure, were each given time
to discuss and debate the ideas and particulars of the
pending legislation. The Senate is known as the
"world's greatest deliberative body," and it generally
takes great relish in debating various provisions with
passion.
Literally hundreds of amendments, amendments in
the second degree and unanimous consent decrees were
dealt with. Each of the attempts to modify sections of
the bill had to be debated (unless there was an agreement to deal with the opponents of that particular section) and voted upon. This went on for several days.
The original time frame for the passage of this piece of
legislation was going to be three to four days after it
was brought to the Senate floor. One senator felt that
this was too fast, and vowed to do what he could to
slow it down and, if possible, kill it with procedural
tactics such as the "filibuster."
In afilibuster, asenator (or several of like mind)
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will debate an item endlessly until the other senators
give up any hope of getting anything else done and
agree to forgo their own efforts on behalf of abill. The
only way to stop such an attack is to introduce a
motion for "cloture." If this motion succeeds, then
debate is limited to aspecified amount of time before
the measure must be voted on.
This is what happened in mid-June, when a"cloture" motion passed, and debate was limited to 30
more hours. Amendment after amendment was offered
on dozens of details in the bill. Many were aimed at
deleting whole sections, such as the rate relief sections
that cable had fought so hard for. In the end, the Senate
voted on S652 (as amended), and the item passed by a
vote of 81 in favor, with 18 opposed.

By the time you read this...
So what happens now? Because the bill passed out
of the Commerce Committee in the House and has not
been to the floor for avote yet, Icannot say with precision what the next step will be, but it is almost 100
percent certain that the version that gets voted on at the
floor of the House will have different provisions and
details than the bill that passed the Senate.
If that happens, both Houses of Congress will
appoint certain members of their respective chambers
to aspecial committee assignment known as a"conference." In this conference, Senators and House members
will engage in give and take, debate, compromise, and
other techniques for coming to an overall agreement on
asingle document.
Once this is agreed to by the Conference
Committee, each House of Congress will bring its
respective bills up for one more amendment. At that
time, an amendment will be offered that calls for striking out all after the title and adding the language from
the Conference Committee. Because this procedure is
carried out in both chambers, they each will now have
abill with the same words and punctuation.
Now, each bill is called up one more time for an
"up or down" vote. If they each pass, as is expected,
then the combined bill (with the numbers of both the
House and Senate on it) will be sent to the President
of the United States for his consideration. The
President can either sign the bill, and it becomes law,
or he can veto it, and it goes back to each House for
another vote. It takes atwo-thirds majority to override
aPresidential veto.
Each chamber will take the matter up separately,
because if either House does override the veto, the bill
becomes law, in spite of the President's attempt to
veto it.
By the time that you read this column, the bill
should be in conference. If all goes well, amonth later,
the first major change in the 1934 Communications Act
will have occurred, and along with that milestone, will
be the certainty that our industry will have the right to
play apivotal role in the telecommunications landscape
of the future.
cED
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I

'm pleased to be joining the fine cadre of columnists
in CED. Kudos to my predecessor, Chris Bowick, who
has done afine job for the last eight years, and who
has left some mighty big shoes to fill.
Lacking ideas for aparticular format or
asubject matter bias, I'd appreciate
hearing from you. The best way to contact me is via e-mail, to
jfarmer@ix.netcom.com. If you prefer,
contact me on Prodigy at CKJB29A or
America Online at Jimfarmer2. For the
connectivity-challenged among you,
fax me at (404) 441-2477.
As alast resort, you could call me.
I'd like to talk to you, but as my trusty
assistant Christy Anderson will tell
you, I'm not too good at staying by the
phone. Christy fights alosing battle to
keep me organized. And if you could
see my desk, you really wouldn't want
me adding notes on our conversation to
the mountain of little pieces of paper
already on it.

Two-way
services
will finally
work

Ode to joy (of fiber nodes)

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec Technology Center
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At no time in memory have we seen
more changes taking place in the industry. Broadband networks seem to be
part of everyone's plan for the information super hypeway (whatever it really
is). Part of what is happening is that
broadband hybrid fiber/coax is the only
viable medium for delivery of broadband services to
the home. This makes our industry very visible in some
high places right now. Translation: cable is really cool.
Translation: more competition is coming, and you've
got to be sharp to beat it.
One of the most sure trends (to the extent that such
is not an oxymoron) is that in the future we'll deal with
two-way services. Two-way services have been talked
about since before Iwas part of the cable television
industry. (Now, I'm not saying I've been around the
block already, but when Itransferred to ScientificAtlanta's nascent broadband group, my wife and Iwere
expecting our second child. Susan graduated from college last month.) Two-way has so far been pretty much
atechnology that almost worked, but for which there
was limited economic justification.
This is about to change, and in five years, it would
be surprising to find any systems that are not either
two-way active or in the process of being upgraded.
Almost all the new services being talked about require
two-way plant.
Fortunately, two-way plant will now finally work. In
the past, when systems were built with tree-and-branch
architectures, there was too much noise funneling and
too many sources of ingress to let the reverse plant
work well. The problem was that tree-and-branch
architectures were very efficient for one-way distribu-
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tion of broadcast material. As the signal went out farther from the headend, it took more paths. This works
fine for outgoing signals, which split many times (with
appropriate amplification) to go in different directions.
However, when we try to get signals back from all the
different branches, we run into trouble. Each branch
contributes its own noise and ingress, which get added
together. Thus, one signal coming from one branch has
to compete with the total noise and ingress from many
branches. The result is sort of like whispering during a
cat fight.
Limited success has been achieved, but between the
difficulties of making two-way work and its limited
economic justification so far, the technology has languished. Now, with fiber-to-the node and ever decreasing node sizes, we have the fortuitous circumstance
that the use of the reverse path is feasible in the real
world. The limited size of anode means less noise funneling and fewer sources of ingress.
Each node will need its own reverse path to the
headend. The reverse path may be aseparate fiber from
each node, or it could be done by bundling the reverse
spectrum from several nodes, all but the first of which
would be block converted to some other spectrum for
bacldmul. This latter concept reduces the number of
fiber transmitters in the field and receivers in the headend, but puts somewhat more stringent linearity
requirements on the transmitters that are used.
Besides the noise benefit, smaller nodes make more
backhaul bandwidth available. To date, we have not
used the 5MHz to 30 MHz band very much, but are
now expanding the upper edge to 40, 41 or 42 MHz,
depending upon whom you ask. However, when you
start adding up the likely bandwidth required in the
future—assuming some of the proposed applications
really take root—then you quickly run out of usable
bandwidth. The solution is to reuse it from one node to
another.

More downstream bandwidth
Smaller nodes also allow reuse of part of the spectrum to provide more downstream bandwidth for each
home. This has been proposed in conjunction with providing video-on-demand services in the digital world,
but in the interim, many systems will want to provide
services-on-demand using much more cost-effective
analog convertors.
One can become convinced that, in an environment
of many small nodes, alot of video-on-demand and
other on-demand services may be accommodated in the
analog domain while we wait for the cost of digital
convertors to come down.
Fiber optic nodes provide higher quality, more reliable service, more individualized bandwidth, and the
ability to use the reverse for more than just impulse
pay-per-view. They get us into advanced pay-per-view,
telephony, data, home control, and who knows what
else. When you think about it, is it any wonder that
some people get emotional over such marvels? CED
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T
here has been alot of press lately about a"compro-

mise" between the cable and the consumer electronics
industries over the Decoder Interface. While most on
the cable side seem to be in agreement
with the compromise, there are some
who still feel it has serious problems.

Reaching a
compromise
within
abox

The biggest concern

By Dr. Walter S. Ciciora,
consultant

My biggest concern has been that
the cable industry has not been paying
much attention to the consumer interface issues in general, and the Decoder
Interface and its problems in particular.
But now it appears highly likely that
the FCC will issue rules governing the
Decoder Interface and its implementation. These rules will cost the industry
money, and they are likely to limit
some of the ways in which cable can
implement services, particularly new
and experimental services. The FCC
has implied that there may be a"no
separate charge" ruling on the modular
decoder which plugs into the Decoder
Interface socket.
The Decoder Interface has evolved
considerably from its original form.
The need to compromise with the consumer electronics side has changed it in
ways that make it more expensive than
the old "MultiPort." While the
MultiPort had the potential to be 40
percent to 60 percent of the cost of a
set-top box, the new Decoder Interface module will
probably not be less expensive at all. It may not be
much smaller, either. It may, in fact, reside on top of
the TV and just have acable to connect to the back of
the TV. It is important to understand the current
embodiment of the Decoder Interface concept.
My concern is that the cable industry will only pay
attention to these issues when it is too late—when the
FCC rules finally come out.

The box

By the "box," Idon't mean the set-top box. Imean
the set of constraints we find ourselves in as we try to
find asolution to the consumer interface problem. The
consumer interface problem has been around for along
time, and there is substantial controversy over how
serious it is from aconsumer perspective. Some
believe that the consumer interface problem is aserious inhibitor to subscriber satisfaction and the penetration of advanced services. Others believe it is overblown and concerns the manufacturers and retailers of
TVs and VCRs much more than it concerns consumers.
Others see it as asimple populist issue Congress
used to avoid working on more controversial issues—a
way of taking voter focus off of serious national problems. Any such debate is pointless at this time.
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Technologists are taught that problem solving
involves an understanding of the "boundary conditions" for the situation. Boundary conditions create the
limits of the problem and constrain the solution. The
more defined the boundary conditions, the more limited the solution. When the boundary conditions are
tight, there may be only one possible solution. If the
solution to the problem is distasteful, the only way out
is to find away to modify the boundary conditions.
Another way of looking at this is that the boundary
conditions form a"box" into which the solution must
fit. If the solution is unpleasant, the only way out of
the box is to kick out one of its sides.
The box we're in consists of tall sides and afloor:
1. The 1992 Cable Act's Section 17.
2. The May 1994 FCC Report and Order.
3. The FCC's insistence on a"joint position."
4. The consumer side's resistance to truly open,
unedited, near real-time communication from the consumer through the TV and VCR to the Decoder
Interface plug-in modules.
5. The belief that the cable industry is better off with
acompromise than with aruling imposed unilaterally
by the FCC.
The first two sides of the box have been discussed
on these pages many times. The third side of the box,
the FCC's insistence on ajoint position, is based on the
FCC's hope that this will bring the least objection and
fewest comments later. If the two sides can struggle
through acompromise, it is more likely to "stick."
The fourth side of the box stems from the consumer
electronics side's negotiation style. Some on the consumer electronics side have sensed the FCC's strong
actions against cable. The consumer electronics side
extrapolates that attitude to this issue and believes that
it has an automatic win if it can simply avoid giving in.
Some on the consumer electronics side are convinced
the burdens will fall on cable, and that their goal is to
maximize their advantages. This has made negotiations
extremely difficult. Fortunately, there are some on the
consumer side who are more reasonable and who seek
to improve the situation for the consumer.
The final constraint is self-imposed. This is the conviction that almost anything the FCC would do is
worse than the level of compromise we have. This is
based on experiences with rates and other restrictions.
The FCC seems to have adopted the attitude that cable
supplies set-tops with the intention of extracting money
from subscribers, rather than for the purpose of compensating for deficiencies in the design of TVs and
VCRs and facilitating choice in new services.

Is there away out of the box?
The boundary conditions described above are very
limiting. The compromise we believe we have reached
has few or no options unless someone can kick out one
of the sides of the box. Then other solutions may be
possible. But under the current boundary conditions,
we have little choice. CED
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FIBER LINE

Narrowcast and
Business plan broadcast
fiber optic technology
F

By Gregory Hardy,
Director of Marketing,
Transmission Products,
Scientific-Atlanta

iber optic transmission was first introduced into
CATV broadband networks in 1988. Since the deployment of satellite programming, no other technology has
made agreater impact on the CATV industry than fiber
optics. Today, fiber is being installed into advanced
broadband networks at arapid pace. In fact, the amount
of new fiber optic cable and electronics doubles every
year.
There are solid technological and economic reasons
behind the rapid deployment of fiber transmission technology.
1. Distance—broadband programming may be carried
over much longer distances than via conventional RF
distribution amplifiers. This facilitates hubbing and
reduces the need for expensive headends.

4. Economics—fiber's growth has come from
strong economics. Broadband operators can
build hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks at a
lower cost than aconventional coax network.
5. Reliability—fiber usage reduces the number
of active electronic devices between the headend/CO and the home. This means fewer network outages and fewer subscribers affected by
any one outage.
The heavy deployment of fiber optics into
advanced broadband networks will continue for
many years.
Figure 1illustrates atypical HFC broadband
architecture. There are two major segments to the network: (1) the interconnect where headends, COs and
hub sites are linked to provide apoint for final distribution of services to subscribers; (2) the Fiber to the
Serving Area (FSA), where fiber and coax technologies
deliver programming from the distribution hubs to
small pockets of subscribers.
The fiber transmission technology selection in anetwork will be driven by the broadband operator's applications and business plan. That is, what services are to
be offered to the subscribers? From there, the FSA
architecture decision is made after considering bandwidth, signal performance and economic requirements.
Interconnects will typically utilize digital or high
power 1550 EMAT solutions as they support long dis-

Figure 1: Fiber interconnects/regionalized metropolitan area
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2. Improved performance specifications—signal quality via optical transmission is much greater than from
an equivalent cascade of RF amplifiers. Carrier-toNoise (CNR), composite triple beat (CTB) and composite second order (CSO) specifications all significantly benefit from fiber optic transmission. Fiber is
clearly responsible for the success of 750 MHz.
3. Bandwidth—fiber has virtually unlimited bandwidth.
Transmitter and receiver products are only bandwidth
limited in the optical to electronic conversion circuitry.
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tance transmission and ring redundancy. There are three
types of fiber transmission technologies available for
the FSA portion of the network. They are externally
modulated amplified transmitters (EMAT), high power
DFBs (HDFB) and low power DFBs (LDFB).

Broadcast vs. narrowcast
Table I(see page 32) compares the three fiber optic
transmission technologies that are available to the
broadband system planner. Each has its place in the
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FIBER LINE
network, depending on the required business applications and selected architecture. Up until now, most
broadband networks have utilized either EMAT or
HDFB lasers for transmission of programming/services
Figure 2: Broadcast vs narrowcast
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Figure 3: Broadcast vs. narrowcast
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Narrowcast

from the distribution hub to the subscriber serving area.
Depending on the distance (optical loss) to the receiver
node, each transmitter's output is optically split
between two and four times with HDFBs, and 35 times
with EMATs. Fiber cable is home run to this hub
site, where the optical splitting takes place.
Assuming 500 home pockets, homes passed per
transmitter range from 1,500 to 17,000. This
scheme is commonly referred to as broadcast transmission. That is, all homes served from asingle
fiber transmitter receive identical programming
and services.
Alternatively, "narrowcasting" provides for a
dedicated transmitter receiver link, where optical
splitting at the hub site is eliminated.
Narrowcasting allows the broadband operator to
now "talk to" fewer homes per optical transmitter.
Low power DFBs (LDFB) are designed with output levels equal to the actual glass link loss budget
between the transmitter and receiver. As the industry moves toward amore interactive and transaction based business, both forward and
reverse network traffic levels will increase.
This will quickly drive an operator shift
towards narrowcast transmission. Figures
2and 3contrast broadcast and narrowcast
transmission schemes in Fiber to the
Serving Area.
Finally, amove to narrowcasting will
improve overall network reliability. A
transmitter outage only affects 500 potential subscribers, compared to 1,500-17,000
in the broadcast scenarios.

LDFB

Narrowcast transmitter product

There are several important issues that
fiber optic electronics vendors must consider in the development of anarrowcast prodLDFB
uct. They include specifications, packaging,
features and economics.
Figure 4: Dedicated narrowcast transmission
Typical 750 MHz specifiDistribution
cations at the optical
Serving area
hub site
receiver are 52 CNR, -66
/ Node
ss
CTB and -62 CSO; the
1310 nm
Optical
power of the DFB transtransmitters
Headend
receivers
mitter is selected based
LDFB
1310 nm
on the total (glass plus
passive) optical budget.
LDFB
Historically, laser vendors
have been pushed for
higher power and
improved noise and distortion specifications.
Digital
LDFB
narrowcast
This
allows the broadSignal
band network planner a
processing
greater degree of optical
and splitting
splitting and alower link
cost. In anarrowcast
•All distribution hub sites receive equivalent 1550 nm analog broadcast programming
environment, similar
•Hubs receive unique 1310 nm narrowcast programming —off air, govemment access
specifications (52/66/62)
•Digital narrowcast information includes voice, digital ad insertion, LAN, switched video
LDFB
LDFB
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Databases available for marketing and direct mail.
Reach all or aselection of the nation's cable systems and IVISOs!
The CableFile System Database

•The most complete, up-to-date file of US cable operations available
anywhere.
•Each listing contains key personnel and plant information.
•Updated on adaily basis as changes occur. Complete quarterly
updates done as well.
•Entire Database or Customized Database available.
•Receive quarterly, semi-annual or annual updates with the CableFile
Update Program.

The CableFile MS0 Database

•Provides pertinent information about corporate operations.
•Each listing contains names of 10 key personnel—
DECISION MAKERS.
•Includes company-wide subscriber counts, pay subs, pay units and
homes passed.

Convergence

95TM

The Convergence '95TM Conference Series will
keep you up to date on all the latest in the
converging marketplace. Conference topics for
the remainder of 1995 include:
Ul Interactive Television Conference & Expo
Li Convergence Technology
LI Safety/Training '95
Each conference is an independent presentation. You can attend any
or all of the conferences.

For More Information...

J Please send complete information for CableFile Research.
J Please have a sales person call me with all the details.
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Phone
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Fax

Mail to: CommPerspectives •600 S. Cherry St., Suite 400 •Denver, CO 80222
Fax to: 303/329-3453 •Questions? Call 303/393-7449

CableFile Research is a product of the
Chilton Communications Group.

Conference Series
For More Information...

D Please send information on the Convergence '95TH Conferences
that Ihave indicated.
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Address
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Phone

Zip

Fax

Mail to: CommPerspectives •600 S. Cherry St., Suite 400 •Denver, CO 80222
Fax to: 303/329-3453 •Questions? Call 303/393-7449

The Interactive Television Conference it Expo
September 25-28, 1995 •San Jose Convention Center
The Convergence '95TM Interactive Television Conference &
Expo is the premier event for the rapidly developing interactive
television industry. This conference, part of the acclaimed
Convergence '95T" Conference Series, delves into the issues at the
heart of interactive television today. Convergence '95T" provides
you the insights and networking opportunities you need by
bringing together aconcentrated audience of people, companies
and programs that are central to this growing industry. Finally,
aconference undiluted with those only on the fringes of
interactive television!
Sessions you can't afford to miss!
Exhibits of the best and most promising interactive networks,
technologies, products and services!

PLUS...
The Second DAVID
Developers Conference
Co-hosted by Comm Perspectives
and Microware

For More Information...

J Send me a complete program and registration information for
the Interactive Television Conference & Expo and DAVID Developers
Conference.
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Company
Address
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Phone

State

Zip

Fax

Mail to: CommPerspectives •600 S. Cherry St., Suite 400 •Denver, CO 80222
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Alias "Dr. Strangeleak"
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Narrowcasted
services might
include analog
off-airs and
government
access, as well
as digitally
formatted
switched video

are still required from the transmitter as heavy analog
transmission will continue to be present. The laser vendors are now focusing their efforts on yielding alower
power (2-5 mW) DFB product with the same specifications as the HDFB.
Narrowcasting will require more transmitters than a
conventional broadcast scheme; perhaps four times the
number of HDFBs and 35 times the number of EMATs.
Hence, transmitter packaging and overall rack space
requirements become asignificant issue. Narrowcast
transmitter platforms must become more densely
packed and utilize shared resources such as power supplies and status monitoring.
As hub site rack space is limited, vendors must be
innovative in the efficient design and packaging of narrowcast fiber transmitters, reverse receivers and power
supplies.
Economics in narrowcasting is another significant
issue. Manufacturers are working to achieve cost parity
between four LDFBs and one HDFB and an optical
coupler. The economic benefits of splitting HDFBs or
EMATs must be partially recovered in acost reduced
LDFB product.
At least in the near term, narrowcast products will
carry a cost premium; however, they will also offer
considerable value to the broadband operator.
Narrowcasting's inherent higher reliability and support
of high traffic interactive services will soon become a
network requirement.

Figure 5: Hybrid broadcast—narrowcast transmission
Distribution
hub site

nologies is utilized.
The first approach, called "dedicated narrowcast," is
depicted in Figure 4. Here it is assumed that 550 MHz
(80 channels) of analog video is transported from the
headend/CO to the distribution hub via 1550 nm optics.
As previously stated, 1550 technology is excellent for
interconnects and hubbing due to its long distance and
redundant ring capabilities.
Inside the distribution hub, an optical receiver converts the 1550 light to 50-550 MHz RF. Also transported into the hub site on other fibers are the targeted or
narrowcasted services required for this geographic area
of subscribers. These narrowcasted services might
include analog off-airs and government access, as well
as digitally formatted switched video, voice and LAN
networking.
Each hub site will receive narrowcasted programming unique to its customer base. The narrowcast services are optically received and converted to 550-750
MHz RF. The individual services can be recombined
and reprocessed into as many narrowcast channel lineups as required. Finally, the 550-750 MHz narrowcast
information is integrated with the 50-550 MHz analog
programming at the 750 MHz LDFB narrowcast laser
for transmission to the subscriber serving area.
Dedicated 750 MHz LDFBs are deployed, one per optical receiver.
An alternative approach, called "Hybrid broadcast—
narrowcast," is depicted in Figure 5. Again, it is
assumed that 550 MHz
(80 channels) of analog
Serving
video is transported from
area
the headend/CO to the

distribution hub via 1550
nm optics. Inside the
Headend
hub, the 550 MHz analog video is optically
amplified using an
erbium doped fiber
1310/1550 nm
amplifier (EDFA) and
Serving
then optically split (12area
Digital
550-750
16 times) for distribution
narrowcast
>MHz RF
to the individual subscriber serving areas.
Optical
Also transported into
receiver
Signa
Wave
the hub site on other
processPg
division
fibers are the targeted or
and splitting
multiplexers
narrowcasted services
•All distribution hub sites receive equivalent 1550 nm analog broadcast programming
required for this geo•Hubs also receive unique 1310 nm digital narrowcast including voice,
graphic area of subLAN, switched video
scribers. These services
are carried in the 550-750 MHz spectrum via 1310 nm
Migration to tomorrow's network
optics and consist of digitally formatted voice, LAN
Critical to any broadband operator's strategy is anetand switched video. They are optically received and
work evolutionary path that will support potential new
converted to 550-750 MHz RF. The digitally narrowservices. There are really two network strategies that
cast services are then re-lased utilizing lower spec'd
may be followed going forward. Both approaches
1310 nm digital DFBs operating in the 550-750 MHz
assume the delivery of analog video-only programming
spectrum.
today, but plan for the rollout of interactive digital serThe DFBs referred to here are only loaded with 200
vices in the near future. Interestingly enough, ahybrid
MHz of digital information, and hence, are different
of broadcast and narrowcast fiber transmission techOptical
splitter
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TAKE A
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NEW POLYETHYLENE
ENCLOSURES.
C

hannell Commercial's high quality ABS plastic enclosures are well
known in the industry and are used extensively throughout the

world. Now, we've added anew series of enclosures to meet the
needs of our economy-minded customers: The Economy Pedestal
Housing (EPH'") Series of high production, injection-molded
polyethylene enclosures for housing taps and splitters. They're
engineered and manufactured to our usual high standards in
our own facilities, but designed for applications where security
is not amajor concern.
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EPH Series enclosures feature consistent wall thicknesses
and include many of the other features found on our
most popular Signature Series (SPIT") enclosures. These
cost-competitive polyethylene enclosures have the highest
possible UV protection and are far superior in design
to any existing polyethylene enclosures found in the
industry today.
When economy is afactor and security is not a
major concern, take agood look at Channell's EPH
Series of polyethylene enclosures. Call toll-free
today for complete information.

Universal Locking Plate
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these two alternatives
(Table 2). The analysis
indicates the hybrid
EMAT
HDFB
LDFB
broadcast-narrowcast
50-750
50-750
RF input (MHz)
50-750
scheme is less expensive
(up to $400/mile) than a
1310
1310
Optical window (nm)
1310/1550
dedicated narrowcast
10-12
2-4
20-40
Typical power (mW)
approach. Typically, one
2-4
34
Optical splits per Tx
would expect the operator to deploy 1550 nm
Broadcast
Narrowcast
Broadcast
Transmission type
optics for CATV broadTypical homes passed
cast during the initial
17.000
1,500
500
per transmitter
network upgrade. The
longer one can wait to
$70,000
$12,000
$5,000
Average transmitter price
install and activate the
Price per link
$3,758
$4,800
$6,700
1310 nm narrowcast tier,
the more financially
Assumptions
attractive this alternative
750 MHz forward only operation
appears.
500 Homes passed per receiver node
The time value of
EMAT optical splits include EDFAs
money is afactor here.
As an industry, cable
than the low power analog LDFBs discussed above.
operators are also betting that the narrowcast DDFB
The 550-750 MHz output from the DDFB transmittransmitters are relatively inexpensive uncooled lasers.
ters is then wave division multiplexed (WDM) with the
The dedicated narrowcast approach, while perhaps
1550 nm 50-550 MHz broadcast programming onto a
more expensive, offers several application advantages
single fiber for transport to the subscriber serving area.
that should be considered.
Dedicated narrowcast allows for local ad insertion in
Pros and cons
the 50-550 MHz analog tier. As the analog programBoth dedicated narrowcast and hybrid broadcast-narming is brought back to RF at the hub site, digital ad
rowcast offer advantages to the broadband network
insertion utilizing local signal reprocessing and splitprovider. Once again, the choice will be made based on
ting equipment may be easily accomplished. Local ad
applications and the overall business plan.
insertion is avery important application and source of
The author has completed several sample network
revenue for the broadband operator.
designs in order to better understand the economics of
Additionally, franchise agreements may require that
certain off-airs, local origination, and government access be available in certain
Table 2: Fiber optic transmission model
areas of the system. This can only be
accomplished via dedicated narrowcast. In
Dedicated
Hybrid broadcast/
the hybrid broadcast-narrowcast scenario,
narrowcast
narrowcast
all analog programming passes through
150 EMAT/21 dBm EDFA
.006/$434
the hub at light.
Low DFB transmitter
24/$1,200
It would be very difficult to signal
process the 50-550 MHz spectrum to meet
Digital DFB transmitter
.24/$408
these special applications.
Receivers (fwd & reverse)
.24/$870
.24/$870
Table 1: Fiber optic transmission technology alternatives

Splice enclosures

.067/$23

.067/$23

Transmitter driver amps

.60/$210

.307/$107

Fiber cable (6F/node)

731%5;1,157

731%$1.157

Fiber install and electronics
activation labor

$686

$681

Total cost per mile

$4,146

$3,687

Assumptions:
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500 homes passed per node
550 MHz analog -200 MHz digital loading
Fiber optics portion only
Units per mile/$ per mile
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Summary
As new services and business applications become an integral part of the broadband network offering, narrowcast technology will play agreater role. The business plan will be akey driver as to which
fiber optic transmission architecture and
technology will be required.
It is extremely important that the network planner have in mind that next evolutionary step to support future services
and revenue opportunities. In any event,
narrowcasting should be apart of those
plans. CIED

Can Your Architecture
Stand the Test of Time?
Can your broadband architecture support video on demand,
targeted ads and telephony — as well as help you compete
effectively? Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-to-the-Serving Area
architectures not only accommodate today's expanded bandwidth needs, but offer the built-in flexibility and reliability for
the interactive future.

And we provide much more than advanced architectures. It's
acomplete end-to-end solution. Fiber optic, distribution and
headend systems to implement your new FSA architecture
at alow life-cycle cost. With subscriber systems to bring
it all home.
So make sure your broadband network will stand the test
of time. Call Scientific-Atlanta today at 800-433-6222 or fax
us at 404-903-3088.

Scientific
Atlanta

Official Sponsor of the
1996 Atlanta Olympic Games
Raariar grin:mike
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Getting
MS0s, manufacturers
tackle the

close

digital unknown

to the cliff

By Dana Cervenka

hile it's true that MSOs have yet to deploy
asingle digital set-top, they are not waiting until digital
video and telephony are really here to learn about the
idiosyncrasies of testing the medium. On the contrary,
many are soliciting aresponse from manufacturers to
the most difficult testing and training challenge yet: to
jump from the known world of analog testing, where a
tech can diagnose the problem just by looking at aTV
picture, to the unknown world of digital, where apicture will look relatively fine—right up until the point it
disappears.
"I hate the term, but it's aparadigm shift," explains
Ted Hartson, Post-Newsweek vice president and chief
engineer. That shift means that in the world of Is and
Os, intuitive testing will go out the window. "The artifacts, the unhappiness in the picture looks much different in adigital signal," adds Hanson. "Digital signals
either freeze, or drop out."

The world of digital brings with it tests familiar to
the analog domain, as well as some new measurements, including Bit Error Rate (BER), digital power
measurements, channel performance, general spectrum
measurements and constellation measurements. One
new tool, constellation diagrams, depict the amplitude
and phase of adigital signal at aparticular instant in
time, or over aperiod of time. By looking at adiagram of say, a64 QAM signal, the tech can determine
the quality of the modulation that is being sent over
the cable. Eye diagrams also measure the quality of a
digital signal, via aconstellation analyzer: if asignal
starts overlapping with itself, or in other words, the
modulation becomes confused as to what certain symbols are (it can no longer tell the difference between a
1or a0), it forms something that looks like ahuman
eye. As more interference degrades the signal, the
"eye" will start to close.
While there does exist equipment today that is capable of testing the delivery of digital video signals, it is
in neither the package nor the format that will be optimal for use by the cable television industry, says

Hartson, who has suggested that manufacturers incorporate capabilities including ahistogram of bit error samples into their digital testing boxes. For example, with a
digital picture, the bit error rate gets worse and worse,
until, in an overwhelming rush of errors, the signal
would exceeds the maximum BER the forward error
correction of the processing system can handle, and the
signal plummets over the cliff—the picture is gone. A
histogram of BER samples would illuminate the problem for the field tech by letting him know how close to
the cliff the signal really is.

Phase one and phase two
Tele-Communications Inc. (TCI) is currently working with atotal of six manufacturers on designing digital test equipment. Probably by the end of this month,
the MSO will have chosen two companies to design its
initial suite of products. While TCI would normally follow the RFI/RFP process, notes Ron Upchurch, senior
project engineer with the MSO, in this case, there was
no time. Why the haste?
TCI is racing full-speed ahead into what Upchurch
calls phase one, or qualifying the system for digital
transmission. The first phase of equipment will be used
to simulate the actual signal, and thus determine if the
plant is up to the task of carrying digital video and telephony. Phase one tests will include Bit Error Rate and
Burst Error Tests. The latter will document errors that
are bursty, even if they happen to be very short in duration, which might be caused by apower company
switching relay, or one of the cable plant's power supplies switching on or off. The stage one equipment will
be able to handle testing of both digital video and telephony, as well as Sega and DMX signals, with the
attendant capability to measure QAM, QPSK, and
9QPR.
The earliest the MSO expects equipment to be delivered is by late third quarter of this year, and that equipment will range in price from $10,000 to $22,000 per
set. A qualification set would include atransmitter, otherwise known as adigital pattern generator, which simulates (in TCI's case), a64 QAM signal, as well as
receivers for each point to be analyzed.
The second phase of testing revolves around in-service equipment, which comes into play once digital signals are actually launched into the system. In its functionality, this piece of equipment will closely resemble
adigital set-top. "The way we envision the in-service
piece, is working very similarly to aset-top, but being
portable, ruggedized, weatherproof and having some
additional features built in," explains Upchurch.
Referred to as an in-service digital monitor, the box's
closest cousin would be today's spectrum analyzer;
however, the monitor would have the same functions as
aBER tester, and would include abuilt-in signal level
meter, as well as the ability to provide carrier-to-noise
and hum readings.
The in-service piece is aimed at both service technicians, and possibly even installers, if, says Upchurch,
the cost can be driven down. Specs provided to manu-

The first phase
will determine
if the plant is
up to carrying
digital video
and telephony
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facturers require that the new equipment be user-friendly—menu-driven, and featuring results that are relatively easy to analyze.
As for the in-service telephony equipment, it will
enable line techs and service techs to troubleshoot
problems with QPSK problems on the network.
The initial, qualification testing will encompass
some 23 systems that TCI has earmarked for the launch
of digital services.

Trilithic's offering to the digital test equipment market, adds Harris, is probably best characterized as
being acompressed video analyzer.
And the ultimate challenge of making digital test
equipment is the same as that of making digital settops, says Wavetek's Division Marketing Manager,
Rick Jaworski: "To get the product to aprice that people are willing to pay."

The unreality of digital testing

Hewlett Packard has been working with at least six
MSOs during the past year-and-a-half on qualifying
analog plant for digital services, focusing mainly in the
areas of return path ingress, spectral characterization
and bit error rate testing.
And recently, the manufacturer
introduced the 89400 vector signal
analyzer series, which has the
capability to verify that the digital
video data streams have been correctly modulated onto the RF carriers. The analyzer is also capable
of conducting PCS (Personal
Communications Services) and
telephony testing, as well as digital video. The challenge facing HP
is to migrate its considerable store
of lab grade technology to aprice
that is appropriate and acceptable
to MS0s, while at the same time,
making the user interface more
technician-friendly.
"A large part of HP's acquisition of CaLan," explains Bruce
McPherran, market program manager with CaLan, "is to migrate
HP's expertise in digital measurement to instrumentation that is
more tech-ready, an area that HP,
at least in cable, has not been in
before."

While analog testing deals with aworld that is mainly grounded in reality, digital does not. "In data, it's not
aphysical reality that you are looking at," says Jim

From the lab to the field

New uses for existing gear

A tech may be blissfully
unaware that the digital
signal he is monitoring is
dangerously close to the
edge of the falls.
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Harril, product marketing manager, Trilithic. "What
you are actually judging is the ability of the system to
cope with errors."
One particularly thorny challenge for the manufacturers trying to develop digital test equipment is that
they are dealing with amedium that encompasses
numerous, proprietary hardware and software technologies. "Some of the algorithms associated with recovering the video information are proprietary," Harris elaborates.

The transition to digital testing
also means that existing test
equipment will take on added
functionality: specifically, spectrum analyzers, signal level
meters, TDRs (Time Domain
Reflectometers) and OTDRs
(Optical TDRs) will be used to determine if acable
system is digital ready, according to Rick King, product
line manager, Transmission Test, for Tektronix.
The next step for the test equipment manufacturer
will involve incorporating additional features, and
automating some of those features, to enable traditional
instruments to make digital transmission measurements.
"Our signal level meter has the capability of measuring
the level of digitally modulated carriers," notes King.
"And in that case, we are trying to integrate the mea-
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Super Plus gives you 4 times the
signal leak detection range of the
Trilithic Searcher Plus.
The Trilithic Super Plus leakage detec-
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surements as much as possible to look like,
and operate in the same way as the technician
would [be used to] in working on an analog
system. in order to ease the training burden."

The cabbage to signal quality ratio
Just how large will that burden be? For
MS0s, the question becomes, will all of the
intelligence be built into the box, or will it be
necessary to have tiers of troops, each with

differing levels of expertise and knowledge?
Trilithic's Harris compares one scenario to
IBM's approach to its field computer maintenance force in the days of the mainframe computer: "They had stock troops, they had mentors, and they had real gurus. The real gurus
carried the heavy-duty equipment. The guys at
the first level changed the fuses or banged on
the side of it to see if they could make it
work."

SUBSCRIBER AMPLIFIER

Ultimately, making digital work will require
amuch more directed, hands-on approach by
MSOs' corporate management.
Tektronix's King confirms that the tiered
approach makes good sense. "The higher level
tiers can actually set up some of the measurements to be performed by the test equipment,
which can be carried out into the field, if necessary, and used by some of the [junior]
techs," he adds.
It will also be necessary to educate
installers and techs that digital is particularly
intolerant of poor cabling practices, says Ken
Ainsworth, principal engineer with Tektronix,
TV Test Division. As for phenomena like the
previously
mentioned
"cliff," or
"waterfall"
effect, training
will also be
necessary to
explain non-linear, digital relationships, such
as that between
output signalto-noise, and
input signal-tonoise, adds
Ainsworth.
In an attempt to circumvent the training
problem by incorporating as much intelligence
into the equipment as possible, Hewlett
Packard will continue its practice of providing
test routines, or programs, on aROM Card
that can be inserted into atest instrument.
Engineers and techs can then execute the tests
in arepeatable, verifiable way. McPherran
acknowledges, however, that some digital testing techniques will be more difficult than what
techs are used to in the analog world.
"We have tools designed for electrical engineers," he notes, "and some people can't even
afford to hire EEs. We need to be able to take
techs who understand cable television very
well, and turn them into digital communications engineers. And that's something that we
can do."
McPherran draws an analogy to differential
phase and differential gain, concepts which
didn't even exist afew years ago, to demonstrate that there is hope of making the digital
testing world acomfortable, familiar one.
"Some day, there will be athing called
cabbages," he jokes. "It sounds that unfamiliar to techs today when you talk about forward error correction or modulation error
ratio. So 10 cabbages is bad, but 11.5, maybe
that's good." CID
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800-465-7046
Phone: 705-324-2196
Fax: 705324-5474
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When your vision demands fiber,
we provide solutions.

Fiber optic systems are the heart of

products manufactured under ISO

tomorrow's telephone and CATV infra-

9001-certified processes and tested to

structure—and that infrastructure is

Bellcore specifications. We offer wave-

being built today.

division multiplexers, couplers, fixed

We have the technological resources

AMP fiber optic products include cable management
hardware and OSP splice closures.

connectors—plus patch panels and cable

know you need "right-now" resources

assemblies, splice closures, and distri-

to get today's job done. And right now,

bution enclosures. Everything has

AMP has over 500 people developing

been designed to simplify installation,

and producing the fiber optic products

and hold down costs.

you need—engineers, technicians,

The AMP COREL1NK splice is
./
asimple, permanent, reusable
4;1
,- mechanical splice for 125 pm fiber.

4

and variable attenuators, splices, and

you need for the long haul, but we also

We'd like you to know more about

manufacturing and support personnel

our products, the support we offer, and

dedicated to helping you get what you

the resources and expertise we can

need when you need it, in quantity,

provide to help turn your vision into

anywhere in the world.

reality, today.

Our fiber optic line is comprehensive,
advanced, and available—with many

For more information and our capability brochure, call us at 1-800-835-7240 (fax 910-727-5858).
AMP. Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608. In Canada, call 905-470-4425.
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FIBER TESTING

Comprehensive
testing of fiber
cum:yreasd Infrastructures

By Steve Grady, Program Manager,
Broadband Service Assurance,
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.

Ascable companies begin to implement fiber

optic backbones, they must face asimple fact:
while just laying fiber may enable them to
achieve the bandwidth required to support
emerging broadband interactive services,
unless astructured physical layer management
solution is implemented as well, investments
cannot be optimized. The reason is straightforward: with fiber cable outages costing
upwards of $200,000 per hour, and average
outage times of 1.28 minutes per mile of cable
per year, afiber management system that can
shave even minutes off repair times can pay
for itself in afew months, and go on to
retrieve millions of dollars in otherwise lost
revenues.
The keys to successful management of fiber
optic and hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) infrastructures are comprehensive testing and online
documentation of facilities. If problems can be
diagnosed, and their locations determined
swiftly, repair crews can be dispatched faster.
The savings that accrue through this approach

Figure 1: Remote fiber test and surveillance system
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TOOLS

TO

TEST

THE

CHANGING

WORLD

OF

COMMUNICATIONS

SignalScour.
Signal Level Meter

f3h t
,
11711
ItIF

WFM90 Sertes
Waveform Monitor

FiberMinr.
Mini 011111

2721,4 ,2722 A
Sweep System

2715 CATE
Spectrum Analyzer

Video

VM7 OGA
Measurement

Set

OUR CABLE TV TEST TOOLS
CAN ENSURE THE QUALITY

[NOT NECESSARILY
THE CONTENT.]

OF ANY VIDEO SIGNAL.
When it comes to providing aquality cable television

Our newest signal level meter, for instance, provides superior

signal, Tektronix has you covered.

measurement accuracy with automated test sequences, giving you

Whether you're installing and maintaining your

detailed results in seconds.

cable plant, verifying RF carrier parameters or making

For afree catalog of all our cable TV test solutions, call us

baseband measurements at the head-end, Tektronix
has the broadest line of cable TV test solutions.
Our tools have areputation for superior accuracy,
quality and reliability. What's more, they're easy to use.
RISO 9001

today at 1-800-426-2200, (press 3and when prompted request
WHETHER ITS PRODUCT
SUPPORT OR TECHNICAL
ADVICE, OUR WORLOWIOE

program 326). We're here to help you deliver aclear signal. What
your subscribers watch, however, is up to them.

SER VICEORGANIZATION IS
HERE TO HELP.

1994 Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. Tektronix and TEK are registered trademarks and CableScout. FiberMini and SignalScout are trademarks of Teldrcmix Inc. TVG-136
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Make Your Quality
Cable Connection
With Pirelli.
As an ISO 9001 registered
company, Pirelli manufactures a
full range of fiber optic cables for
the cable television industry.
Make your quality cable connection by calling these Pirelli
representatives:

Communications Supply Group
680 Industrial Cir S
Shakopee MN 55379
1-800-451-9032 •FAX 612-445-8423
CO, IA, MN, ND, NE, NM, SD, WI, WY

dB Communications
4007 Skippack Pike
PO Box 1268
Skippack PA 19474
1-800-526-2332 •FAX 610-584-7875
CT, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ,
NY, PA, RI, VA, VT, VW

B.E. Duval Company
347 W 6th St
PO Box 5255
San Pedro CA 90733
310-833-0951 •FAX 310-832-9970
AZ, CA, HI, NV
Glade Communication
Equipment Company
2691 151st Place NE
Redmond WA 98052
1-800-347-0048 •FAX 206-869-4119
AK, ID, MT, OR, UT, WA
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MicroSat
4343 Shallowford Rd Ste F3
Marietta GA 30062
1-800-438-0812 •FAX 404-643-0899
AL, AR, FL, GA, KS, LA, MS, NC, OK,
SC, TN, TX
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W. Whitaker & Associates
120 Professional Park Ste 1
PO Box 6327
Lafayette IN 47903
1-800-433-8775 •FAX 317-447-5064
IL, IN, KY, MI, MO, OH

111111.1
FIBER OPTIC CABLES
1-800-669-0808 •803-951-4800

FIBER TESTING
are truly significant. According to aBellcore
study, it takes most cable companies an estimated one hour to dispatch arepair crew from
the time afiber cable cut occurs—or 20 percent of the average total restoration interval.
But, by implementing automated testing procedures that can immediately diagnose and
locate faults, repair crews can be dispatched in
minutes, saving hundreds of thousands of dollars each time afault occurs. Equally important, minimizing downtime will maximize customer service, the real key to prosperity.
While fully automated testing procedures
will provide the greatest benefits, cable companies can also significantly trim maintenance
overhead with manual testing procedures—
beginning right at the time when the cable is
being placed in the ground. For example,
when making splices, or installing connectors,
the integrity of the fiber run can be tested
immediately—rather than waiting until all the
fiber is in the ground.
Use of acalibrated laser source in each
headend and then measuring the power transmitted at the end of the line with ahandheld
meter can help avoid these post-implementation repairs, and ensure that the network meets
the pre-defined optical loss budget.
While alaser source and meter can identify
optical losses, to fully characterize the network, and identify the reason for atransmission outage, optical return loss measurements
are also required. These can be made with an
optical return loss set or optical fault finder,
also located at the headend. These devices
shoot out light and then look at the backscatter
to determine the characteristics of the splices
and connectors in the fiber being examined.
To optimize performance of these tests and
speed repairs, the laser source and optical fault
finder should be housed in afiber distribution
frame at each headend. With this centralized
access point for all fiber terminations, tests of
specific fibers can be made more easily, and
service restoration can be expedited. All too
often, however, cable companies splice all fiber
cable interconnections, and when it comes time
to identify atermination, they are faced with a
jungle of splices that must be unraveled before
any test or repair action can be taken.

Online fiber documentation
In addition to adding test capabilities to the
fiber frame, completely documenting, online,
all fiber network components will also streamline maintenance activities. With an automated
repository documenting the fiber plant end-toend, test results can be easily interpreted and
geographically pinpointed, and repair crews
instantly dispatched.
CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN JULY 1995

Example RFTS payback model
Outage cost and frequency
Part 1--Estimate the cost and frequency
of an outage:
1. Enter the number of cable miles in the
region = 14,000 miles
2. The number of hours of outage is
calculated by 1.28 failures minutes/cable
mile/year divided by 60 minutes or
internal company records of fiber outage
(will be lower than reality) =299 hours/
year
3. The variable cost/hour for afiber cable
failure =$150,000/hour
4. Multiply #2 by #3 to calculate the
estimated cost of outages in the region
=$44,1750,000 /year
5. Divide #4 by #1 to calculate the cost per
fiber mile of outages =$3,203/mile/year

Fiber restoral savings
Part 2--Benefits of RFTS in fiber restoral
6. Enter the % RFTS will reduce time to
restore acable to service =20%
7. Multiply #6 times #5 to calculate
RFTS operating savings =$640/mile/
year

RFTS operating cost
Part 3--Calculate the operating cost of
RFTS on an annual basis per mile of
monitored cable
8. Enter burdened labor rate for your
region =$115,000/staff-year
9. Enter number of control center staff that
will be needed to run RFTS (3 for 24
hours) =3 staff
10. Multiply #8 by #9 and divide by #1 to
calculate RFTS labor cost
=$24.64/mile/year
11. Enter the cost of deployed RFTS
equipment =St.000.000
12. Divide #11 by #1 by 5depreciation
years to calculate the yearly RFTS
cost =$1 14/mile/year
13. Multiply #11 by .10 and divide by #1 to
calculate yearly RFTS support cost
=$57/mile/year
14. Add #10, #12, #13 to calculate total
yearly operational cost of RFTS
=$196/mile/year

Payback analysis
Part 4--Calculate the annual $benefit and
payback period
15. Subtract #15 from #7, multiply by #1 to
calculate annual RFTS benefits
=$6,216,000/year
16. Divide #11 by #15, times 12 months to
calculate payback period = 15.4 months

Online documentation provides another
advantage to companies concerned with
streamlining maintenance procedures. With
paper records, each time achange is made to a
network, the modifications to the documentation have to be made manually—a procedure
that is, obviously, prone to human errors. But
with online documentation, any change made
is automatically rippled throughout the entire
system. If the name of aspecific section of
cable is changed, for example, that change
need be entered only once, and it will be automatically reflected wherever appropriate. With
manual documentation procedures, all references to this section must first be identified,
and then changed. If any references are
missed, and the section subsequently needs to
be located, lengthy delays could result.
Online documentation also supports rapid
provisioning, an important issue in amarket
where changing customer requirements need to
be continually addressed with new services.
With an accurate picture of existing facilities
and network capacity at all times, new services
can be provisioned much faster than if the
underlying infrastructure has to be repeatedly
inventoried to ensure it can support the services proposed.
The need for online fiber plant documentation is also becoming increasingly critical as
cable networks expand, yet continue to rely on
asingle operations center. The reason is that
even if test results are available at this central
site, they must be interpreted with adetailed
map of the fiber infrastructure. But if this
information is only available in multiple documents which may be scattered across multiple
sites, repairs will be delayed.

fault or determine network capacity can get
expensive. However, for larger and expanding
networks, an investment in automated test
equipment may actually pay for itself by running all of these tests in abatch mode in the
evening, and having the results available the
next morning for interpretation.
With automated testing, dark fibers can be
cost-effectively tested as well as active ones.
As aresult, excess capacity can be fully char-

acterized, data stored, and the cable ready to
go whenever new applications are required.

Fiber cable surveillance
Automated testing equipment that can characterize dark fibers is particularly useful in
locating fiber sheath problems. Over 80 percent of all physical problems that occur to a
cable sheath can be detected by analyzing a
single fiber in that sheath. Continually moni-

Unlock the Mystery of
Broadband
Technology with the
General Instrument
Broadband Education
Curriculum
Secure your future in the rapidly evolving Broadband

industry. Expand your technical expertise.
Register now (215) 830-5678.

Remote automated fiber testing
Broadband Communications
Network Design
•July 17-21

Minneapolis, MN

•August 21-25

San Francisco, CA

• October 16-20

Boston, MA

Broadband Network Overview
•Catt to schedule at your site.

Headend Maintenance and
Performance Testing
•Call to schedule at your site.

Broadband Applications
Engineering Training
• July 25-27

Baltimore, MD

•August 8-10

Portland, OR

•October 24-26

Houston, TX

Plant Maintenance, Proof of
Performance and Signal
Leakage
•Call to schedule at your site.

JGeneral Instrument
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In addition to online documentation, to
expedite remote test procedures, full-function
OTDR-based fiber test units (FTUs) are coupled with optical test access units (OTAUs) to
facilitate access to specific fibers on either aset
schedule, or on demand. Acommunications
link between the test system controller (TSC)
and the FTU/OTAUs in the fiber frames is also
required. With immediate online TSC access to
testing information for virtually every fiber in
the network infrastructure, as well as full topology information, exact problems—whether
facilities or equipment—can be rapidly determined, and crews dispatched to the site with
the required repair equipment (see Figure 1).
Automated testing also cuts installation
labor costs. With each fiber taking as long as
10 minutes to characterize with an OTDR,
paying aperson to shoot each test and wait for
results every time atest is required to locate a
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toring both dark and active fibers therefore
provides acost-effective way to ensure fast
service restoral.
To test active fibers, wavelength division
multiplexers (WDMs) are required at each
headend (and preferably integrated into the
fiber frame) in order to test signals at different
operating wavelengths. Equipment that performs these tests should also operate ondemand or in an automated surveillance mode.
Proactive monitoring of dark and active fiber
surveillance may also help identify potential
network weaknesses before they actually result
in service outages.

Fiber payload testing
Acable company that has set up aremote
fiber testing infrastructure can now leverage
this network to perform fiber payload testing.
With the ability to remotely and non-intrusively
test the actual content of Synchronous Optical
Networks (Sonet), cable companies will be
able to leverage centralized, experienced staff
members to diagnose signals without duplicating resources at multiple sites, or facing the
expense of opening fiber sheaths. This capabili-

ty will also enable analysis of ATM and MPEG
signals carried within Sonet payloads.
Remote payload testing is accomplished by
leaking signals through asplitter, and diverting
them, through an optical test access unit, to a
Sonet test unit. Integrated with existing FTUs
and OTAUs already located in the fiber frames
at each headend, this equipment completes the
suite of tests required for completely managing
fiber plants (see Figure 2).
When selecting test solutions, be sure that
communications capabilities are as functional
as the tests themselves. Unless all test equipment and online documentation systems are
linked to each and every headend with a
UNIX-based client/server network architecture, inter-site communications simply cannot
be optimized. And without communications,
remote testing and enterprise-wide online documentation will just not work.
It is also imperative to recognize that all test
equipment from all vendors may not perform
individual tests equally well—or, in fact, even
be mutually compatible. Therefore, when looking for test and documentation systems, be
sure that the vendor can provide acomprehen-

sive solution to your management needs.
With asystems solutions approach, tests can
be added in amodular fashion, providing a
seamless growth path from manual testing to
fully automated remote test environments. In
other words, by selecting avendor that offers
comprehensive end-to-end management solutions, as your needs expand, so too can your
management capabilities.
The need for astructured management solution is precipitated by expanding cable networks and new customer requirements for
interactive services. In this highly competitive
environment, cable companies need to be able
to maximize uptime, optimize service restoral
times, and be able to quickly reprovision their
networks in order to ensure that their customers get the services they want, when they
want them. Armed with online documentation
capabilities, as well as afull suite of manual
and remote test equipment, this objective can
be cost-effectively achieved. CED
The author wishes to acknowledge Bob
Johnson of Laser Precision Corp. for his
contributions to this article.
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The New Model OPM 5Series optical power
meters operate at 850, 1310 and 1550nm
for use in all singlemode and multimode
applications. When connected to aPC,
the versatile OPM 5serves as alab meter
providing real-time readings and hard
copy output for documentation.

e1 6°

'Stand-alone unit stores
250 loss readings in the field
•Connects to PC or printer
•Ideal for batch and stability testing
•Auto-zero
•Use AC or 9V battery
Call for aProduct Catalog detailing the OPM 5
and the entire family of Noyes fiber optic test equipment.

1-800-321-5298
Noyes Fiber Systems
P.O. Box 398 •Laconia, NH 0324 7 •PHONE 603-528-7780 •FAX 603-528-2025
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Well-built, Rugged Outdoorly'peWith
Great Features LookingTo Hook Up.
The new OTDR Plus- Multitester from Siecor has just about
everything you'd ever want in avery portable package.
It's easygoing and attractive for quick. reliable field testing.
Want equipment with afuture? Start with the basic OTDR,
then upgrade when your needs change. Add apower meter,
single-mode source, visual fault locator, even another OTDR
to the durable metal housing. Or, commit to complete field
testing by getting all the options right away.
You'll find the OTDR Plus Multitester quite easy to get
along with. Auto Test evaluates and summarizes an entire
cable span with the touch of abutton, while Auto Increment
is the key to fast dual wavelength testing. Plus, the Windows®

based PC software extends analysis and documentation from
the field to your desk.
We listened and learned what you wanted in field test
equipment, and built the OTDR Plus Multitester to your
specifications. As the pioneer in fiber optics, it's only natural
that we respond to those who rely on us for their cable,
management, connectorization, splicing and testing needs.
So call 1-800-SIECOR 4for details. And hook up with
the OTDR that will truly live s
i
up to your expectations—
today and the years to come.
el9SiecorCorporauon
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By Bruce McPherran,
Market Program Manager, HP CaLan

T

here are two ways to view the FCC video
proof-of-performance testing requirements,
commonly referred to as the "color" tests. At
first glance, they may be seen as bothersome
regulatory intrusions that must be tended to
once every three years to meet minimum
requirements. However, in today's competitive
marketplace, the regulations are really awakeup call for improved signal quality control.
While video signal measurement requirements must be observed, improved full-time
video signal monitoring can also lead to
improved customer satisfaction and retention.
Compact-dish satellite systems are already
giving consumers aquality signal alternative
to wired cable systems, and competition from
the friendly local telephone company is on the
way. Telcos are promising the quality of digital signals and the freedom of dial-up program
choice. To keep and add subscribers in the
face of this formidable competition, cable TV
systems must make maximum efforts to deliver an uninterrupted, high-quality signal and
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gram, anumber of questions must be
answered. Which of the dozens of possible
video signal tests are the most necessary?
How many employee hours will it take to train
staff on the new equipment? How will new
headend video measurement gear integrate
with existing equipment? How much time will
it take to run tests and evaluate the results?
Since cable TV systems do not generally
have unlimited funds, staff time and rack
space, it is necessary to determine the most
important video signal measurements, and to
seek ameans of making those measurements in
the easiest, most cost-effective way possible.

OW

Baud

responsive customer service.
The possibility of losing business to competitive delivery systems is only one indicator
of the false economy of reliance on the cable
TV industry's historical video signal quality
monitor, the customer complaint call. This
long-time "minimum standard" has never been
the low-cost solution it may seem to be. Poor
signal complaints from customers tend to
increase during the peak viewing evening and
weekend hours. This creates the need for reactive, rather than proactive, service calls at
inconvenient and/or premium-pay times.
One of the key benefits of an investment in
video signal measurement gear is that it can
provide early warnings of signal degradation.
Most cable TV engineers and technicians
are well aware of the benefits of improved
video signal monitoring. There is probably
much less awareness of the dollar cost of the
training, time and tools necessary to meet
FCC requirements and go beyond the basic
standards to provide continuous monitoring of
other important signal quality indicators. If a
cable TV system is to maximize the cost-benefit ratio of avideo test and measurement pro-

Staff time for training, testing and evaluating results often constitutes amajor portion of
monitoring expenses. This underscores the
importance of ease of equipment set-up and
use. Equipment that performs continuous measurements on an automated basis and generates alarms to warn of signal degradation
eliminates the need for employee time to make
periodic tests or read printouts that report normal operation. In addition to saving on labor
costs, automated operation provides assured
measurement reliability, eliminating any
chance of subjective reading or variable techniques that can affect manual testing.
Equipment-related signal degradation is
often agradual process, so video signal monitoring equipment should permit recording,
store, recall and manipulation of test data.
Compatibility with existing test gear is
another consideration. The ability to compare,
store and recall data from the devices along
the signal path in the same manner simplifies
data evaluation and makes it easier to pinpoint
problems. Upgradeability to changing video
standards is another important consideration.
Fortunately for cable TV systems with limited budgets, afew basic measurements can provide the information engineers need to deliver
premium signal quality. The three FCC-mandated video measurements are differential
phase, differential gain and chrominance-toluminance delay inequality tests. Differential
phase distortion can cause improper color
changes when there are changes in brightness,
usually in high-luminance areas. Differential
gain error changes the amplitude of the
chrominance signal, causing color distortion.
Chrominance-to-luminance delay error causes
blurred objects, especially in the red-orange
segment of the color spectrum.
While the three required tests offer ageneral indication of cable TV system performance,
afew additional measurements can provide
virtually all the information needed to deliver
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ComSonics Introduces

THE

Most complete
Leakage Control
Package Available
Anywhere!
•Detects leaks more than 500 feet away!
•Self contained:
Near-Field Probe, Far-Field Probe, Dipole Antenna
•Detects both:
Standard Sniffer Transmitter and TV Carrier Signal
•Sniffer I.D. Signal Discrimination
•Frequency Agile (2 Ranges)
•Tunable in 11d-lz increments
•Full function LCD
•External Antenna connection
•GeoSNIFFER compatible
•Nickel-cadmium battery (user replaceable)
•Custom-made Holster available
•Docking Station accessory
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V IDEO SIGNAL M ONITORING
the best possible video signal. Pulse-to-bar
ratio is one of the critical measurements. A
weak video signal (below 100 IRE) will
become muddy and have poor contrast. Video
signals above 100 IRE can cause an annoying
sync buzz in the audio.
Video signal-to-noise (S/N) is also akey
measurement. A signal can register good carrier-to-noise and still deliver apoor picture
because of poor video S/N. Signal-to-noise

reveals the noise injected into the cable TV
system by satellite receivers, modulators,
processors, scramblers and descramblers. By
comparing video S/N before and after amodulator, technicians can determine that particular
modulator's contribution to the video S/N
ratio, then determine whether the problem is
bad C/N or bad S/N.
Frequency response testing determines how
flat the frequency response of modulators,

MEET MINIMAX!

Peak Performance in the
Palm of Your Hand
Accurate, lightweight,
rugged, easy to operate,
and low cost —
Sadelco's new MINIMAX
Signal Level Meters come
in two versions to meet
your special needs —
CATV versions feature:
0 Digital dB Readout
La -30 to +50 dBmV range
O Autoranging Attenuator
rvfMDS versions feature:
O Real-time Microammeter
and Digital dB Readout
CI -20 to +40 dB range
O MMDS downconverter power supply

Model Shown:
Minimax-M800

All Models Feature:
0 Fast Digital Tuning with 1dB accuracy
O C/N, Hun and Favorite Channel Pgm.
O Frequency ranges from 5-862 MHz available

Call today to find out what MINIMAX can do for you!

1-800-569-6299
Worldwide call 201-569-3323

European Distributor Inquiries Welcome!

sadelco

C
)
75 West Forest Ave. •Englewood, NJ 07631 USA
(201)569-3323 •Fax(201)569-6285
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processors and satellite receivers is. If acomponent is not flat, signal amplitudes become
distorted. When acomponent attenuates higher
frequencies, the high frequency rolloff reduces
fine detail resolution. High frequency peaking,
caused by amisaligned component, shows up
on video as overly emphasized edges.
Chrominance-to-luminance intermodulation,
also known as crosstalk, is present when luminance amplitude is affected by superimposed
chrominance. This non-linear video distortion
appears as luminance variation in strongly colored parts of the picture.
Luminance non-linearity is amplitude distortion resulting from acomponent's inability
to uniformly process brightness information
over the full 100 IRE amplitude range. When
it is present, the picture displays poor resolution between brightness levels.
None of these video signal problems are
likely to be discovered by acable TV operation testing exclusively in the RF domain.
Baseband test equipment capable of performing the basic tests just described will permit
detection and correction of most video signal
errors, providing premium-quality signals for
today's improved TV sets.

Clear signals keen customers
Cable TV managers who still need convincing that video signal monitoring equipment is a
sound investment should consider this: during
the past year, half of the 600,000 families who
bought compact satellite dishes had access to
cable TV. That means 300,000 households
opted to pay around $1,000 up front, plus
monthly fees. Clearly, consumers have shown
they are willing to make aserious cash commitment for aquality signal and abroad choice
of channels. The one millionth compact dish
unit was recently sold, triggering the contract
clause that opens the market to hardware competition. That will mean lower prices.
While satellites have sold surprising well,
they appeal primarily to innovative consumers
with apenchant for the latest high-tech toys.
The majority of consumers either can't afford
or don't want to pay for the hardware, installation and maintenance costs of asatellite dish.
They would prefer to rely on their local cable
TV system to own and operate the equipment
that delivers TV signals to their homes, as long
as the system operator delivers aquality product. These customers are the cable TV industry's to satisfy or lose. Cable systems that provide aquality signal, responsive customer service and apositive community presence can
forge and maintain acompetitive edge over
orbiting satellites and the unproven alliance of
telephone companies and television. CND
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Now's not the time to be scratching your head with questions.

•4'

R ETURN PATH T ESTING

Optimizin
Easier and more effective
return maintenance

the

return path

By Jim Harris, Product
Marketing Manager, and
Dan Rittman, Engineer,
Trilithic

M

any of the new cable
services now being planned
require some degree of
interactivity between the
service provider and the
subscriber. For those applications where real-time
communication is not
required, such as pay-perview ordering, communication via phone lines is adequate. For applications
requiring more complex
and immediate communications, the cable operator
must rely on his system's
return path.
Keeping the return path
in reliable operating condition presents some special challenges. First, it
typically operates in the 5to 30, or 5to 40
MHz range. Thousands of CB, ham radio and
shortwave transmitters operate in this part of
the spectrum, many at high power, and any
weakness in the system's shielding will allow
these signals to enter the system and interfere
with upstream "traffic."
Second, the return architecture itself compounds difficulties. Return path branches converge as they travel toward the headend or
node, making them effective "interference
concentrators." Noise or ingress problems in
one branch of the return system can disrupt
traffic on many or all of the other branches.
Weak ingress from asingle source (a shortwave transmitter, for example) entering the
system in several places will merge into asingle, strong ingress as branches converge.
Third, since most return problems get
worse as branches converge, the only meaningful place to measure return performance is
at the headend, just before the upstream data
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is recovered. This is inconvenient, since any
problems that are observed at the headend
must then be corrected in the field.
Before discussing the equipment and methods needed for dealing with these complexities, it may be well to review typical distribution systems in which they will be used.

Review of return system architecture
Figure 1shows atypical modern bidirectional distribution system. The downstream
fiber carries forward signals from the headend
or hub to "nodes," each of which serve 5001,000 subs through aconventional coax distribution network. Return signals from the subs,
typically in the range of 5-40 MHz, are transmitted by the node to optical receivers in the
headend. The RF outputs of the receivers are
combined in groups, each group driving a
"modem" which recovers the upstream data
and transmits it to the computer. How many
receivers are connected to each modem
depends on the amount of return "traffic" the

system carries, and the typical ingress and S/N
ratios of the return paths (the dirtier the return,
the fewer receivers per modem). Figures 2a,
2b and 2c show several configurations.

Return path performance parameters
Reliable upstream performance depends on
two parameters:
✓ Adequate signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ratio).
Gain in aparticular branch, if set either high
or low, can adversely affect the signal-to-noise
ratio in some part or all of the return system.
If set low, signals on this branch might be
"swamped" by the noise of other branches; if
set high, noise on this branch might be amplified enough to interfere with signals on other
branches.
To minimize noise-induced communications errors, upstream data systems use robust
modulation schemes such as Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying, typically operating at adata rate
of 1.544 Mbps.
Assuming QPSK as the modulation format,
for an acceptable BER of 10E-5, the return
system must provide aS/N ratio of at least 10
dB, as measured in a1MHz bandwidth
around the data carrier center frequency.
Incorrect gain settings in some or all of the
return paths degrade the S/N ratio, and hence
the BER, of the return system.
✓ Adequate signal-to-ingress ratio. Again
assuming QPSK is used, the sum of all
ingressing signals lying within the data signal
bandwidth (approximately 1MHz for the data
signal discussed above) must be at least 20 dB
below the level of the data signal. As the sum
of ingressing signals exceeds this level, it
gradually degrades the BER performance of
the system. At ingress levels approaching -10
dBc, communication is completely disrupted.
It should also be noted that the various
kinds of intermodulation products that afflict
the forward path are much less aproblem on
the return path, since far fewer carriers are
present. Carrier frequencies can also be selected to keep those intermodulation products that
do occur from falling within the data carrier
bandwidths.

Return path testing and measurement
Like any other aspect of system maintenance, return maintenance has three parts:
✓ Proper installation and initial setup of the
return path.
✓ Regular monitoring to detect problems that
get worse with time.
✓ "Disaster control" for problems that appear
suddenly.
Executing all three activities will be simplified if an adequate number of test points are
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Sweeping
the system
As noted
above, return
signal-to-noise
performance
depends on the
gain and balance of the
return path, so
proper return
alignment is
crucial. The primary instrument used to
balance the path
is areturn
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•Built-in sweep transmitter
•Stealth Sweep...a Wavetek
exclusive; tests without
interrupting viewer's reception
•FAST; light-weight
one-man operation
•FCC 24-hour test capability
Simplify testing; save time;
reduce fatigue.
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installed in the headend that allow the technisweep system. These are available from severcian to monitor his system and connect test
al test equipment companies, but all employ
equipment conveniently. Ideally, adirectional
the same general measurement strategy.
coupler should be installed at the input of
Briefly, each system has two elements, a"field
every modem, and at the output of every
unit" and a"headend unit." The headend unit
return fiber receiver that lacks abuilt-in test
is connected, usually through acombiner, to
point. To simplify measurement calculations,
the output test points of some or all of the
the test points should be padded so that the
return fiber receivers. This allows the field
same signal is
Figure 1: Typical 2-way CATV architecture
presented at all
test points.
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0 RETURN PATH TESTING
To return alignment headend
unit or spectrum analyzer

Figure 2b: Multiple nodes per modem
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receivers with full accuracy. (The test point
"manager" built into the headend unit enables
it to analyze signals from each of eight test
points individually or as agroup.)
In operation, the field unit transmits several
frequencies upstream to the headend at calibrated levels, the headend unit measures the
arriving signals, and communicates the result
to the technician in the field via adownstream
carrier. Starting at the node, the tech connects
the field unit to each amp's upstream test point
and adjusts the return amp until the headend
unit reports via the downstream carrier that it
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headend unit. Since the noise from all optical
receivers is combined before the signal is
input to the headend unit, the maximum number of receivers that can be connected to the
headend unit depends on the received system
noise level. Accurate measurements require a
S/N ratio of at least 10 dB in the measurement
bandwidth. If no test point exhibited aS/N
ratio worse than 10 dB for all return signals (It
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headend unit could monitor up to 32 fiber
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RE modem

Oats
out

People Depend On You You Can Depend On Us

T

here's no telling when the next outage will
happen, but you can usually guarantee it

won't be on abright sunny day. That's why the
Sencore CA780 "Cabelizer" is designed to be used
under all types of conditions, including the dark.

The CA780 is designed to help you find any
metallic cable problem from just afew inches
all the way out to 65,000 feet and features the
best sensitivity in the industry so that no problem
goes unfound.
For more information on the CA780, or any
other of Sencore's cable products, simply call
17800-SENCORE, ext. 700 today!
(736-2673)

Sencore Your Cable Connection!
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 51107

Direct: (605)339-0100 •Fax: (605)339-0317

RETURN PATH TESTING
Figure 3b: Corrupted return spectrum
5dB/DIV
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do so gradually, so regular monitoring of all
return paths fo:-increasing levels of noise or

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND!
Keeping up with all the new technoloes is ach.eenge iii itsetf.
There is away to take aavaritage of the leap in technology.
And

called FiPerworks.

▪ Fiberworks is acomprehensive series of training courses about
cable television, fiber optics, digital network systems, technology
and deployment.
1›, Developed by ANTEC, the company that introduced fiber optics
to the cable television industry, courses emphasize solutions for
today's evolving networks.
▪ ANTEC training programs are accredited through the International
Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET) to award
Circle Reader Service No. 31

Continuing Education Units (CEU's) to participants.

56

For more information about course content, course customization
and available dates, contact our Training Administrator at the ANTEC
Technical Training Center in Denver, Colorado. Call 1-800-FIBER ME
(1-800-342-3763).

A INTIEC

ingress. using the headend unit or aspectrum
analyzer. will generally identify problems
before they become serious. Remote measurements at unattended headends can be made at
intervals using the headend unit or adata logging SLM and reported via phone lines.
In even the best managed system, the unexpected occurs, and operators have learned to
live with it. It is worth noting, however, that
minor accidents that would affect only afew
subs in the dmAnstream direction may disrupt
hundreds of homes on the return path. For
instance, suppose amotorist hits autility pole
near the end of afeeder branch. breakirg the
cable. The loss of downstream signals would
affect only afew subs: in the return direction,
ingress entering the cable break couid disrupt
every home on that node.
If the unexpected can't be avoided, it can be
provided for. Regular monitoring will flag outbreaks when they occur, and plenty of test points
will allow the affected node to be identified
quickly. From there, the general test methods
and equipment described earlier will help the
field tech fix the problem as quickly as possible.
Keeping the return system in good operating trim requires an appreciation of its unique
failure modes and the specialized methods and
tools needed to deal with them. Problems can
be minimized through asystematic performance monitoring program. CED
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Modulation Distortion at Power Frequencies (Hum)
Standard: Not to exceed 3% of visual signal level

System test point

System test point

BPF

lOptional)

Spectrum
analyzer

BPF

Oscilloscope

(Optional)

Method 1
1. Tune spectrum analyzer to modulated or
unmodulateci test carrier. Recommended settings:
Resolution bandwidth, less than 10 kHz: sweep
time. between 5and 50 milliseconds/div. Required
settings: zero span and linear display.
2. Temporarily remove signal. Verify display line is
at the bottom. Use zero span and linear display
settings.
3. Reapply signal. Adjust gain to place trace near
top of display.
4. Refer to spectrum analyzer display and use formula below to determine distortion.
Vp-p (hum)
Modulation distortion = Vp (RF si.
gnal)
- (100%)

Method 2

SLM

1. Tune signal level meter to unmodulated carrier
under test.
2. Temporarily remove from oscilloscope and
adjust trace with vertical position control to coincide with bottom oraticule. Reapply signal.
3. Adjust oscilloscope vertical gain control so that
trace peak is near top of display. 0.1 volts/division
(DC coupled) and 5milliseconds per division is
recommended.
4. If hum signal is very small, it is acceptable to
switch to AC coupling and amore sensitive vertical scale on the oscilloscope for amore accurate
reading of the peak-to-peak voltage.
5. Use formula at left to determine distortion.

wid
aut(
5. F

sin-)
6. T

sca
nol

Standar
RF set-top 3rd order distortion
nc
Note: A signai generator is used to generate a carrier olf
1. Adjust spectrum analyzer to following settings IF resc
width, maximum; scan width, 5 MHz; Log scale, 10 dB/ci
ment. Adjust analyzer's center frequency to posiiion set -

Third Order Distortion -Set Top Converter
Test Equipment Setup
Caine system
or
Carrier generator

r

Set toP
converter

-

2. Adjust analyzer's full-scale reference to position
ci
full

Preamp
Signal
generator

scale

arric
the

3. Using the analyzer's markers, record the level
reference to place the carrier exactly on

e

c
up

4. Readjust settings to: iF resolution bandwidth, 30 Hz; \
wiath, 5 MHz; sweep time. automatic for calibratectmeai

(Optionali

5. CTB and OSO will be visible above the carrier,

seti.

(or graticules) to measure peak level.

Third order distortion -test equipment setup

6. Distortion magnitude is difference, in decibels.

betwe

thiE

(typically about 70 dB) is combined with system distortiob
. to'.

System 3rd order distortion •Method 1

Preamp

,

1. Set analyzer as follows: IF resolution bandwidth,

-

200 }Hz

01.

MHz; Log scale, 10 dB/div.; Sweep time, automatic for ctilibr41
(Optional)

Bandpass
filter

2. Adjust analyzer center frequency to position visual calier o

3. Adjust analyzer's full scale reference to position sync peak '
4. Use markers to record peak sync level of carrier, or adj et f
graticule line, then record the ful l scale reference value.

spectrum
analyzer

5. If measuring CTB, turn off carrier. If measuring OSO, moduli.
6. Readjust analyzer to: IF resolution bandwith, 30 kHz; video I'

Bandpass
filter

1

• _s

time, automatic for calibrated measurement; vid

Third Order Distortion
Alternate Test Equipment Setup

Preamp
Motional)

Cable system
or
carrier generator

i 7. If carrier is off, display shows both CTB and C
pym

Spectrum
analyzer

Video
out

level. Magnitude is difference in decibels betwe

4. CTB is

er level recorded in Step

Method 2
1. Set analyzer

as follows: IF resolution bandwid

scan width, 500 kHz; Log scale,
9

located on th

below the carrier.

inear.; Sweep t-

Adjust analyzer center frequency to peak the set-top's visual carrier output.

3 Adjust analyzer's full scale reference to position the carrier near the top of the display. Analyzer's atten
4 Set analyzer's scan width to 0 MHz.
5

With DVM

set to DC. record voltage of carrier reference level. Set DVIV1to AC and record level of CTB i

on carrier. Distortion magnitude is determined by using formula at right. (If hum is present, results will be

Special Note: An alternative method for performing this measurement can be made with th
sa
3.
on
4.
SU
5.

Aural Carrier Center Frequency

on
6.

Standard: 4.5 MHz ±5kHz at terminal and output of modulating/processing equipmmt
Aural carrier center frequency
Read the 45MHz subcarrier output

of the

demodi ilator directly on the counter. Best

Frequency Determination, Aural Carrier Separation
Test Equipment Setup

iesults are achieved with no modulation on the

í

sound carrier

-

If this is not possible, choose a

long gate time on the counter

7.
se

Demodulator

System or source

Some automat-

[

4.5

Channel
selector

ed test equipment will perform this test without
need for the demodulator.

Note: The demodulator output may have to be
amplified to provide the frequency counter with sufficient signal strength.

Counter

The Standard In Automated Test Systems
The Cheetah System Fully Automates Proof-of-Performance
• Complete scheduled tests unattended
• Performs non-interfering distortion measurements
• Spectrum analysis at the end-of-line
• Reduces amultiple week project to amatter of hours

SUPERIOR

ELECTRONICS

GROUP,

INC.

6432 Parkland Drive • Sarasota, Florida 34243 • Phone 813-756-6000 • Fax 813-758-3800
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1993
was the
first time
since 1985
that American
cable television syssystems were required to

meet specific, federally
enforced technical standards of
performance. The requirements
were negotiated by the cable television industry in conjunction with a consortium that represented the nation's local franchising authorities, then established as law by
the Federal Communications Commission.

The proof of performance standards, as they have become
known, are the important benchmarks by which cable systems
are now judged. This wall chart graphically illustrates how to perform each proof test, with step-by-step instructions on how to set up
the test and gather results. Of course, this chart should be used as a
guide only. Because of the complexity of some of the tests, not every
detail, hint, note and caveat could be included on the chart. Therefore,
the NCTA Recommended Practices for Measurements on Cable
Television Systems should be consulted for more information and for a
full explanation of each procedure. This year, the chart has been updated to include a preview of digital signal testing, and also takes on new
significance now that the color tests are required to be performed.
CED magazine and the advertisers who sponsored the chart are pleased
to provide this information as a focal point of excellence in performance.

Visual Carrier-to-Noise Ratio

Standard. Not less than 43 dB
If using aspectrum analyzer:
Carrier-to-Noise Setup
1. Adjust analyzer as follows: IF resolution bandwidth,
300 kHz; video bandwidth, 300 kHz minimum; Log
System
scale, 2dB/div.; frequency span, 1MHz; sweep time,
automatic.
2. Center the signal on the screen by fine tuning the
Spectrum
analyzer
center frequency. If using atunable bandpass filter,
or
set the signal one to two divisions down from top of
signal level
screen and tune the BPF to peak the video carrier.
meter
3. Adjust the reference level to set the peak video
carrier at the top graticule line. Record tne carrier
Band pass
Set top
Preamp
level reference.
fitter
converter
4. To measure the noise, adjust the settings as follows: IF resolution bandwidth, 30 kHz (wider bandhs can be used); video bandwidth, 100 kHz desired; Log scale, 10 dB/div.; frequency span, 6to 10 MHz; sweep time,
)matic. Tune center frequency to center the signal on the screen.
emove carrier or modulation, disconnect antenna lead or access to baseband video and terminate the input. Do not
ly remove power from the processor, preamp or modulator.
une analyzer center frequency 2MHz above the visual carrier frequency to center noise measurement range on
Record number of dB between noise at center frequency and the top line reference. This is uncorrected carrier-to;e ratio (+dB). Subtract the following correction factors: +21.25 dB; +2.5 dB; IF noise equivalent BW; and noise-nearie (see NCTA Recommended Practices for afull explanation and e>amples ).
If using asignal level meter:
1. Set SLM attenuator to get an on-scale meter reading.
2. Record carrier value.
d: Not less than 51 dB for standard systems,
3. Tune SUM frequency 2to 3MHz higher than the carrier (if
tless than 47 dB for HRC/IRC systems
CW) and remove attenuator until the minimum tunable noise
level can be used. If carrier is moduiated, it must be turned off
set 250 to 500 kHz below normal visual carrier leve'
at headend or modulation must be removed.
iution bandwidth, 200 kHz or greater; video band4. Record the noise level using compensating factors or
iv.; Sweep time, automatic for calibrated measureswitches
cop's visual carrier output to center of screen.
5. The difference between the level in Step 2and Step 4 is the
,
rin upper division of the display.
carrier-to-noise ratio.
arrier. If analyzer doesn't have markers, adjust the

Distortions

per graticule line, then record this value.
ideo bandwidth, minimum (less than 300 Hz); scan
;urement; video averaging (if avarlable), on.
)y the same frequency as visual carrier. Use marker

Special Note: An alternative method for performing this
measurement can be made with the use of some automated
test equipment.

level and the level recorded in Step 3. This level
etermine distortion level at subscriber's terminal.
greater; video bandwidth, maximum; scan width, 5
ed measurement.
test channel in center of screen.
evel in upper division of display.
JIl scale reference to place sync level on upper
tion must be turned off.
iandwidth, minimum; scan width. 5MHz; sweep
oaveraging (if available), on.
SO. Use mark&-or graticules to measure distortion
average peak level of the distortion and the cart i
acarrier; CSO is either 1.25 MHz above or 0.75 MHz

Visual, aural carrier 'level
Visual, Aural Carrier Level: 24 Hour Variation Test Equipment Setup
Signal level meter (SIMI
or spectrum analyzer

Feeder cable

Subscriber tap

(
‘\

h, 200 kHz or greater; video bandwidth, 30 kHz;
me, automatic for calibrated measurement.
uator should be set to 0dB
'noosed
affected.)
9 use

CTB = 20* LOG

VOLTS Ac
VOLTS Dc

+0.5 dBc

of some automated test equipment.

1. Be sure all signal
processor standby
carriers are set to
30 meter drop
precisely the same
levels as the visual
carriers they
Converter
replace.
2. Fine-tune SLM
to visual carrier to be
measured. If applicable, aclust the SLM compen40-

AI»

or as shown on its calibration chart.
-Insert or remove attenuation from the SLM precision attenuator until the SLM reads within its linear region
the dB scale. Re-tune the SLM as necessary to find the peak amplitude of the channel's visual carrier.
Record the measured compensated visual carrier level. Record the air temperature, time and date of meaement.
=ine-tune SLM to the channel's aural carrier and remove attenuation until the SLM reads within its linear region
the dB scale. Fine-tune again as necessary to find peak amplitude of channel's aurai carrier.
ompute and record the aural carrier level with respect to its associated visual carrier level.
Perform the test in the headend for all active channels and at each system test point at the output of the
:-top terminating a30-meter drop. Remeasure the visual carriers three more times at six-hour intervals.

Freqi
Overall.
using pr
Note: This
grammer
sion varia
tions. It is
1. Tune to
Using the
field selec
lines of bc
waveform
noisy or rc
each burs
ing 3.58 r\i
the effect;
antennas
the origini
form mon:
2. Calcula
ing formul

[20 Log
2

1

3. if the response of the headend, added to if
response variation (assuming headend and d
ly measured), is not greater than +2 dB, no fu
required on that channel.
4. Tune to the next channel to be measured a
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Note: Because this test measures overall resf
nal source, if this test fails, individual system (
independently. See NCTA Recommended Pré
system variations specifically on modulator cl

Since 1983, Contec has been performing quality Distribution,
Headend, and Test equipment calibration and servicing.
Contec maintains customized profiles for client service requirements.
Average turn time of your repair is 10 working days, with free
estimates. In fact, we're so sure you will like our prices, Contec will
pay the freight on the return of any refused estimate.
Contec also offers warranties that last. All of our CATV repairs and
calibration are performed to industry standards. Our Tampa facility is
an ALPHA authorized Warranty Repair Center.

CONTEC

To Start aRepair Program with Con tee.

When Performance Counts

1-800-382-2723

Call Your Representative Today at

Color Parame

Depth of modulation
Using asignal level meter
1. Connect the equipment as shown. Set the variable attenuator to 0dB.
Modulated
2. Adjust the SLM attenuator/sensitivity controls for maximum video output without C
RF
Variable
scope
sion.
attenuator
3.1f awaveform generator is to suoply the modulating signal, set the oscilloscope e
rate to 20 microseconds per division with internal sync to display two horizontal line
program video being measured, use 2milliseconds/division
and 60 Hz line sync to display one field.Scale
IRE
Zero carter
4. Adjust the oscilloscope vertical sensitivity control for afull
120
reference
Waveform monitor
screen display. Set the attenuator to the decibel value which
corresponds to the desired modulation percent.
100
--Reference
Modulated
5. Adjust the oscilloscope vertical sensitivity to obtain a1to
white
RF
Demodulator
2vertical division waveform amplitude. Use the vertical position control to place the sync tip at the graticule center line.
6. Remove the attenuation, but do not alter the vertical sensitivity and positon control settings. Now adjust the percent modulation until the negative video
peaks just reach the graticule center reference line.
Note: If the picture contains high color information, aslightly lower modulation setting may be
Blanking
necessary.
Using ademodulator and waveform monitor
1. Use the envelope detection mode in the demodulator to minimize any effects of incidental
phase modulation present in the modulator.
Sync tip
2. Turn on the demodulator's zero reference carrier pulse. The pulse is typically on line 20, but «le°
can be moved to other lines. The correct depth of modulation is show in the illustration.
3. Use the monitor's variable gain if necessary to position the zero carrier reference pulse on the zero percent mark and the sync tip o
percent mark. (See diagram above.) Adjust the percent modulation until the white level is at the 12.5 percent mark. This corresponds
depth of modulation of 87.5 percent.
Signal level
meter

Video test
signal generator

Test demodulator or
unit under test

Video

•

Test modulator or
unit under lest

Pad

Fo—

Pad

I—

Processor or
strip amp under test

(not required when modulator
or demodulator Is being tested)

Differential gain. Standard: Not to exceed ±20%.
1. Connect the output of the video signal generator to the
select the modulated stairstep (five or 10 steps) as the te.
2. Adjust the output level of the modulator to be within the
limits and with apad, ensure that the input levels to the drfied limits.
3. Adjust the video modulator control on the modulator to
depth of modulation.
4. Adjust the video output level from the demodulator to 1

observed on the waveform monitor. Place the response m
monitor in the bandpass fi ter position. This display will no
subcarrier signal with the luminance signal removed.
5. Using the linear IRE scale on the waveform monitor, note the variation in the chrominance subcarrier level and e
age or ratio in decibels as indicated.
6. A vectorscope may be used to obtain adirect reading in percent. Connect the output of the demodulator to the
Prate the instrument by selecting the vector display.
7. Using the gain control function for the input channel being used, adjust the vector display so the vector dot reprcarrier amplitude is on the inscribed circle on the graticule.
8. Select the gain function on the vectorscope and read the differential gain directly off the graticule provided (larg ,
of the signal as measured in percent).
Note: See the NCTA Recom
pies as well as acomplete
methods.
Demod/Waveform Monitor Connection
Waveform monitor

..r-

Vectorscope

1

iency Response

_iystem response test,
ogrammer VITS
test measures the total of proresponse variations, transmis'ions and test equipment variaa worst-case test.
the first channel to be tested.
waveform monitor's line and
tcontrols, examine the first 20
1th fields to see if amultiburst
is available and usable (not
tiled off). Record the levels of
tin IRE units, up to and includ1Hz. Level variations will include
;of the original transmitter,
and everything else in between
il VITS generator and the wavetor.
te the response using the followa:
Response (dB) =

(

Maximum Burst Amplitude )1
Minimum Burst Amplitude

le distribution system in-channel
istribution systems are separaterther measurements are
id

Special Note: An altem
these measurements can b
automated té

Headend or system test point

Attenuator
(If required)

Agile demod

I Video
out

Waveform
nonnor

111111MIIMI

75 Terni
11F Processor Sweep Setup
Input from antenna

Processor
under test

FIF
out
HearIenn
test
point

Spectrum
analyzer

Video Sweep of Modulators or Processors
Test
monitor
(for
processor
testing
only)

Modulator

RF
in

or

processor
under test

repeat these steps.

,
onse,

including the original sigxDmponents should be tested
ictices for info on measuring
iannels and off-air channels.

Video
sweep
signal
generator I
1

It's About Time...
HP CaLan delivers equipment

_ RF
out

Quantitative measure
\fector magnitude (E\
degradation caused
Instantaneous EVM c
-roubleshooting.
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PACKARD

for every task, at the headend
and in the field

Í• Installation
•Maintenance
•Monitoring
Proofs
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.ers
Differential phase. Not to exceed ± 10 degrees.
1. Connect the output of the video signal generator to the input of the modulator and select the
maculated stairstep (five or 10 steps) as the test
signal.
1 Test demodulator or
Processor or
Pad
2. Adjust the output level of the modulator to be
unit under test
strip amp under test
withai the unit's specified operating limits and
with apaa, ensure that the input levels to the
Vectorscope
demodulator are within specified limits.
3. Adjust the video modulator control on the
modu'ator to produce an 87.5 percent depth of
modulation.
4. Adjust the video output level from the demodulator to 1volt peak-to-peak as observed on the oscilloscope. Disconnect the demodulator output from the oscilloscope and connect it to the input of the vectorscope.
5. Calibrate the vectorscope and adjust the vector display so the vector dot representing the maximum
subcarrier amplitude is on the inscribed circle on the graticule.
6. Select the differential phase function on the vectarscope and using the phase knob on the channel
being used, bring two extremities of the double phase display, visible on the graticule, together. (The
calibrated phase shifter should be set to zero).
7. Annul the phase shifts on the scope graticule by bringing together the other extremities of the double display. Read the differential directly off the calibrated phase shifter.
Note: As with Differential Gain, this test should be made with the APL of test signal varied from 10 percent to 90 percent. The worst case is then taken as the proper value. See the NCTA Recommended
Practices for afull test explanation.
Video test
signal generator

ornaresweep
3. If it's
Depth of
undulation
- 0%
- 12.5%

- 75%

- 100%

Test modulator or
unit under test

Pad

nthe 100
oa
-414—

input of the modulator and
tsignal.
unit's specified operating
modulator are within speci-

Video waveform
generator

Headend system

Video
Input
Modulator

Combined
RF output
Variable
alternator

Test
demodulator

Droduce an 87.5 percent
volt peak-to-peak as
ode switch on the waveform
ev show the chrominance

(a) Setup for amodulator channel

xpress it as either percentvectorscope input and cali-esenting the maximum subpeak-to -peak excursion
mended Practices for exam9xplanation of the testing
9tive method for performing
emade with the use of some
st equipment.

Waveform
monitor

Chrominance-luminance delay inequality. Stanard within 170 MS.
The test set-up varies depending on whether the test uses amodulator, RF
processor or demodulator. This example shows atest set-up using amodulator.
1. Set the video waveform generator to deliver afull-field 12.5T modulated sinesquared pulse and adjust the modulator for the normal depth of modulation.
2. With the demodulator set for normal video output level, adjust the waveform
monitor to display the chroma pulse. Adjust the vertical sensitivity such that the
pulse baseline-to-peak amplitude is 100 units.
3. Determine the chrominance -luminance delay inequality using the formula or
nomogram.
Note: See the NCTA Recommended Practices for additional information and test
set-ups.

Digital Video Testing
The next generation of testing requirements will focus on optimizing
system performance for both digital video and telephony, in addition to
traditional analog TV. As aglimpse into that not-too-distant world, presented here are some significant measurements for digital video.
Assuring the quality of digital video signals .nvolves measurements that
are distinctly different from those used with analog video. At RF, for
example, the key tests and specifications are much more like those
developed for use in the digital RF communications industry.
EVM
=
3.1571
%
Mug Err
=
-2. -5l3
Phuse Err =
-6.2095
deg
Freq Err
=
10 Offset .
AMP Droop .

1.0908
pk ot 5YM
772.09
,
pk ot sym
1.0750
pk ot sym
12.025
-63.523
2.985
on

A vector signal analyzer can display the quality of QAM- or VSB-modulated signals using either traditional qualitative or newly-developed
quantitative formats. Qualitative measures such as the constellation
(top left) and eye (top right) diagrams are used to quickly visualize signal quality. Signal-to-noise problems are ref'ected in the clarity of the
patterns, while linear and/or non-linear distortion affects pattern symmetry.

s, including the data table (lower right), show the demodulated binary data and tabulate average error
TM) A precise, repeatable measure of modulation quality, EVM is sensitive enough to show the signal
ay even asingle amplifier stage in anetwork.
an also be displayed as afunction of time (lower left) or frequency, providing insights useful for network
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New
MicroStealth

Multi-Channel Testing
The Faster, Easier,
Comprehensive signal level meter
for cable TV installers.

)

Multi-Featured... For the first time,
installers can check all channels
quickly and accurately- ensuring
FCC compliance and reducing subscriber callbacks.
MicroStealth's scan mode displays multiple channels
simultaneously on asingle screen. Plus, measure up to
890 MHz for today's high bandwidth cable systems.
Easy Viewing... View the signal levels on adetailed,
high resolution LCD display -- afeature, up until now,
only available on higher priced signal level meters.

-- for under $900

.400fflimpui

Easy to Use... With the press of asingle button, cable
installers can easily get asnapshot of the system's
performance. There is even aone button
Go/No-Go function so you can be sure you are
within FCC compliance on every installation.
MicroStealths are lightweight, rugged and water
resistant, to withstand the abuse of every-day field use.
MicroPriced... The new MicroStealths are yours at
unbelievably low prices. Even the enhanced
MicroStealth MS1200 with 890 MHz frequency
extensions, full scan mode, FCC Go/No-Go, and printer
driver capability, is about half the price you would expect.
All the accuracy, speed and ease of use at aprice you
expect from aleader.

Call 1-800-622-5515
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R ETURN PATH TESTING

Figure 3a: Normal return spectrum with sweep carriers
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is receiving the proper upstream signal levels.
How the field unit provides results to the
operator depends on its design. The field unit
can display sweep data as aflatness graph
compared to areference, or as calculated values for gain and tilt. Other sweep systems display test results in other ways.
The gain setting of the return modules when
they are installed determines how easy it will
be to sweep the return path for the first time. If
the gain was set too high, the resulting noise
may be great enough to swamp the sweep test
signals. To avoid this, when installing return
amplifier modules, set their gain to minimum
or remove the inline pads. If the modules have
already been installed with the gain set too
high, the operator can improve the sweep-to-

noise ratio by temporarily raising the field
sweep and headend receive levels, or by connecting only one or two of the fiber receivers
to the headend unit at atime, until all paths
have been balanced. Once the system has been
initially balanced, noise levels will improve,
and sweep system levels should be returned to
normal to avoid generating intermodulation.

Plugging ingress
The instrument of choice for analyzing
ingress problems is aspectrum analyzer. The
return maintenance system contains one, but a
stand-alone unit can be used for many of the
tests. Since return path gain and tilt affect
measured ingress levels, definitive ingress
measurements should be performed only after
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the system is balanced. Begin by measuring
the ingress level at the test point on the input
to each modem (see the note above concerning
test points). If ingress levels at any modem are
high, measure the ingress at the test points for
each of the receivers connected to it. Once the
receiver with the noisy output is identified,
proceed to the node that drives it.
Field troubleshooting procedures from the
node out depend on the test equipment used.
The general method is to isolate the return
branch causing the ingress problem, then
search for the loose hardware where the
ingress is entering the system. The trouble spot
can be isolated by briefly pulling return modules or pads from amp housings and seeing if
the ingress—as measured at the headend—has
decreased. The maintenance system has an RF
switcher which allows each node to be analyzed individually, and automatically provides
the appropriate data to the field units currently
working on that node. Essentially, the operator
sees the same ingress spectrum the headend
unit "sees" and so can observe his own
progress. Alternatively, atechnician in the
headend could observe the display of aconventional spectrum analyzer and report any
improvements by radio.
Once the return path is up and running, it is
necessary to monitor it more or less continually. The return path contains thousands of connectors and enclosures, afew of which are
always coming loose. Fortunately, they usually
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DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS?
If you are testing Fiber optic modulators, Fiber optic demodulators,
CATV, LAN, Cellular telephone amplifiers, Broadband RF systems, or
Power amplifiers

MATRIX GIVES
MATRIX

ANSWERS!

MULTIPLE FREQUENCY SIGNAL GENERATORS in conjunction with our SIGNAL STRENGTH

AND DISTORTION ANALYZERS directly display Carrier to noise ratio, Cross modulation,
Intermodulation, Composite third order, and Composite second order distortions

• Cross-modulation, Discrete second order, and
Discrete third order down to -95 dB.
• Composite Triple Beat and Composite Second Order
down to better than -77 dB.
• IEEE 488 or RS-232 remote control options.

MODEL R-75

SIGNAL STRENGTH
AND DISTORTION ANALYZER

• Any frequency from 5 MHz to 1000 MHz.
Specials above 1000 MHz.
• +57 dBmV per channel with 32 channels.
+51 dBmV per channel with 128 channels.
• All harmonics and residual modulations
better than 100 dB down.
• Carrier and modulation levels adjustable
individually for each channel.
• Models available with IEEE 488 or RS-232
remote control options.

Many options and custom configurations available.
For custom made special products
and full technical support contact
1M

MRDC
MODEL SX-16
MULTIPLE FREQUENCY
SIGNAL GENERATOR

TEST ECIUIPIVIENT
INCORPORATED

200 WOOD AVENUE
MIDDLESEX, NEW JERSEY 08846
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S IGNAL THEFT

Combating
Billions in revenue
at stake

By Rhea Kaston, general counsel;
Henry Schwab, vice president of plant
operations and engineering; and Stephen
Pagano, president and general manager,
TWC Cable Partners, d/b/a
Staten Island Cable

signal the

is not acrime, is avictimless crime, or that the
likelihood of being caught was so remote that
stealing was worth the risk. Therefore, it was
determined to be crucially important to educate the community that cable theft is no different than shoplifting, and that SIC would no
longer tolerate theft of service.

Editor's note: For several years now, CED
magazine has published the winning papers
from the NCTA's signal security ideas competition. What follows is an edited version of the
winning 1995 paper

S

taten Island Cable (SIC) is afranchised
cable television operator serving the borough
of Staten Island, N.Y. The borough has apopulation of approximately 400,000, and the system has approximately 90,000 subscribers. In 1992, Time Warner
Cable purchased a50 percent
interest in SIC, and the system is
now owned jointly by Time
Warner Cable and Cox
Communications, through its partnership, the TWC Cable Partners.
Time Warner Cable is the managing partner and oversees the daily
operation of the system.
Prior to Time Warner Cable's
acquisition of its interest, the system had been for sale for approximately two years. During this period of time, little was done to
address theft, as the focus was on
maintaining the status quo while
the system was for sale. At this
time, it was estimated that as many
as 20 percent of the system's subscribers were using pirated convertors to access premium and PPV
signals for which they were not
paying.
In mid-1993, SIC began to organize its resources to attack the theft
problem. It was believed that a
large portion of the problem was
attributable to awidespread belief
in the community that cable theft

58

cable

Customer information and outreach
The marketing campaign officially began
on June 20, 1994, with the announcement to
all employees and the press that the cable system had commenced eight federal lawsuits
against 45 defendants and were seeking outof-court settlements from more than 73 others.
At the same time, SIC also publicized the
penalties for conviction of cable signal theft

and announced the implementation of a
"Cable Theft Hotline." In apress release and
employee presentations, it was stressed that
stealing cable is no different than shoplifting.
The hotline offered local residents with a
telephone number to call and anonymously
forward any information they might have
regarding theft of cable television service or
tampered equipment. NY 1News, Time
Warner Cable's 24-hour, New York City, allnews channel, covered the story and aired the
segment repeatedly during the next week. SIC
employees were made aware of the initiative
and hotline number in amemorandum from
the division president. A series of employee
meetings were held shortly thereafter in order
to further educate everyone about signal security issues.
In July, the system began airing three
licensed anti-theft promotional spots tagged
with SIC specific animation and the hotline
number. The system also created its own
announcement, utilizing the highly recognizable host of the weekly news magazine shown
on its local origination channel. In this spot,
all viewers are reminded that cable theft is a
crime, and that thieves will be caught and
legal action taken. This announcement also
included the hotline number. Periodically, the
system "force tuned" convertor boxes to this announcement. Presently, the system
runs approximately 500 antitheft spots per month, spread
across the 13 channels on
which commercials are locally inserted.
Since its inception, numerous promotional and awareness components were added
to the on-going campaign. On
amonthly basis, three to four
anti-theft print ads promoting
the hotline number are placed
in the local newspaper and in
the Staten Island Cable-specific edition of TV Guide.
The local newspaper, The
Staten Island Advance, reaches more than 80 percent of
the homes in the borough.
SIC has contracted with a
local outdoor billboard advertiser to place four billboards
per month. These ads also
promote the hotline number
and are rotated on amonthly
basis among more than 300
locations in order to maximize visibility.
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About the only thing it doesn't
deliver is pizza.

Encrypted data
communications
from addressable controller
to subscriber

Extensive
on-screen display
with display and

Multiple
program guides

graphics capability.

Interactive Electronic Program
Guide with grid-type presentation.

Near-video-on-demand
field-proven technology
with display schedule and enhanced
pause, resume and
review instructions.

Dynamic picture
shift encoding
for the ultimate in enhanced
signal security.

Virtual data channels
for additional revenue generation.

As you can see, the BA-V1000 Command Station comes with the works. From its on-screen display capabilities to the security of
dynamic picture shift encoding, the Command Station delivers great cable service. It's this kind of vision that keeps your customers
happy. And hungry for more. When you're ready to order, just call your Pioneer regional sales manager.
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Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc.
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0 SIGNAL THEFT
Additionally, the semi-annual subscriber
newsletter promotes use of the hotline. The
subscriber handbook and semi-annual subscriber information bill insert have been
revised and now contain strongly worded
statements regarding cable signal theft penalties and the hotline number.
Response to the hotline has been excellent.
It is set up as avoice mailbox so that the caller
can leave the information without having to
leave aname or number. SIC retrieves the
messages and adds the information to its database of suspected illegals. This list is then
used as the basis of surprise home visits, and
to cross reference with other leads that
obtained about pirate convertor users.
SIC discovered, through surprise visits, that
at least two firehouses on Staten Island had
several pirate boxes. As aresult of this discovery, word spread quickly throughout the fire
department that those with illegal boxes would
be caught. The firehouse quickly settled the
matter, prior to alawsuit being commenced,
and ongoing inspections have failed to uncover
any additional pirate boxes in the local fire
houses.
To date, SIC has limited its legal actions to
the civil arena. This has been found to be
faster than seeking criminal penalties. This

decision has also allowed us to retain ameasure of control over the course of the litigation, rather than handing over the case and all
subsequent control to the police or district
attorney. In the future, depending on the nature
of the cases that SIC develops, it may choose
to involve law enforcement, but this decision
will be made on acase by case basis.

Dealers
The scope of cable theft on Staten Island is
so large, that SIC thought it important to begin
identifying and closing down dealers. By so
doing, those who continued to operate were
forced to critically evaluate the risks involved
and be more cautious. Although forcing some
dealers underground made it more difficult to
find and prosecute them, it also made it more
difficult for subscribers to find them to purchase pirate boxes.
SIC utilized the services of an undercover
investigator to identify several local dealers
who were modifying equipment to defeat
scramblers. The investigator was also able to
develop several confidential informants.
Initially, civil suits were brought against two
dealers. After further investigation, legal action
was started against additional local dealers.
These offending dealers were valuable sources

Facts about cable piracy
Cable television theft is the illegal interception of cable programming services without the express authorization of, or payment to, acable television system. There are two types of cable
theft: passive and active. Passive theft occurs when aconsumer
receives services due to faulty cable operator procedures.
Active theft occurs when someone knowingly and willfully
makes an illegal physical connection to the cable system or
attaches or tampers with equipment to
allow the receipt of unauthorized services.
Active theft can occur at both aconsumer
or commercial level. Commercial theft
occurs when individuals or companies
develop, tamper with or manufacture
devices which decode unauthorized cable
services and receive compensation for that
equipment. The devices used to receive
the unauthorized services are descrambiers, decoders or black boxes.
V Based on NCTA's cable piracy survey
conducted in 1992, the industry loses an
estimated $4.7 billion in unrealized revenue
annually.
V It is illegal to own or be in possession of an unauthorized
cable descrambler in 31 states.
6/ The FCC released aPublic Notice in November, 1994 stating
that the use of cable descramblers not authorized by cable systems is a violation of federal law.
6, Piracy affects the picture quality of the system.
V Most of the equipment used by cable pirates is not built to
system specifications; thus, radio signals used to transmit cable
television can leak into frequencies reserved for aeronautical
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of information. By allowing adealer to "work
oft— some or all of his debt, SIC was able to
gather atremendous amount of valuable information.
SIC also utilized the information seized by
the FBI in San Francisco at Global Cable
Network (Global) to identify seven individuals
on Staten Island who had purchased convertors
in quantities clearly intended for resale. Civil
suits have been started against each of these
individuals as well.
A review of local newspaper classified ads
initially revealed three entities offering convertors for sale. SIC used its private detective to
make purchases and to determine the identity
of the company making the sale. The company
now has three suits pending in Florida against
these dealers. In addition, SIC is in the midst
of gathering the evidence needed to take similar action against other mail order dealers who
have targeted Staten Island.
After commencing the three suits in Florida,
anew dealer began to advertise. It was determined that this seller was located in New
Jersey, not far from the SIC office. By utilizing undercover investigators, several transactions at the dealer's location were videotaped.
As SIC was finalizing the investigation and
preparing to seek acivil seizure order, this

and emergency communications.
V It is estimated that each illegal decoder sold to aconsumer
costs the cable industry approximately $3,108 in lost revenue
over its useful life expectancy.
V Over the last six years, NCTA's Office of Cable Signal Theft
(OCST )has been involved in cases resulting in the seizure of
more than 500,000 devices, and the cessation of sales totaling
in excess of 1.5 million units. When incorporated into OCST's
Economic Impact Formula, these figures represent asavings of
almost $900 million to the cable industry.
V The $4.7 billion loss does not incorporate
unauthorized reception of pay-per-view programming. Engineering analysis of pirate
product seized by law enforcement agencies in 1992 (more than 250,000 devices)
substantiates that 75 percent of the units
were capable of circumventing addressable
technology and allowing the illegal reception of pay-per-view services.
V Sentences in federal and state theft of
service cases have ranged from probation
to 16 years in prison. Fines and restitution
have ranged from several hundred dollars
to $2.7 million. Civil judgments have run as high as $3.9 million.
610CST works closely with the Department of Justice, the FBI,
U.S. Customs, U.S. Attorneys, state and local prosecutors and
law enforcement agencies to investigate and assist in prosecuting criminal violations.
a/ In 1993, more than 1,600 theft of service cases were prosecuted nationwide on federal, state and local levels, up more
than 25 percent from 1,300 in 1992.
ONCTA. Reprinted with permission. Updated 3/95. Contact the Office of Cable Signal Theft
(202-775-3684) for more information.
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location was shut down by law enforcement executing search warrants
and seizing items found.
When discussing settlements in these actions against dealers, one of
the prime concerns has been to get the business records, in addition to a
cash payment and apermanent injunction. The business records allow
SIC to file suits against the end users who have purchased descramblers
for use on the system.

Subscribers

In order to demonstrate that every thief faces the potential of being
caught, SIC has taken avariety of steps to compile information internally that can be used to identify households that may be using modified convertors. Civil lawsuits were started against anumber of subscribers on whom SIC has direct evidence of their use of apirate box.
A lot of information was gathered from hotline tips. Each tip is
logged, and if enough information has been provided, the account history is checked. Invariably, the account has aprimary outlet and aPPV
history that stopped abruptly. After sifting through the tips and checking
the accounts, unannounced visits to selected homes were made. If SIC
was not permitted to check all equipment and wiring, it required the
subscriber to schedule aservice appointment within 48 hours. Any customer who did not cooperate had their service disconnected, pending
the required inspection.
SIC also set up a"sting" during several pay-per-view boxing events
to identify some of the households that were viewing the event, but had
not ordered it. Each home was then targeted for asurprise visit. Those
who would not allow entry were either trapped or disconnected. The
company also used this list to cross reference against the list that was
compiled through the tips to the hotline.
To assist in gathering evidence against those using pirate boxes, a
group of electronic counter measures (ECMs) were developed to "kill"
some portion of the illegal boxes being used. The first step was to
acquire as many different pirate boxes as possible to test the effectiveness of the countermeasures. Through extensive examination of seized
pirated boxes, and with the assistance of one of our informants, SIC
and Scientific-Atlanta were able to reverse engineer anumber of the
defeats and utilize this information to create several ECMs.
Each of the ECMs resulted in adistinctive problem in the box that
had been hit. Immediately after launching the first round of these
counter measures, SIC received several hundred phone calls for service.
Each call that indicated there was aconvertor problem that SIC had
engineered was tracked separately from the regular service calls.
However, within the next 12 to 24 hours, many customers called back
to cancel the service call, claiming the problem had been resolved.
Staten Island Cable believes that the original calls had been made by
family members who did not realize that the boxes were illegal, and the
calls were canceled when the key family member learned the appointment had been made. SIC has maintained alist of these accounts, and
each will be trapped to prevent reception of premiums or PPV.
Approximately 80 customers did not cancel their service calls. In
each of these cases, SIC retrieved the convertor, examined it for tampering and subsequently brought suit against 38 subscribers who
returned convertors that had been modified to defeat the system's
scrambling. Twelve of these defendants defaulted, and SIC is awaiting
damage awards against them. Nineteen have settled. The remainder are
in discovery.
In determining the settlement amount, each was offered alower
amount if he or she would provide information about where the box
was purchased or who had done the modification. In addition to these
38 defendants, SIC commenced separate actions against agroup of sub-
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SIGNAL THEFT

Theft of service survey results
The National Cable Television Association's Office of Cable
Signal Theft has reported the results from the 1992 survey of revenue lost to cable television operators due to cable signal theft.
The survey was distributed in January 1992 to 2,685 systems. A
total of 771 systems reported statistical data (29 percent response rate) based on
1991 year-end data.
The systems responding represent 27 million homes passed, and 16 million subscribers. For analytical purposes, systems were categorized into four groups: under
10,000 subscribers; 10,000-19,999; 20,000-49,999; and 50,000 or more subscribers. 1
Based on the data provided, the percentage of theft of basic service ranged from
5.81 percent to 14.61 percent illegal basic service, and the percentage of theft of premium service ranged from 6.33 percent to 14.76 percent. Projecting the larger percentages into the cable universe as a whole in each system-size category produces
estimates of more than 9.4 million illegal basic and 6.4 million illegal premium users.
Using conservative monthly average rates ($17.95 basic and $10.28 premium), the
piracy loss translates into more than $4.7 billion in unrealized revenue annually, or
almost 24 percent of gross industry revenue in 1991.
Overall, average percentages of theft are 11.21 percent of basic service, and 11.52
percent of premium service. This is the first time that estimated premium theft percentages have been greater than basic theft percentages.
Table 1: Cable industry lost revenue due to cable signal t
heft-1992

System size

Basic

Premium

Total

50,000 or more
Potential for theft (households)2
Theft percentage3
Estimated thefts (households)

30,531,809
14.07%
4,295,826

19,065,843
13.21%
2,518,598

6,814,424

20,000-49,999
Potential for theft (households)
Theft percentage
Estimated thefts (households)

20,221,763
14.61%
2,954,400

13,665,868
14.33%
1,958,319

4,912,719

10,000-19,999
Potential for theft (households)
Theft percentage
Estimated thefts (households)

10,957,836
10.37%
1,136,328

7,858,176
14.76%
1,159,867

2,296,195

9,999 or less
Potential for theft (households)
Theft percentage
Estimated thefts (households)

18,044,331
5.81%
1,048,376

12,848,893
6.33%
813,335

1,861,711

Total estimated thefts

9,434,930

6,450,119

15,885,049

Rates4

$17.95

$10.28

Average number of pay services5

3.4

Lost revenue per month

$169,356,994

$225,444,559

$394,801,553

Lost revenue per year

$2,032,283,928

$2,705,334,708

$4,737,618,63i

1It should be noted that responses to the theft of service survey from large systems (50,000
or more subscribers) represented a larger portion of total responses than large systems represent in the total industry. However, the potential over representation by large systems in the survey results was mitigated by grouping the results into four categories according to system size.
The number of households where theft could potentially occur is aconservative figure; in the
Nielsen database, not all headends report the number of homes passed.
2A. C. Nielsen Co., (Cable On-line Data Exchange) Database. Data as of October 31, 1992.
3 Derived from NCTA Office of Cable Signal Theft 1992 Theft of Service Survey.
4 Paul Kagan Associates Inc., Cable TV Financial Data book, June 1992. Data as of
December 31, 1991.
5 Derived from Paul Kagan Associates Inc., Census of Cable and Pay TV Data as of
December 31, 1990.
PNCTA
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scribers who had returned convertors (prior to
our use of the ECM), that showed evidence of
tampering. Interestingly, subsequent uses of
the ECMs have not resulted in any increase in
the service call numbers.
This suggests that the public is more aware
that their conduct is illegal, and that there are
consequences. SIC believes that these customers have either resumed use of their previously issued legal box, or have returned to the
seller to have the blown out box repaired.
SIC also targeted subscribers who had purchased convertors from Global. After cross
referencing the Global list with its database,
the operator sent out demand letters to more
than 100 subscribers who had purchased one
or more convertors from Global. Of these, 35
settled. Thereafter, SIC filed suit against the 73
Global customers who had ignored the pre-suit
letter. To date, 39 of these defendants have settled, four are in default, nine suits were discontinued, and the remainder are in discovery.
Based on the settlement history in the suits
that have been brought to date, SIC has recently decided to increase its settlement demands.
Initially, in end-user suits, the company was
seeking $2,000 to settle and would reduce this
to $1,000 if the user would provide information about the seller. A large percentage of the
defendants readily paid the $2,000 to keep
quiet and have the suit dismissed. As aresult,
in the suits brought more recently, SIC has
decided to increase its settlement demands to
see whether ahigher demand would be as
readily received.

Internal security measures
As its efforts to attack theft increased, the
operator also took acritical look at the
processes and procedures internally to be sure
that internal control measures were effective.
Specifically, SIC tightened the procedures
involved in the issue and check-in of convertors to installers and service techs. The operator also made sure that all employees knew
that the company was taking theft seriously.
SIC now conducts frequent surveys of our
employee courtesy accounts to insure that terminated employees are promptly converted to
regular accounts, and that accounts are not
being "given" to family members when an
employee moves from the franchise.
Other measures Staten Island Cable would
like to take involve some programming
changes by its billing system vendor, so far
without success. Specifically, there are fields
of information that should not be accessible to
anyone in customer service, order entry, dispatch, etc. There simply is no reason for the
convertor's electronic I.D. number to be readi-
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ly available to everyone with access to the
billing system. This number can easily be used
to clone alimitless number of boxes by anyone with amicroprocessor programming unit.

Results

As word spread throughout Staten Island
that SIC would no longer tolerate cable theft,
there was at least one unanticipated outcome.
Specifically, subscribers had learned that they
could avoid being held responsible for atampered box by claiming it had been stolen. In
the past, it had been policy to waive the unreturned convertor fee if the subscriber submitted apolice report documenting the theft and
an affidavit that the loss was not covered by
insurance. In 1994, as SIC stepped up its education and enforcement efforts, it received
reports of 1,500 convertors being stolen.
With asubscriber base of approximately
90,000, this means that nearly two percent of
the customers reported astolen box in 1994.
This was an increase of approximately 1,000
percent over the number of boxes reported
stolen in 1993. Moreover, an examination of
the police reports submitted revealed not only
that certain subscribers claimed to have had
multiple boxes stolen throughout the year, but
that in most of the cases, the only item reported stolen was the convertor.
It is the policy of the police force to take
any complaint made and complete areport, but
these reports are rarely investigated. Therefore
SIC doubts the truth of many of these reports.
It appears that customers who do not want to
be held accountable for aconvertor that has
been modified are willing to swear out afalse
police report in order to have the convertor
removed from the account on the database.
As aresult, SIC has now instituted apolicy
requiring payment for all lost, stolen or damaged boxes, regardless of the circumstances.
For the first quarter of 1995, the number of
reported stolen boxes is down to 90, a75 percent drop off last year's pace. Although several
customers have complained to the franchising
authority in the City of New York and to the
New York State Cable Commission, thus far,
each entity has supported SIC.
Dealers in Staten Island have now become
much more cautious. This is confirmed by
information available through confidential
informants and private investigators. Small
scale dealers who operate from homes or vans
no longer will sell to just anyone who shows
up. Rather, they are taking more elaborate
steps to insure that they know who they are
selling to.
Finally, based on information obtained by
speaking to SIC employees and others from

the community, the average subscriber is much
more aware of the potential risks associated
with stealing cable. The cases that the operator
has pending represent only asmall percentage
of the subscribers who may have been stealing.
Nevertheless, word of these suits has spread
widely. Those who have been sued are forced
to make significant settlement payments or
shoulder the cost of litigation. Moreover, many
have voiced concern over the publicity and the
impact that it could have on their employment.
To date, SIC has received settlements
totalling more than $100,000. In addition,
there are still asignificant number of suits
pending, and SIC anticipates additional settlements and judgments.
Like any effort undertaken at the system
level, the best results are achieved when all the
resources of the system are brought to bear on
the problem. SIC has utilized this philosophy
in attacking the problem of cable theft. SIC
has fully integrated its efforts by getting each
department involved. They have each made an
important contribution, utilizing their special
skills and assets. Marketing efforts range from
educating consumers about the criminal and
civil penalties involved with cable theft to

assisting in setting traps for thieves through
the use of special offers.
Customer Service has assisted in keeping
management informed of any suspicious activities and service calls they detected. Installation and Service was instrumental in identifying suspicious accounts and with the collection
of illegal convertors after the use of ECMs.
MIS has assisted in numerous ways, but
was especially helpful in assisting in confirming suspected illegal accounts whose premium
and/or PPV activity ceased. Convertor Control
has been instrumental in identifying and analyzing tampered equipment. Engineering has
worked continually with Scientific-Atlanta to
investigate and develop new defeats for compromised convertors.
Success in the field of signal security
depends on constant vigilance and continual
efforts by all departments working together.
Unfortunately, cable security is afight that is
never fmished and never won. A system's success can only be measured by its ongoing
efforts to secure equipment and signals, and its
persistent prosecution of pirates.
CND
This article is reprinted with permission of
the NCTA.
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Op support systems
Vendors offer numerous
management tools

hot at

Cable-Tec Ex no

By Roger Brown, Dana Cervenka and
Leslie Ellis

M

ore than 6,800 members of the cable
industry's technical community gathered in
Las Vegas last month, but they weren't there
to gamble. Instead, they came searching for a
variety of new products and knowledge on
how to improve the technical operations of
their plants. In both cases, they came away a
lot richer.
If an ill-timed catastrophic outage affecting
afiber node and 1,000 customers simultaneously is every engineer's nightmare, then the
messages delivered during the annual
Engineering Conference and Cable-Tec Expo,
hosted by the newly-named Society of
Telecommunications Engineers, should come
as restful news.
In sessions and on the Expo floor, discussions of obsolete and rarely implemented status monitoring systems were given new life,
albeit under anew moniker: operational support systems (OSS).
During the engineering conference, for
example, MS0 executives cautioned against
waiting too long before starting to think about
OSS. "We'd better start implementing some
OSS projects, even on alimited basis, really
soon," urged John Anderson, chief scientist of
project engineering for Rogers Cablesystems,
who added that, "OSS cannot be an afterthought—it's too late to think about OSS after
aservice has been deployed."
CableLabs certainly agrees. The R&D arm
of the industry followed up the Expo by hosting ameeting for MSO information system
executives in Denver in late June to gamer
consensus on how to best plan for and implement OSS. Several CableLabs personnel were
on hand in Las Vegas, searching for the latest
and greatest in network management and OSS
software and hardware.
For those unfamiliar with the concept, an
OSS is asoftware system that both enables
and enhances the business process, and spans
the gamut from marketing/sales to engineering
and operations. It's acombination of intelli-
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gent hardware and software that together, can
remotely monitor system performance, track
problems, provision service and ahost of other
functions designed to improve plant operations. "The bottom line of OSS is acompetitive edge in delivering new services, like telephony and high-speed data," Anderson said.
Meanwhile, several vendors came to Expo
to unveil new and improved OSS wares. AM
Communications, for example, announced new
deals with both Hewlett-Packard Corp.'s
microwave instruments division and ADC
Telecommunications to co-develop operational
support systems.
The deals are significant for AM. The HP
agreement, for example, has been in the works
for about 18 months, according to David
DeLane, vice president of marketing and sales
for the company. "We're hearing from customers that they want acomplete operational
support system, and this agreement blends the
software and hardware components they need
to do that," said DeLane.
In the HP deal, AM will lend unspecified
parts of its new "OmniVu" system, which
debuted at Expo. OmniVu, said Joe Rocci,
vice president of Product Technology for AM,
is acomplete departure from the company's
existing status monitoring gear, and includes
modules that fit into plant actives, as well as a
modular software front-end.
"We've been developing [OmniVu] for
almost two years, with adesign focus on using
common protocols," Rocci said, adding that
the system's software front-end is configured
"like aLego set—where customers can build
up with pieces as they see fit."
Under the terms of the agreement with
ADC Telecommunications, AM will be
charged with developing and manufacturing a
set of application-specific coaxial element
monitors to be compatible with ADC's network management system. The technology, to
be used within the framework of ADC's
Homeworx HFC access platform, will be
deployed in the networks of RBOCs, as well
as MS0s, according to DeLane.
Also showing off new OSS products last

month: General Instrument, which also has a
deal with AM; Scientific-Atlanta Inc.; Antec,
through its agreement with Superior
Electronics; and Barco, aBelgium-based
entrant better known for its large-screen display systems.
Barco's new products include "Rosa," a
Windows-based, graphical software tool
designed to let operators "see" the complete
cable network on one screen, and generate
alarms when network problems occur, said
George Walter, product group manager for
Barco. The software includes interfaces to
most leading database packages, he said, and
alarms can be routed to computers at remote
locations, for immediate, local dispatch.
Also new from Barco is its LM 860
Network Supervisor, aheadend-based device
that measures up to 200 television, radio or
other carrier signals within acable network.
The LM 860 interfaces to Barco's Rosa software, so that operators can monitor RF levels,
signal-to-noise ratio, hum modulation, and
analog/digital inputs and outputs, said Walter.
Antec Corp.'s wares include a"first phase"
status monitoring system that uses aPC
loaded with software to monitor and test both
headend and distribution equipment. It
includes aheadend controller to manage the
communication between the software and various network elements.
Superior Electronics demonstrated its network management system at Expo. The
Cheetah Network Management System
(CNMS) allows operators to provision new
equipment and network services, isolate faults
and monitor performance. Through an expert
system, it provides advanced alarm management capabilities.
S-A's OSS approach was designed to manage the entire analog and digital network, with
components that include session, element and
system managers, company executives said in
astatement. Those managers establish interactive sessions between home terminals and
servers, and control access, manage bandwidth, monitor performance and interface with
billing systems.

Distribution equipment
in addition to its status monitoring equipment, Antec made aseries of product introductions for the distribution portion of the
plant at Expo, including the debut of the Regal
1GHz PowerTap II, which gives operators the
ability to install a1GHz video tap and change
out the faceplate to provide for network-powered telephone services, once telephony is
introduced to the network.
Antec also announced its new 750 MHz
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Regal tap and line passive products for systems seeking to increase bandwidth capacity of
their broadband infrastructures.
Viewsonics Inc. launched several new products, including: line extender style, two-way
amplifiers with 35 dB gain, 54-860 MHz forward bandwidth and 5-40 MHz return, 3.5 dB
noise figure; 15 dB gain, 3.5 dB noise figure
mini amps; multi-output, 15 dB gain, 2-way
amps with a3.5 dB noise figure; and comb
generators at 5-42 MHz.
The new 7000 Series MDU amplifier from
Lindsay is specifically developed to handle a
potentially hostile environment. Utilization of
the Lindsay-patented Dynofin housing and
high tolerance NC milling process produces
cool running operation, and greatly improved
EMI isolation in atamper-proof MDU amplifier. The company also displayed the LOA
Amplifier, the latest member of the Digital
Ready Symmetrical 100 Series
Communications Products. With diplex or
triplex filtering, ALC Control, 1GHz operation, 5-42 MHz reverse, and soft start inrush
current protection, the amp allows for modern
two-way architectures at ahigh level of performance and less maintenance.
Finally, Lindsay introduced the LSA15 subscriber amplifier, the latest member of the New
Era Communication Products.
ARNCO Corp. introduced Perma-Guard
WR Drop Plus Duct, ahybrid drop plus duct
combination used to install telephone or
CATV, while providing quick access for future
line installations. Applications include new
construction projects, where expansion or
additional utilities are anticipated, as well as
replacement or renovation.
The company also featured its AIR-TRAK
system, which uses adouble action push/pull
operation to maneuver fiber optics through
complex installations. The system uses asmall
175-250 CFM compressor as its air source, in
addition to ahydraulic powered tractor belt
drive, and can be adapted to different duct
applications with optional accessories.
Telecrafter Products introduced adrop
enclosure that eliminates sharp cable turning
radii that impede signal transmission. The
enclosure is smaller than conventional residential drop enclosures, but its design facilitates
more components, in better configurations, to
preserve signal quality.
To further facilitate proper cable installation, Telecrafter debuted the RB-4 Clip Gun
System, which helps ensure damage-free
installations and signal integrity when used to
fasten dual and messengered cable to any
wooden surface. The clips are manufactured of
high density polyethylene that cradles and pro-
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sions of Jerrold modules.
Budco displayed an assortment of installation and construction tools from more than 30
CATV product manufacturers, as well as a
selection of Lemco tools at Expo. Lemco's
products include those for reel handling, aerial
construction, splicing and underground construction and installation.

Fiber optics
ARNCO's AIR TRAK system

tects sensitive dual cable.
Holland Electronics displayed its new line
of 1GHz passives, including splitters, hardline taps and directional couplers. Proper passive testing was also demonstrated by technical personnel in the company's booth.
Belden Wire & Cable featured afull line of
Series 59, 6, 7and 11 coaxial drop cables with
several different shield designs, and in aerial,
buried and indoor versions. Also available:
fiber optic trunk cables in all-dielectric,
armored and messengered configurations with
four to 240 singlemode fibers in loose, gelfilled color-coded buffer tubes, and composite
cables (coaxial cable and twisted pair).
Trilogy Communications announced at
Expo the development of an NEC Riser-rated
version of its high performance MC2 product.
The CATVR listed cable is available in 1/2,
3/4 and one-inch sizes and in 75 or 80 ohm
impedance. The Riser product line is for use in
buildings for transporting video, voice and
data on and between floors.
A new line of off-premise interdiction products was demonstrated by Blonder Tongue
Laboratories. The VideoMask addressable system includes afour-port field unit that accommodates up to 16 oscillators for longer dwell
times and better signal jamming of up to 72
channels simultaneously. Jamming capability is
provided over the 48 MHz to 600 MHz bandwidth, and the passband extends to 750 MHz.
With the modular unit, the number of jamming modules can be selected based on system
requirements. Each unit begins with ahousing,
motherboard and power supply to which several modules can be attached, including: RF distribution, control and up to four jamming modules. Directional couplers, equalizers and
attenuators can also be added.
Quality RF Services announced that it is
providing bandwidths above 450 MHz for
Jerrold Si and Starline 20 systems.
The QSJ family of modules and chassis
breaks the 450 MHz frequency limits of standard SJ modules. The new chassis and modules replace the SCD-2W and all previous ver-

Manufacturers trotted out new fiber optic
products aimed at operators who are looking to
enhance the reliability of their systems, and
better manage their fiber infrastructures. In one
example of that, Photon Systems Corp. introduced the Series 5000, ahigh density modular
platform for broadband fiber optic transmission. The 5000 mainframe accommodates
DFB laser transmitters, single and dual density
optical receivers, and redundant powering and
status monitoring modules. Up to nine modules function interchangeably in the three rackunit mainframe.
An open architecture backplane provides
direct monitoring and control to any module in
an attached mainframe. Connection via PC
communication software or advanced status
monitoring systems is possible. Passive thermal management ensures high reliability and
minimal power consumption.
Aria Technologies Inc. introduced anew
method of attaching ONUs (Optical Network
Units) to CATV optical outside plant cable.
The AMCA cable assembly provides asimple
and practical method of attaching an ONU to a
CATV fiber distribution system.
The assembly can be specifically designed
for use in any CATV architecture, and by utilizing the AMCA Cable assembly in aCATV
system, both system downtime and field installation time can be reduced.
Each assembly is capable of supporting the
furcation of from two to 12 optical fibers.
Each 250 micron fiber is individually protected within asemi-rigid Teflon Tube which is
structurally integrated to the inside of the
ONU's Cable feedthru adapter.
In the realm of everything you ever wanted
to know about fiber, but were afraid to ask,
Corning announced that its Optical Fiber
Information Center is now available on the
Internet's World Wide Web. The new Web site
features optical fiber and components literature, technical and application support, reallife examples and case histories, guidelines for
fiber selection, training materials and product
brochures. The center is located at
http://usa.net/coming-fiber/.
Optical Modulation Inc., amember company of the Synchronous Group, announced at
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Vartanian named new
SCTE chairman,
luminaries honored
Outgoing SCTE
board Chairman Tom
Elliot of TeleCommunications Inc.
handed the gavel
over to industry veteran John Vartanian,
vice president of
technology and operations at Viewer's
Choice, during the
awards luncheon
ceremony, held in
conjunction with the
annual engineering
conference last
month.
Vartanian will now
Outgoing SCTE Chairman Tom Elliot of TCI (left) hands the gavel
lead the Society,
over to the new Chairman, John Vartanian of Viewer's Choice.
which has more than
14,000 members, for at least the next 12
its BCT/E certification program.
months. The new chairman indicated his
Vartanian takes the SCTE reins during
role will be to spur additional growth by
atime of astounding growth. In addition
raising consciousness among non-engito reaching the 14,000-member mileneering personnel about the value of the
stone, Society President Bill Riker
organization. "We're doing an exceptional
announced that the SCTE has purchased
job of training, but we need to get the
eight acres of land and plans to construct
word out about it," he said during an interanew, larger, headquarters facility that
view. He also said the SCTE intends to
could be occupied as early as the end of
focus its efforts on digital video compresthis year.
sion training through new seminars and
Vartanian is aveteran of the industry

SCTE President Bill Riker (left) and TCI's Elliot present Powell
Bedgood (center) with the Chairman's Award. Bedgood accepted
the award for Crown Cable of Alabama, where he serves as technical director.
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and an active member of the SCTE for
many years. He became familiar to most
in the technical community during his
tenure at HBO, where he served as
director of engineering for several years.
Vartanian was involved with HBO's
1985 launch of the nation's first satellite
scrambling system, amassive feat of
engineering.
He has areputation among his colleagues as being "cool under fire" and
extremely adept at making complex engineering issues seem simple (see CED,
April 1992, page 20).
Vartanian earned his E. E. degree in
1979, from Renssalear Polytechnic
Institute.
Other board officers elected for the
next 12 months include: Steve
Christopher of CommScope, who represents Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi and Tennessee, and was
elected Eastern Vice Chairman; Tom
Elliot of TCI, an at-large member, who
leaves his post as chairman but continues to serve as Western Vice Chair; Andy
Scott of Columbia Cable, who represents
Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and
Washington, and was named Secretary;
and Robert Schaeffer of Star Cablevision
Group, representing Minnesota, North
and South Dakota, and Washington, will
serve as Treasurer. In addition, Michael
Smith of Adelphia Communications, who
represents Kentucky, North Carolina,
Virginia, West Virginia and the District of
Columbia, was named an additional
member of the Executive Committee.

Honoring excellence

Time Warner Cable's Jim Haag was
presented with the SCTE's highest indi-

Ted Hartson, Post-Newsweek vice president and chief engineer
(right), is inducted into the Hall of Fame. Presenting are the
SCTE's Riker and Diana Riley, senior account manager, Jerry
Conn Associates.
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of Fame.
Hartson, affectionately known as "Dr.
Strangeleak" for his
work on the FCC's
cumulative leakage
index requirements,
said that his years in
cable have offered
up all sorts of
strange circumstances, including
having built a
microwave dish out
of aluminum siding.
Other major
Bela Zador of Jones Intercable (right) receives the Field
award
winners
Operations Award for his "smart ground block."
included:
Bela Zador of
vidual honor, the member of the year
Jones
Intercable
took
top
honors in the
award, during the annual awards lunfourth
annual
Field
Operations
Award
cheon. Haag, a 13-year industry veteran
competition for his "smart ground block"
who has held engineering positions with
that allows aCSR and consumer to
Jones and TCI, was honored for his tiredetermine
if an active signal is entering
less efforts in steering the Society's interthe
customer
premise.
face practices subcommittee toward
David Large, principal with Media
developing connectivity standards and
Connections Group and engineer formerrecommended practices.
ly
associated with Intermedia Partners
Crown Cable of Alabama was presentand
Gill Cable, was elevated to Fellow
ed with the Chairman's Award by Tom
Member status.
The former Gulf
Coast and Llano
Estacado meeting
groups were elevated to full chapter
status. The Society
now counts 70 chapters and three meeting groups in its fold.
Amore lighthearted set of honors
were bestowed one
evening at Expo. tn
an annual contest of
skill, cunning, and
general cable knowhow, the SCTE pitDoug Lanham of Century Communications (second from right)
ted members of the
displays his winning concentration in Cable Jeopardy.
cable technical community against each other during its tradiElliot. Crown Cable was recognized for
tional Cable-Tec Games.
supporting the SCTE Installer
Contestants participated in games like
Certification program by certifying 54
"Cable
Jeopardy;" "Cable Splicing." "Go
installers, more than any other company.
Fetch" (participants are timed as they
The award was accepted by Powell
identify various cable components); and
Bedgood, technical director for the sys"Meter Reading."
tem.
While the contestants insisted that it
Also at the luncheon ceremony, Postwas all in good fun, their intense concenNewsweek VP and Chief Engineer Ted
tration level, furrowed brows and steelyHartson was inducted into the SCTE Hall

"You really like me! You really dot" says
overall winner Jimmy Smith (right) of
Lakewood Cablevision, Onalaska, Texas.

eyed stares gave away their overwhelming hunger for victory.
First place in the overall standings
went to Jimmy Smith of Lakewood
Cablevision in Onalaska, Texas; second
overall went to Michael Clark of TCI,
Ogden; and third place was awarded to
Jim Fronk, Multimedia, Great Bend, Kan.
First place in Cable Jeopardy went to
Doug Lanham, Century Communications;
second to Steve
Allen, Jones
Intercable,
Roseville, Calif.;
and third place
was awarded to
Lee Skinnell, Cox
Cable, Lubbock.
First place in
Go Fetch went to
Steve Allen of Jones
Intercable, Roseville,
Smith; second to
Calif. manhandles a
David Meszes,
cable in the splicing
Cablevision of
contest.
Cleveland; and
third to Allen.
Bart Hubbard of TCI, Ogden garnered
first place in the splicing contest; Clark
took second; and Smith, third.
And finally, in the challenging meter
reading contest, Smith was awarded
another first place; Ricardo Ortiz of TCI,
Santa Cruz won second; and Clark was
awarded third.
TCI developed the meter reading test
for the games, while the splicing contest
was conceived of by Gilbert Engineering.
Time Warner's Denver Training Center
contributed Go Fetch, and NCTI challenged contestants with its version of
Cable Jeopardy.
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Expo several new external modulation transmitters operating at 1310 nm. The transmitters
are designed to meet requirements for dependable fiber operation in CATV systems.
The new transmitters will be available with
either asingle or dual optical output, with output power of 10 and six milliwatts, respectively. The new line will be available sometime in
fourth quarter '95.
Two new high-speed, short wavelength optical modules are now available from Methode
Electronics Inc., Optoelectronics Products
Division. The MTM-8510 transmitter and the
MRM-8510 receiver are simplex optical modules which have been developed in cooperation
with Finisar Corp.
Both simplex modules support data rates to
1.5 Gbps over multimode fiber at distances to
500 meters. SC or ST standard connector
options are available. The data links were
developed to meet standards such as Fibre
Channel, serial HIPI (High Performance
Parallel Interface) and ATM/Sonet
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode/Synchronous
Optical Network) for the interconnection of
high-speed workstations in commercial and
technical applications.
Siecor Corp. introduced the FuseLite
Termination System, which fusion splices
within the physical boundaries of an optical
connector, providing factory-installed connector performance with simplified field installation techniques. The splicer converts quickly
and easily to perform fiber-to-fiber splicing.
The cleaved fiber is installed in the
FuseLite connector ferrule and polished in the
factory, eliminating the need for field polishing, increasing the quality of the termination,
and greatly reducing installation time.
The company also displayed its Access
Provisioning Facility, and OTDR Plus.
A new singlemode fiber 2x2 switchable
optical splitter was shown for the rust time by
OptiVideo. In the splitter mode, the device
splits the input signal in any selectable ratio
between 10 percent and 90 percent in either
direction. In the switched mode, the unit passes all input light to asingle output.
The unit permits optimum configuration in
route redundant broadband networks and
offers an access port for OTDR testing.
Porta Systems Corp. debuted its new Fiber
Frame Administration Software program,
designed to automate both the fiber optic
jumper cable assignment and record keeping.
The FFAS program allows the user to select
arange of housings to create afiber distribution frame system that may consist of up to 40
frames in alineup. The user selects asource
and destination, and the software determines
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the optimum jumper length and cable routing,
based on available inventory.
Records are automatically generated on
patchcord assignments, frame or cable identification connections, patchcord inventory and a
database summary of system components.
ABC Cable Products made anumber of
introductions, including the CBLinX-2, anew
baseband optical transmitter and receiver,
designed for broadcast quality single-channel
video and dual audio environments.
In addition, ABC displayed an Ethernet
optical solution for local area networking.
When combined with the company's multichannel optical video equipment, school districts, campuses and industrial users can take
advantage of fiber for both video and data
uses.
Pirelli displayed its CATV 1550 nm
Linearized Transmitter, which features reliable
980 nm pump laser technology. The company
has also announced anew optical receiver, as
well as aline of optical amplifiers.
Foxcom Inc. displayed its System 7000
wideband fiber optic satellite antenna remoting
link at Expo. The system transmits an entire
900-1750 MHz L-band polarization over distances ranging from 100 meters to 10 miles.
The ubiquitous Antec debuted amass fusion
fiber optic splicing program, called InterLINK,
at Expo. InterLINK, according to the company, cuts the cost of fiber optic splicing in half,
while tripling splicing productivity. In other
fiber news, the company has added the Laser
Link 1550 nm optical transmitter and amplifier, the Gateway Series II Optical Receiver, and
afrequency block conversion system to its
product lines.
And fmally, Antec introduced an advanced
Optical Transition Node solution and three
new optical enclosures: MAX custom field
enclosures, FiberPak PLUS, an enhanced
FiberPak splice enclosure, and two new Keptel
Aerial Weatherproof Fiber Closures, the LG500 and LG-600.

Test equipment
MSOs working to shore up the quality and
integrity of their systems found anumber of
new testing options at Expo. For its part,
Tektronix Inc. chose the show as its venue to
introduce anew, lightweight baseband measurement tool for the worldwide cable television market: the VM100 Measurement Set.
The VM100 is designed to deliver afull set
of FCC baseband measurements, plus additional measurements key to keeping abaseband system tuned up. One key feature of the
unit is its automatic test signal identification,
which automatically identifies and measures

the selected test signal, including its field and
line position.
Also new from Tektronix is the RFM90
SignalMini Handheld Signal Level Meter,
which is tailored to meet the requirements of
fundamental cable TV installation applications. The RFM90 includes a48 MHz to 860
MHz frequency range, and up to 64 user-defmable frequency setups.
To help operators handle maintenance of the
daunting return path, Trilithic Inc. launched
the 9580 SSR/SST return alignment system,
which monitors the full performance of the
return path, testing ingress and return noise, as
well as flatness, updating measurements twice
per second.
The SST Headend Unit occupies 3.5 inches
of rack space, and supports up to 6SSR Field
Units simultaneously. The SST monitors up to
eight individual return test points and sends
ingress and flatness data to each SSR for the
path it is connected to. Data can also be sent to
aremote PC via the phone lines.
Riser-Bond Instruments has introduced two
new features for its Model 1205C Time
Domain Reflectometer, Cable Fault Locator.
An enhanced Fault
dBRL mode and a
newly-developed
Intermittent Fault
Detection Mode
(IFD) have both
been added to the
product. With the
Fault dBRL mode
activated, the Model
1205C will automatRiser-Bond enhances
ically
display afault
1205C TDR
severity reading,
with the effects of cable attenuation cancelled
out of the dBRL reading.
HP CaLan introduced software that automates the cumbersome process of generating
proof-of-performance reports for the FCC.
With the HP CaLan 85921A FCC report generator software, the portfolio of FCC reports
can be printed instantly from data extracted
from asingle test instrument.
Looking to the next generation of test equipment, which will tackle digital, HP introduced
anew option for the HP 89400 vector signal
analyzer family which allows the analyzer to
characterize digital RF modulation; it verifies
that the high-speed data streams containing
digital video have been transferred accurately
onto the RF carriers that transport them.
CAT V Inc. announced its new VLI receiver
system for signal leakage detection at Expo.
The unit can detect and fingerprint only those
signals which leak from the cable system,
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e SCTE CABLE-TEC EXPO
without using additional, or modified signals.
EXFO E.O. Engineering Inc. has added a
10 fis pulse width to its Fiber Tool Box (FTB)
mini-OTDR. The new, shorter pulse reduces
the singlemode dead zone and makes fmding
events near the front-end connector and
between connectors in the fiber span easier.
The FTB now has eight pulse widths to choose
from.
CTV Inc. announced the availability of
model TBP-4, atuneable bandpass filter used
in carrier-to-noise, composite triple-beat, composite second order and hum measurements.
The TBP-4 has afrequency range of 48
MHz to 750 MHz and an impedance of 75
ohms. With insertion loss values from 0.5 dB
through 1.3 dB, and aVSWR of less than
1.5:1, it also offers a3dB bandwidth of five
percent nominal @ 48 MHz, one percent nominal @ 750 MHz.
The TBP-4 consists of four manually tuneable filters mounted in one field rugged piece
of test equipment.

Powering
Vendors debuted powering options to support new services such as telephony, as well as
traditional broadband offerings. In the former
category, Power Guard introduced its Unity
Wave network powering system for broadband
network operators planning to deliver telephony services to consumers.
A telephone network has fluctuating power
requirements. Traditional 60-volt, 15-amp
broadband power supplies generate about 900
watts of power. Most ferroresonant power supplies deployed today are positioned to handle
the static powering needs of broadband systems, but are inefficient in accommodating the
fluctuating demand required to deliver broadband telephony.
Most of the ferroresonant power supplies in
service achieve only 75 percent of optimum
powering performance, primarily due to the
limitations of AC waveforms that create a
pulsing current that loses its intensity the farther it travels from the source.
Unity Wave achieves greater reach and efficiency by more closely resembling the performance of DC powering, the type used in telephone services, according to company officials. It uses switched mode technologies to
take AC power, convert it to DC and create a
trapezoidal waveform which extends the peaks
of traditional AC waveforms and reduces the
time between cycles.
This allows Unity Wave to achieve a
smooth, controlled and predictable wave
shape, like that of DC powering.
Unity Wave is available in capacities rang-
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ing from 1,350 up to 6,000 watts at voltage
ranges of 60 through 90 volts. These wattages
and volts are delivered at a0.95 power factor
at 60 Hz, allowing communications providers
to serve 20 to 38 percent more homes from
each coaxial feeder cable. Unity Wave extends
power reach from five to 18 percent over traditional ferroresonant powering sources. The
system can be programmed to operate at lower
frequencies for even greater network efficiency, company officials said.
C-COR Electronics Inc. presented anew 90
volt system powering alternative at Expo. The
company has developed avariety of 90 volt
products, including the 700 series FlexNet
Trunks and Bridgers, 700 Series Line
Extenders and LinkNet AM Fiber Optic nodes.
The systems meet National Electrical Safety
Committee requirements for telecommunications systems.
Alpha Technologies introduced anew line
of broadband power systems for use in combined and full service network applications.
Based on flexibility and modularity, the new
BPS series consists of an array of integrated
powering components and packaging options.
The BPS series can be programmed to provide 90-, 75- or 60-volt output, and several
components can be custom mixed and matched
to provide an optimum solution for the network.
This allows centralized power systems to be
built from the same components used to power
asingle feeder line, for example. As aresult,
operations, status monitoring, power supply
modules and interfaces can remain standardized across the entire plant.
The status monitoring system is designed to
work with any commercial and/or proprietary
system available. It provides more than 100
different test functions and real-time data to
the network manager.
Alpha also debuted the Power Mux, a60volt AC/48-volt DC multiplexing power supply
to facilitate remote powering of 48 VDC telephony equipment from cable TV networks by
rectifying and conditioning 60 VAC power
from acable trunk.
In addition, Alpha debuted anew 90-volt
version of its XM Series CableUPS power
supply. The new version addresses end-of-line
voltage loss problems associated with some
cable systems. It can also be used to reduce
the number of power supplies needed in asystem.
Telewire Supply and Antronix announced
new subscriber powering and downstream
uninterruptible service for Antronix' Milenium
2000 Series multitaps and line passives.
Voltage Control System (VCS) announced

the OMEGA 1, an online uninterruptible
power supply for line CATV operation.
OMEGA Iwas designed in acooperative venture between VCS and Litton Industry's Space
Systems Operations Division. The power supply is capable of 60 VAC operation for existing
plant and is upgradable to 90 VAC, without
changing hardware, by field personnel.
A Battery Management Sub-System monitors and records battery activity, and depending on the types of discharge required of the
battery system, the BMSS will logically bulk
recharge on float charge the system while
monitoring all aspects of battery condition.

Subscriber equipment
Zenith Electronics Corp. showed the
advanced diagnostic applications now available both through the MM2500 set-top and the
Command Series Controller headend processor.
Using anew application-specific integrated
circuit, the MM2500 offers immediate, onscreen network/set-top diagnostic capability in
the home.
Zenith has also announced that it has built
the Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) management system directly into its
new HomeWorks Universal two-way cable
modem.
General Instrument demonstrated at Expo
its new Interactive Digital Terminal, the IDT
1000, the first in aseries of interactive digital
terminals that will provide different levels of
functionality and performance.
As part of the demo, the IDT decoded
MPEG-2 data carried in MPEG-2 transport
streams. Using an IR remote control, the IDT
1000 can interactively switch transport
streams, demonstrating video-on-demand functionality.
Also featured at the GI booth was asimulation of the company's Broadband Interactive
Network. The simulator is being used by GI
system engineers in Hatboro, Pa. to verify system and product designs and predict network
performance under various loading and use
conditions. It runs on aSun Workstation and
uses amultiple-window animated display of
the network to show functions.
And ABC introduced its newest remote
control, dubbed The ProMote III. It's a3-in-1
universal style remote with individual overlays
for every major brand of set-top.

Equipment enclosures
Manufacturers also showcased various protective enclosures to shelter cable equipment.
Channel] Commercial Corp. announced the
availability of its new line of pedestals, the
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Cadix International released new cable
management software that merges fiber or RF
design and analysis data with business application files to provide the tools for enterprisewide database management.
Based on aclient/server model, the FX7001-CM series allows design data elements to
be shared throughout asystem, and designs
based on Cadix software can be imported to
construct management information. A record is
created for every piece of network equipment,
and up to 250 field photographs can be
attached to asingle graphic element via amultimedia database.
Telecommunication Programming &
Services Corp. introduced its CLIde signal
leakage management system for Windows at
Cable-Tec Expo. The system is aprogram that
receives input from most signal leakage meters
and fully manages the signal leakage program,
including graphical analysis, creation of work
orders, historical tracking of signal leakage
data and arange of management reports.

Ad Index

Need training in the magical world of data
technology? Look no further. LANcity Corp.
has announced it will offer LANcity
University seminars, hands-on training for
cable operators in new data communications
and cable TV services, plus practical guidelines and procedures for remotely installing,
managing and troubleshooting data over cable
TV technology. Key subject areas will include
data connectivity, network operations and reliability and performance.
Client-companies and employee-students
can now utilize automated direct access to the
National Cable Television Institute (NCTI)
Student Services Department. The new NCTI
service is called Student Service EXPRESS.
Using adial-in system at (303) 797-9373,
users can obtain info beyond office hours.
NCTI has also announced new interactive
training products. The institute is now offering
anew Train-the-Trainer Program, Facilitator
Guides, facilitator-led Hands-on Labs and
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Business announcements, literature
LECTRO announced that the CableShoppe
Inc. has become its first in and out of warranty
repair facility. The CableShoppe will repair
Lectro's Sentry and SuperSentry power supplies.
And SeaChange Technology Inc. chose
Expo as its venue to announce that Bruce
Mann has joined the company as vice president of network storage engineering. Mann is
responsible for the company's ongoing development of advanced network storage systems
designed for video applications.
Finally, Sprint/North Supply introduced its
new CATV/13roadband Catalog, which features
thousands of products from major manufacturers and includes afull range of coaxial cable,
connectors, distribution equipment, drop materials, fiber optics, headend, outside plant, test
equipment, tools and supplies.
aED
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

Cable data in
= tandem with
online services
D

evelopments in data and broadband communications
are fueling each other at aremarkable pace, setting the
stage for an explosive market synergy between cable
access and anew generation of consumer-oriented
online services in the year ahead.
While six months ago, the cable industry was merely
thinking about the possibilities, with no certainty about
the availability and type of equipment to be used,
today, MSOs are moving quickly toward consensus on
the key technical issues that must be resolved to ensure
the most cost-efficient approach to rolling out services.
And, in the online sector, activity focused on
making the Internet and online services in general more commercially viable has opened the
—
way for delivering virtually any type of ser....
Bothnia': The Interactive,
`flie
Animated Web Browser vice imagineable within the data stream,
.See it at
i, the»
including voice and videoconferencing, video
read about hou' some bot nets.
companies am using it to make games, music videos and movies, as well as
money on tbe Web. more...
more appealing versions of the traditional data
What's happening...
services.
e
"We'll see the fastest rollout of technology
e mere...
«aria.
we've ever witnessed in the cable industry,"
predicts Scott Kurnit, president of the new
MCI Information Services Co., which is in the
market with InternetMCI. "We see avery
smooth migration from today's Internet to the time
when broadband makes video on demand over the
Internet astandard piece of the service venue."
By Fred Dawson
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Tech consensus
As reported in this space last month, vendors responded to rising industry demand with an outpouring of
modem options at the NCTA convention in May. Now,
says Scott Bachman, vice president for operations technologies projects at Cable Television Laboratories, MSOs
are beginning to make choices through the CableLabs
RFP process that should make it possible to meet ambitious price and rollout targets set by member MSOs.
"We still have some philosophical differences,"
Bachman says, "but most people favor an asymmetric
approach as the best way to get started in the business."
Right now, he adds, aconsensus is shaping up
around atwo-phase implementation of broadband data
technology, where the first-phase service would support
aminimum peak burst of 10 megabits per second in the
downstream, with the rate for upstream set at anywhere
from 500 kilobits per second to 5Mbps. Later, in phase
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2, equipment would support operations and billing for
services that would be fully symmetrical LAN extensions, such as work-at-home, as well as the asymmetrical online and Internet access services.
"Companies are anxious to get into this business as
soon as possible," Bachman notes. "I'm pretty confident manufacturers can ramp up to meet the MSO
schedules for trials by the fourth quarter. It's alittle
harder to predict the timing for commercial production
levels, but we expect this to move quickly, given the
level of demand that's out there."
That confidence is echoed by Tony Werner, vice
president of engineering at Tele-Communications Inc.
"We'll be into the thousands of deployed modems by
the end of this year, and we expect to have close to a
million boxes in the field by the end of '96," he says.
As part of its new @Home service, TCI, capitalizing
on its new relationship with Sprint, plans to offer other
MSOs as well as its own systems an international highspeed Internet backbone access, what Werner calls "an
Internet overbuild," to ensure rapid data throughput
over cable end to end. "We'll have points of crossover
to Internet backbone throughout the world, with large
amounts of cache memory at those points," he adds.
While plans are still in flux, Werner says it looks like
TCI's @Home data service will be priced at about $30
per month for access to online and Internet services,
with a6MHz data channel delivering 30 Mbps over the
downstream of each 300-home coaxial bus in the
upgraded network. The system will probably use a10
base Tconnection, which allows dynamic bandwidth
assignment of up to 10 megabits per modem. Upstream
output per modem will probably be 1.5 Mbps.
This is the consensus configuration for what Bachman
describes as "phase 1." Whether or not other MSOs
choose to take advantage of the @Home high-speed
backbone, it is now clear that all of the top 10 MSOs are
ramping up to launch aphase 1-type service by early '96.
Werner says TCI, which is testing amore advanced
symmetric LAN extension type service for telecommuting, will probably price such connections at about $500
per month. This is the type of service that would be
supported by technology in the phase 2portion of the
CableLabs RFP approach, which will require more
upstream bandwidth, ameans to assign highly varied
types of services to different customers in any given
service area, and billing capabilities that minimize
back-office headaches in the complicated, fast-moving
data business.

Secure transactions
As cable prepares to launch broadband data access, a
revolution is underway in the online sector, with preparations for amuch more consumer oriented commercial
product base extending to virtually all facets of the
business. Nowhere is this change more significant than
in the pursuit of the encryption technology that will be
required to secure commercial transactions in the wideopen Internet environment.
Developers of competing encryption systems for
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

"Transparency
among Web
sites
is critical to
market
development"

World Wide Web users have come to terms on away to
integrate their technologies, avoiding apotential logjam
to the marketing of commercial services over the
Internet. "One of the problems for developers and end
users of commercial Internet services has been that they
have to choose between two security technologies," says
Patrick McGill, vice president of sales and marketing
for Terisa Systems, ajoint venture between RSA Data
Security Inc. and Enterprise Integration Technologies, a
developer of technologies supporting commercial use of
the Internet. "This agreement will lead to acore security
system that is pervasive and transparent to the end user."
Parties to the agreement include America Online,
CompuServe, IBM, Terisa and Internet software supplier Netscape Communications. They are spending an
undisclosed sum to combine the RSA-based security
system known as Secure HITP (HyperText Transfer
Protocol) and Netscape's SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
into auniversal approach to Internet security, making it
easier for information providers to encrypt information,
and for consumers to access it.
Under terms of the letter of intent, AOL,
CompuServe, IBM and Netscape intend to become
equity holders in Terisa. In addition, Prodigy has indicated an intent to become an adopter and implementor
of Terisa technologies.
"Transparency among Web sites is critical to market
development," says David Kaiser, vice president of
Websoft, asubsidiary of AOL. "Not to be able to get
data from aserver because your browser employs an
incompatible security system sends aterrible message
to the user."
While Netscape, with widespread distribution of its
adaptations of Mosaic hypertext, has sparked astampede of commercial enterprises into the World Wide
Web environment, the success of the "bullet-proof'
encryption system supplied by Terisa has been "a rock
in Netscape's shoe," Kaiser notes. "It appeared to be
shaping up as amessy battle."
Mark Andressen, vice president of technology and cofounder of Netscape with ex-Silicon Graphics CEO and
founder Jim Clark, says it will be arelatively simple
matter to combine the two systems because they operate
in different spaces, with Secure HTTP residing in the
application layer and SSL at the transport level. "Key
management is similar," he says. "And the two protocol
stacks share atremendous amount of common code."
The parties say the first commercial products using
the combined protocols should be available in this quarter. "We're probably only six months away from formal
standardization," says Terisa CTO Allan Schiffman.

Anew service paradigm
Resolution of transaction security issues is key to
rollout of what MCI's Kurnit calls "third generation
online services." Kurnit, aveteran cable programming
executive who left Prodigy to head MCI's push into the
online business, believes the pace of development in
his sector is so strong that it will define the interactive
landscape going into the next century.
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"We're creating the first third-generation on-line service," Kurnit says. "My premise for some time has
been that the Internet is the end game, and MCI represents an opportunity to act on that vision. The concept
of open access using Internet standards plays extremely
well as we move into the era of interactive TV."
MCI's opening gambit in the expanding Internet scenario relies on acombination of new browsing software
and standards-based encryption technology to support
secure purchases of easily accessed products without
limiting suppliers or users to activity within
InternetMCI, Kurnit says. "In the true Internet model,
the providers do what they want to do," he notes. "We
win hearts and minds with good support strategies."
While at Prodigy, Kurnit spearheaded that service's
move into Internet access as well as efforts to create a
wideband version of Prodigy for access over cable. But
starting out with acluster of services proprietary to a
single on-line environment is not the way to exploit
commercial opportunities taking shape in the Internet
milieu, Kurnit says.
"What makes this the viable way to go is the fact
that the four major components of Internet service, the
network access point, browsing, network transport and
content, are all disaggregated," Kurnit says. "This is
not about locking you in as acontent supplier or auser
because we have the technical keys that can only be
used if you're on our service."
The service employs new browser software developed by Netscape as an offshoot of Mosaic, the HTML
(HyperText Markup Language) system that supports
subject linking across some 10,000 databases residing
at World Wide Web sites. The cluster of Windowsbased support software also includes FTP Software's
service development tools and RSA Data Security's
encryption technology.
Two key components of the service are the MCI
Home Page, aWeb site interface that allows users
click-on access to various directories, news groups and
other categories, and MarketplaceMCI, ashopping center that can be accessed from any point on the Internet,
including, most easily, the MCI Home Page.
While Kurnit pitches MCI's approach as one step
ahead of the competition, it is clear that companies like
Microsoft, AT&T, CompuServe, AOL, Prodigy and others are refining strategies on the fly in efforts to fit their
business plans to the new market environment. In all
cases, the new vision assumes synergy rather than conflict between the Internet and commercial services,
which is something many experts didn't expect to happen for years to come.
"Nobody dreamed Netscape would have the impact
it's had," says one senior online executive, speaking on
background. "Bill Gates (Microsoft CEO) is having to
reinvent the whole Microsoft Network strategy because
he didn't see this coming."

Online service strategies
Fluidity of content between different online environments is vital to the strategy of AT&T's newly acquired
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Interchange Online Network, says David Rollert,
design director. "I think the proper relationship between
commercial online publishing and the (World Wide)
Web is, in effect, coexistence and interconnections back
and forth between the two."
The Interchange server—based on Digital Equipment
Corp.'s Alpha microprocessors—sits on the Internet and
uses the Internet protocol TCP/IP. "Members will be
able to use their direct Internet connections to access
Interchange," says Michael Kolowich, president of
AT&T Interchange Online Network. "Editors of
Interchange services will be able to reach out to complementary material on the World Wide Web, viewed
through afully integrated HTML viewer-browser."
Next-generation online services will also facilitate
the flow back and forth between commercial and free
services by how they charge their clients, Kokowich
says. "New pricing models will emerge—first from
AT&T and Microsoft—which will be modeled on low
base prices and pay-for-what-you-want subscription
relationships, complemented by information transaction
to meet one-shot needs."
While Interchange, which just launched after along
period in beta trial, is designed to support development
of applications for today's narrowband network environment, it is ready for higher bandwidth applications
as well, Rollert says. "The way Interchange is architected, as soon as bandwidth is there we can easily
incorporate multimedia into any document or service,"
he says.
The same is true for the other next-generation services.
In fact, some services, not content with waiting for
the bandwidth to get the ball rolling on video adjuncts
to narrowband service, are turning to CD-ROM as a
means of improving the graphic presentation. David
Eastburn, vice president for business development at
CompuServe, says his firm's success with graphic
enhancement via CD-ROM support in the online environment has prompted efforts on the part of many
CompuServe publishers to follow suit.
CompuServe, which has long offered an Internet
access to its subscribers, is expanding the interface.
Last year, the company opened inbound access to its
services from the Internet and set up aCompuServe
"home page" on the World Wide Web, allowing Web
users to explore what the service has to offer. Now the
service, following Prodigy's lead, provides members
access to Web browsing capabilities without having to
know underlying Internet commands. The Web entry
via CompuServe operates at speeds up to 28.8 kilobits
per second and is supported by security software that
establishes "firewalls" around users' data to prevent
unauthorized access.

Interactive graphics
Nothing is more important to the online revolution
than more appealing environments for users, including
the ability to interact with what's onscreen without
waiting for endless downloads of static pages. Here
again, the way is being paved in the narrowband arena

for means that will be vital to afast takeoff in broadband data.
Sun Microsystems has blasted anew development
language into the Internet which aims to equip commercial service developers with ameans to implement
CD-ROM-like capabilities in the World Wide Web
environment. The development language, known as
"Java," and an attendant Web browser known as
"HotJava," are part of asweeping initiative by Sun that
also includes release of anew security system, anew
Internet server, administrative tools and "netware"
capabilities, which pertain to collaborative computing.
Java has been quietly offered in alpha release over
the Internet at no cost for about two-and-a-half months,
says Kim Polese, product manager for Sun, and it is
already being widely used in development of Web
pages.
The Java language gives HotJava users the power to
develop small, specialized software applications, or
"applets," which are distributed to users as they click
onto commands just as typical Web pages are downloaded. But the difference between the usual Web page
and the applet is that the applet contains ashort program that allows users to interact with what's on the
page, rather than waiting for another page to download.
The capabilities within the applet are akin to what
people can do with aCD-ROM, says Geof Katz, vice
president of new electronic media technologies at
Foote, Cone & Belding, which has begun using the
browser in projects with anumber of clients. "HotJava
is much more graphically rich than what you usually
see online," Katz says.
Katz, noting that Netscape Communications is now
supporting the new Sun language, says he expects to
see Java becoming the standard development language
for the Internet very quickly. "We've got alot of things
going at anumber of Web sites across North America,
and they all use Java," he says.
The next-generation browser is the beginning of
what promises to be avariety of approaches to taking
the Internet to alevel of functionality and interactivity
once deemed impossible in today's narrowband environment. In fact, says Rob Schmults, spokesperson for
Worlds Inc., another software system developer,
HotJava doesn't even meet the criteria for interactivity
which his firm has set.
"To us, interactivity means real-time interaction with
other people online, not adownload of something into
your computer which you interact with," Schmults
says. "Our tools allow people to build environments
where interaction in 3-D takes place online."
Worlds' first release into the Internet is Worlds Chat,
which allows people to communicate with each other
using 3-D avatars which the company refers to as
"Digital Actors."
Sun is talking with most of the major commercial
online service providers in hopes of winning them over
to Java, Polese says. "Whatever approach people take,"
she adds, "my guess is most, if not all Web browsers
will be interactive within the next year or two." CED
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Nothing is more
important to
the online
revolution than
more appealing
environments
for users
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dB-tronics

SPOTLIGHT
WITH

Scientific Atlanta's Distributor
for Genuine S-A Parts

In Stock & Ready to Ship!
Phone: 803-574-0155
Toll Free: 800-356-2730
and follow the Menu...

Fax: 803-574-0383

dB-tronics

Cable I,lccis ai tquipment
Sales

Service Center

145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg, SC 29301

Bridging The Gap

QUALITY FIBER
OPTIC ASSEMBLIES
SINGLEMODE/MULTIMODE
•PC/APC >65 dB
•FDDI

Between Telephone and CATV Engineering
Introducing

Design Assistant Ver. 1.31
V Innovative Network Interface Unit Modeling
Capability
V Complete Statistical Analysis of Power Consumption
with thousands of Idle, Off-hook, and Ring Scenarios

•ESCON
•SMA

•BICONIC
•FC
•SC
•ST

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Custom designed fiber optic
cables for CATV, Telecomm
and Datacomm applications.

V The new Sticky Note Function attatches atext file to
any location in the Network
V Newly revised Pricing file produces both
construction and operating cost estimates
Lode Data Corporation
7120 E. Hampden Ave.
Denver, CO. 80224
Tel (303)759-0100
Fax (303)759-0190

LODE DATA
CORPORATION

ARIA

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Corporate:

East Coast:

5309 Randall Place

420 Boston Turnpike

Fremont, CA 94538

Shrewsbury, MA 01545

Ph: 510-226-6222

Ph: 508-845-6025

Fax: 510-226-6242
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Rumor has it that power supplies often trip their circuit breakers
resulting in frequent truck rolls and very dissatisfied subscribers.
Fortunately, there is asimple solution: the PERFORMANCE
Model SB 1000 and FR2000 retrofit power supplies. When the
transition was made to switching regulated power packs in distribution
equipment, we recognized the need for power supplies that would
function with cable systems that have highly capacitive power factor
loads. With the introduction of our unique "soft start" power supplies,
the occurrence of input breakers tripping during transfer in and out
of standby became athing of the past. So, no need to worry...you won't
get tripped up again!
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Monroe Electronics is pleased to introduce the
new Model 3000R-157, Program Timer Jr. The
3000R-157 is a single channel timer that
provides 2X1
balanced stereo audio follow
video switching. The 3000R-157 is so easy to
use that it takes only 5 keystrokes to complete
any program.
Plus, it has battery backup in
the
event
of
power
loss.
The
Model
3000R-157 is ideal for use wherever reliable
timed switching of a single program is required.
So call Monroe today and we'll be happy to
help you manage your time.
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MONROE
ELECTRONICS

LYNDONVILLE,

NY

14098
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800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 766 9330

The SBI000 Standby and FR2000 Ferro RETROFIT power supplies
Guaranteed for as long as you own them.

CALL JUD WILLIAMS AT 800-279-6330
(INTERNLT)judwilliams(9>induslry.net
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CABLE TV PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 947, ROSWELL, GA 30077

POWERING

AN EDWIN-ROSS COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

NEW STANDBY POWER SUPPLY
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Our Name Tells
The Story ... Use It
Cable Prep Stripping/Coring Tools
Produces beveled-edge on outer conductor
Light-weight
sNon-corrosive
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all temperatures
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all cable sizes
Cable Prep
Jacket Strippers

For A Free Catalog Call
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•Available for every
size cable
•Color-coded for easy
identification
•Knurled body
for positive grip.
•Fast, efficient jacket
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BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO
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CHESTER. CONNECTICUT 06412-0373
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BRAND NEW! Catalog by Trilogy Communications

FREE: New Wavetek 1995 um/ Selection Guide

The NEW and COMPREHENSIVE
CATALOG from Trilogy
Communications will be available very
soon. To be the first to receive your
copy, call (800) 874-5649, or fax (601)
939-6637. Manufacturer of the first lowloss, high-quality, MC 2 air dielectric
trunk and feeder cables, ideal for hybrid
fiber coaxial (HFC) networks. Also
offering afull line of quality drop cables
as well as radiating and 50-ohm hardline cables (including plenum and riser)
for wireless and RF communications.

This NEW 20 page color guide presents afull line of sophisticated test
equipment designed to fit the evolving
needs of the cable television industry.
Products include the Stealth Sweep &
new Reverse Sweep Option, the Stealth
SAM, the new FLASH Mini OTDR,
signal level & analysis meters, frequency agile leakage detection, and bench
sweep gear. Call 800-622-5515
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Versalift boom-tip-mounted bucket

Anti-Icing System "Turns Up the Heat"

Put your operator two feet closer to that
hard-to-reach splice. And it provides
line access from 3sides of the bucket,
eliminating expensive rotators. Positive
hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid,
stable work platform, leading to
increased productivity and greater worker sAtisfaction, The VERSALIFT TEL29NE. For more information, contact
Time Mfg., P 0 Box 20368, Waco,
TX 76702-0368 Phone: (817) 776-0900,
Telex: (910) 894-5218, Fax: (817) 7767531.

GeoKlein Industries' SteadyState antiicing system prevents the accumulation
of ice and snow on satellite dish reflectors. SteadyState uses aheating element
that is acontinuous core of semiconductive polymer which regulates its own
heat output as the ambient temperature
changes. The heater strip is supplied on
reels ready to be cut in length and is
easy to install, using pressure sensitive
adhesives supplied with the SteadyState
kit. For more information, circle the
Reader Service Number, or call
GeoKlein Industries 303-440-7770.
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RMS ... Over 50 Years of Experience

New Catalog from TRILITHIC

RMS Electronics is aleading manufacturer/supplier of cable equipment. We
have been serving the cable industry
for over thirty years and are quickly
becoming the fastest growing supplier
of cable components in the world. The
new RMS American catalog contains
an extensive line of over 400 products
which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems.
Call for catalog.
RMS Electronics Inc. (800) 223-8312

From signal level meters to leakage
detectors, from frequency counters to
calibration equipment, the new
Instruments Catalog from TRILITHIC
has all of the products you need to test
and maintain your CATV/broadband
distribution system. Updated in
September, the catalog now includes
such popular new instruments as the
TRICORDER II and III and the
SUPER PLUS leak/ingress locator, and
the current price list. Trilithic Inc.,
9202 E. 33rd St., Indianapolis, IN
46236 Phone (800) 344-2412
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Northern Telecom's Telephony 101

Blonder Tongue's Full Line Product Catalog

Telephony is an attractive new revenue
opportunity for cable operators. But
with new opportunities come challenges, including the challenge of
understanding an industry long dominated by afew companies. Northern
Telecom, asupplier to the industry for
nearly 100 years, has prepared
Telephony 101 as aprimer for new
entrants on the business and technology
of Telephony and Telco Talk, aglossary
of acronyms and definitions. For your
FREE copy call 1-800-667-8437.
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Vela Research for Vider Servers, Encoders and Decoders
Vela Research Inc. designs and manufactures video servers, encoders and
decoders. Their Perspective 2000 video
server stores digitized video (movies,
video clips, commercials, etc.) in acompressed digital format (MPEG-I, MPEG1+ and MPEG-2) and can deliver multiple NTSC or PAL video outputs. Vela's
MPEG Encoder can compress and multiplex audio and video signals into MPEG
compliant data streams. Vela's MPEG
decoder boards are designed for awide
range of video applications. Contact Vela
Research at (813) 572-1230.

Solutio
Beyond
Tomorrow
AMMO

For over 40 years, Blonder Tongue
Laboratories, Inc. has been manufacturing professional quality, commercial
cable television products. Our catalog
includes product photos, descriptions,
specifications and application notes for
our entire product line. Look for extended frequency range on our complete
family of low cost headend and distribution products, 13 and 18 GHz microwave
systems, and all-new multi-room home
video distribution components. Call
and/or Fax for your FREE copy (908)
679-4000 Fax (908) 679-4353.
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CheetahTM Does Status Monitoring
CheetahTm is the only system available
that integrates status monitoring and
automated compliance testing into one
software platform. The Cheetah
SystemTm provides status monitoring of
headends, fiber nodes, power supplies,
amplifiers and end-of-lines. Enjoy
vendor independence through the
Cheetah's open architecture. CheetahTM
offers flexibility, reliability and an easyto-use network monitoring solution. Call
Superior Electronics at
(813) 756-6000.
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FREE Handbook

Switching and Control Products for Cable Companies

The FREE pocket size Cable TV Power
Supply and Battery Handbook contains
125 pages of information for installers,
maintenance technicians, system designers and cable TV engineers. Subjects
such as power supply evaluation, plant
layout, installation, maintenance and
common problems encountered in the
field are fully covered. Included is a
special section on battery selection,
management and testing.Performance
Cable TV Products, Roswell, GA
30077-0947 (803) 279-6330 e-mail to:
jud.williams@industry.net

For 15 years Monroe Electronics has
provided the CATV industry with
timed and DTMF AN switching and
control equipment. Our Series 3000
products have aproven record of reliability. Monroe Electronics has quality
products to meet your switching needs.
For aFREE catalog phone 1-800-8216001 or FAX (716) 765-9330.
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NCTI Spanish/English CATV Illustrated Dictionary

1995 FREE Budco Catalog

The National Cable Television Institute
(NCTI) offers anew Spanish/English
illustrated dictionary of cable television
and broadband technology terms. The
first section presents English terms
with Spanish translation and Spanish
definition. The second section offers
Spanish terms with English translation
and English definition. Cost $29.95
plus S/H; quantity discounts. Please
contact: NCTI, 801 West Mineral
Ave., Littleton, CO 80120-4501, (303)
797-9393, Fax (303) 797-9394.

The 1995 Budco Catalog is packed
with more products than ever before
from fine names like: •Brady •Cable
Pro •Diamond •F-Conn •Klein •
Times Fiber •Ben Hughes Cable Prep
•Cable Ready •Engineerig Unlimited •
Jameson •Ripley Cablematic •Tyton •
and many more. We will ship your
stock orders within 24 hours. Call
Budco at 1-800-331-2246 for your free
catalog today.

DICCIONARIO

ILUSTRADO
DE TELEVISION POR CABLE
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FIexNetTM ... Ideal for Hybrid Fiber/Coax Networks

High-Performance! LinkNetTM AM Fiber Optic System

As worldwide voice, video, and data
communications networks evolve, the
need for flexible, reliable, cost-effective
solutions grows. C-COR's FlexNetTM
series of amplifiers is available in both
750 MHz and 550 MHz versions and
has a1GHz platform for upgradability
when networks expand. The FlexNetTm
Series is backed by an extended warranty and C-COR's full line of technical
customer services. Call C-COR, the
Network Company, at 1-800-233-2267.

LinkNetTm, C-COR's new generation of
AM fiber optic transmission equipment, features the high-performance
Ortel® laser. Benefits include 750
MHz (80 channels +digital) capability
on single or dual fibers, aredundant
optical back-up, upgradable 1GHz
platform, and anetwork management
option. LinkNell is ideally suited for
avariety of fiber-rich architectures.
Call C-COR, the Network Company,
at 1-800-233-2267.

FlexNet
Amplifier Series

Ç
•

Ç,..
92!.1

LinkNet'
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Ortel ® is aregistered trademark of Oriel Corporation.
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DRAKE VM2552 Stereo Video Modulator
Bring stereo audio into your cable systern at an affordable cost. The Drake
VM2552 modulator incorporates BTSC
stereo encoding, providing asignificant
cost savings when compared to purchasing separate components.
Professional noise reduction circuitry
reproduces the BTSC signal with good
stereo separation and audio fidelity. The
frequency agile VM2552 features frequency coverage up to 550 MHz with a
powerful output of +60 dBmV. Contact
Mr. Phillip Hawkins, R.L. Drake
Company, (513) 847-4523.
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ESR1260 IRD Earth Station Receiver
The Drake ESR1260 1RD is ahigh
quality commercial integrated receiver
descrambler with synthesized frequency
tuning of IF and subcarrier audio frequency. The VideoCipher® RS module
can be accessed directly through the
front panel, providing added convenience for the operator. Major operating
functions are also selected via the front
panel and programming is simplified
with liquid crystal displays of operating
parameters. The ESR1260 IRD's cornpact design optimizes valuable rack
space. R.L. Drake Co. (513) 847-4523.

ESR1260 I
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Fiber Optics—Special Applications

The Clicker Family

Education, Business, Voice/Data,
CATV, and Fiber Optics, 6terms not
often thought of at the same
time,-UNTIL NOW. Selecting the most
cost-effective products for these unique
fiber applications is essential for their
success. If you are in the various stages
of implementation, it's not too late to
call for the most cost-effective products
for these unique applications. GUARANTEED! Call for your free copy of
our white paper on these applications.
Cable Technologies International,
(215) 657-3300, FAX (215) 657-9578.

The Clicker Family, aunique, simple to
use 2, 3and 4function family of univer-.49T.
sal remotes that includes the most extensive library of cable codes on the market
-.
-..7t. ..._
today. Are you suffering from: Sagging
...
revenue streams? Confused subscribers?
.
••'Too many different remotes? Complex
remote operation? Too many buttons?
Then your solution is...The Clicker
....
Family. A family of universal remotes
for your video and cable needs.
Available for immediate delivery only
from Cable Technologies Intl., Inc.,
(215) 657-3300. Fax (215) 657-9578
Circle Reader Service No, 140
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Cable SecurityTM provides Ultimate MDU Security Package

FREE Catalog for Powering Broadband Networks

Cable Security manufacturers of the
BeastTm box and distributors of Cable
ReadyTm ultra high security steel molding has merged the products together
for the ultimate MDU security application. When these product groups are
used together they will supply the
Telecommunication Industry with the
highest security level for multiple

Power Guard is the leader in providing powering solutions for advanced
broadband networks. If you're building
aCATV plant or an advanced broadband network carrying voice, video and
data we have apower supply to meet
your requirements. Power Guard can
offer the most technically advanced,
cost-effective systems on the market,
because we have invested more toward
research and development than all of
our competitors combined. For afree
catalog and to see how we can help call
1-800-288-1507.

Solutions to your

NIDU theft
Hgh
5gootly Endcams

te

ak,

0

dwelling units available today. Please
call 1-800-288-1507,
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ADC Frameworx Fiber Frame Architecture

Scientific-Atlanta's complete line of broadband systems

This complete package contains information on ADC's integrated approach
to total fiber distribution frame cable
management. Frameworx is aplatform
on which service providers can build a
total fiber distribution frame management system that provides automated
record keeping, remote test capabilities,
patch cord traceability, optical amplification and advanced circuit schematics
such as signal monitoring, switching,
attenuation and wavelength division
multiplexing. ADC
Telecommunications (800) 366-3891.

Scientific-Atlanta's 1994 Broadband
Communications Products Catalog is available from your local Scientific-Atlanta sales
representative, by calling 800-722-2009 or
writing Bill Brobst at 4261 Communications
Drive, Notrauss, GA 30093. The catalog
canica up-to-date information on ScientificAtlanta's complete line of broadband systems and cable TV equipment. There's digital compression. telephony over cable, headend, distribution and fiber optics electronics
as well as subscriber products including
home communications terminals and management systems. We have what you need.
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INTEGRATING
FIBER FRAME
MANAGEMENT
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CABLE W INCH SYSTEM!
An innovative design.....
increasing productivity
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The Cable Tool Innovators
Ripley Company's Cablematic Division
offers acomplete catalog in cable preparation tools. The catalog displays tools
for jacket and sheath stripping, simultaneous coring and stripping, hex and
round full-cycle crimping, plus many
specialty tools including fiberoptic tools
and cable expanding kits. Using proper
tools promotes system reliability and
assures safe, fast, accurate cable preparation. Call now 1-800-528-8665 for
your free catalog. Ripley Company,
Cablematic Division, Phone (203) 6352200, Fax (203) 635-3631
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Sprint/North Supply CATV Catalogs

Broyhill—Cable Placement Winches
We challenged our engineers to come
up with awinch that includes convenience and affordability and the most
accurate charted pull force—ever. Now
yom can pull aerially or underground;
fiber or coaxial and accurately chart
force on paper or PCMCIA cards. Call,
fax or E-mail The Broyhill Company
for more information: WATS 1-800228-1003, FAX 1-402-987-3601.
URL: http://www.stouxian.com/broyhill
E-MAIL: Broyhilsal@aol.com

sie=c

Sprint/North Supply is aleading
nationwide provider of integrated solutions for voice, data, teleconferencing
and CATV product needs through its 11
strategically located distribution centers. We offer more than 30,000 products from over 1,200 manufacturers.
Let us show you asample. Ask for our
new broadband catalog containing thousands of products from 97 suppliers.
Ask, too, about the following catalogs:
Fiber Optics, Outside Plant, Tools, Test
and Supplies, and Security Products.
800-639-CATV, FAX 800-755-0556.
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The Fiber You Choose Makes aDifference!

i=v)
Cable Preparation Tools
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To learn more, order the FREE
"Corning Fiber Advantage" brochure.
Cable TV operators, here's your chance
to get the facts about Coming optical
fiber. Discover why your choice of fiber
is critical and how fiber geometry—the
physical dimensions of the glass—can
result in low-loss splices, the first time,
virtually every time. Corning wrote the
book on optical fiber. Now it's available
by calling 1-800-525-2524 ext. 543. Ask
for the "Coming Fiber Advantage"
brochure.
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NEW! Amplifier Catalog

Simple to USE Remotes and Optical Links

Viewsonics Inc. full color amplifiers
catalog contains photos and specifications of all their amplifiers, including
the newest mini tubular amps with
10dB and 15dB gain, the mini 2-way
amp, and the 35dB amp with anoise
figure at 3.5dB. You'll find their amps
all over the world including places
you've never heard of, so call and/or
fax for your free Viewsonics Amplifier
Catalog today.

Call ABC Cable Products now for
information on are complete line of quality dedicated and universal remote control units that are cost-effective and simple to use. Our latest addition, the
ProMote family of universal remotes
have the capability of operating CATV
converters, TV's and VCR's. Our fiber
optic transmitters and receivers, the
CBlinX, transport point-to-point video,
audio, and data where high performance
is required. Call now and let ABC make
your job simpler! 1-800-777-2259.
Circle Reader Service No. 149
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Don't choose just aCable Prep tool...
choose Cable Prep—The Company
Since 1979 Ben Hughes
Communication Products has been
manufacturing afull line of Cable
Prep® tools for the cable industry. The
hex crimp tool line includes those made
for fiber optic cables, CATV, MATV,
STV and standard RF connector applications. A complete line of coring, stripping/coring and jacket stripper tools are
available. Special tools can be made to
order. For more information call (203)
526-4337or Fax (203) 526-2291.

In Home
Cabling System
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Lectro's Zero Transfer Time Power Supplies
Lectro's no break, no data loss
ZTT/UPS power supplies are designed
to meet all your network requirements.
Our reliable 24, 36, & 48 VDC units
are available in 6, 9, 12, & 15 amp
models. All units provide ahighly regulated 60 Hz over awide load range in
AC and DC modes and are status monitoring capable. For information on our
full line of products, please contact:
Lectro Products
P.O. Box 567, Athens, GA 30603
1-800-551-3790 Phone
1-706-548-5493 Fax.
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Cable Construction Manual for CATV Broadband Systems

New Catalog for Underground Utility Products

CommScope is now making available a
revised and updated edition of its widely distributed and used Cable
Construction Manual for CATV and
Broadband Systems. The new manual
includes sections on storage, testing
and construction procedures for coaxial
trunk and distribution cables in aerial
and subsurface applications, fiber optic
cables as well as safety procedures.
For more information, call
CommScope/GI (800) 982-1708.

Lenoir City, TN—COMPOSOLITE®
polymer concrete underground utility
products by Quazite are lightweight
(for reduced installation costs), strong
and reliable. Proven performance in
servicing CATV, telephone and electrical facilities, install it and forget it. A
wide range of splice/pull boxes with
light and heavy duty designs are available. Call 1-800-346-3062 for our
FREE catalog. QUAZITE 3621
Industrial Park Dr., Lenoir City, TN
37771

COMPOSOLITE
J11011,1Q110•0,11,11, 111..K.,
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Cable Leakage Technologies, Inc.

Products ... flexible, reliable and affordable

CABLE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGIES (1-800-783-8878) offers anew
family of WAVETRACKER products.
The WAVETRACKER system has
undergone major enhancements, with a
new compact size, aVGA quality LCD
display, and aNEW LOW PRICE.
CLT's new Windows.
'" based
A.P.L.A.S. Software offers ONE STEP
data processing, using the newest, most
current mapping product available.
The DELTAWAVE Differential G.P.S.
Base Station now offers 2to 5meters
accuracy.

Triple Crown manufactures the Titan
Series trunk/bridger amplifiers, AM
fiber transmitters and receivers, Minex
Series indoor/outdoor distribution
amplifiers, LA Series dual hybrid line
extenders and subscriber drop amplifiers. All amplifiers are available in a
wide range of gains and bandwidths, in
all international powering formats.
Hotel, hospital pay-per-view systems,
with interactive services. For more
information call (905) 629-1111.

Intelligent Solutions for Intelligent Networks
Philips Broadband Networks, Inc. certified ISO'-9001 manufacturer & supplier of
highest quality broadband distribution
equipment & systems. Application products: one- & two-way amplifier systems,
fiber optic equipment, signal processing
equipment, telephone & data communications gateways, video servers & digital settop decoders, echo cancelling equipment,
interdiction systems, network monitoring
systems, passives & connectors. Services:
System design, rebuild analysis, pre-racking of optical equipment, training & field
engineering. Call (315) 682-910 for info.

88
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New Technical Brochure—CATV Connectors
Amphenol® CATV Connectors, adivision of Amphenol Corporation is aleading manufacturer for the worldwide RF
connector market. Designed for use in
CATV trunk and feeder system applications, Amphenol delivers asuperior product—a 40 dB return loss @ 1GHz and
0.2dB maximum attenuation—at acompetitive price. The Hardline Gold Series
CATV Connectors will save installation
time, enhance the quality of your connections and provide years of installed performance. For more information, call
800-881-9913 or fax at (203) 796-2091.
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Discover why the top
cable companies are connecting
with Amphenol CATV Connectors..
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Zenith's

Panasonic Full Line Product Guide
This Product Guide is for Panasonic's
AudioNideo product line that includes;
Cameras, VTR's and Monitors,
Explanations are given on advantages,
and facts for features and specifications
of D-3, M Il and S-VHS products.
Includes all new products such as
Supercam and the AG-DS850, S-VHS,
HI-FI, Editing, Recorder-Player with
Digital Slow.
Panasonic Broadcast & Television
Systems Company
Phone (201) 392-4709
Fax (201) 392-6821

PULL

LINE PRODUCT QUID.

rt. se...me For
Watortife.....

"
Panasonic

Broadcast &Television it

toms Corn

MetroAccessTM

System

MetroAccess is acomplete, cost-efficient family of RF data communicaiton
products from Zenith Electronics
Corporation. It uses proven, highspeed technology for hybrid fiber/coax
systems linking businesses, communities, schools and residences for awide
range of applications including workat-home, distance learning, real-time
videoconferencing, Internet access and
on-line services. For more information,
call 1-800-788-7244.
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ASerious Revenue Generator

Zenith Electronics Corporation's
MM2500 set-top unit features realtime, two-way interaction, in-band
transmission of conditional access data,
baseband SSAVI scrambling and
unlimited pay-per-view control. The
MM2500 is apowerful, all-purpose
analog set-top device that gives network providers full and diverse control
from the headend. For more informalion, call 1-800-788-7244.

Zenith Electronics Corporation's
new ScreenPlayTM authoring tool is an
innovative approach that combines
speed, flexibility, customized on-screen
displays and interactive capabilities
with set-top device technology.
ScreenPlay is the only analog, PCbased dialogue authoring tool that
offers the ability to quickly generate,
modify and edit on-screen displays and
applications. For more information, call
1-800-788-7244.

Circle Reader Service No 161

Digital Ad Insertion Solutions

CableWork.,''' from CUO, Inc. is an
easy-to-use subscriber management,
billing and pay-per-view system that is
ideal for small to medium operations. A
flexible, global product, Cable Works
features national language support for
quick foreign language conversion. In
addition to enhanced reporting and
standard applications integration,
Cable Works expands readily to accommodate more stations or more subscribers. For afree demonstration disk,
circle this reader service number or call
(800) 541 -8825.

Local market dynamics dictate technological approaches You need asolution
that's right for you today with an
expansion path towards the future.
Channelmatic's Adcart/D offers you
MPEG I, MPEG II and the latest from
SONY, the VideoStore Media Server.
For an automation solution that will
support you today and tomorrow, look
to Channelmatic, The Global Leader
in Ad Insertion. Call (800) 766-7171 or
(619) 445-2691.
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McGuire Communications Inc.

FREE Brochure on Javelin Series

McGuire Communications is proud to
present the Vertex Vertical Splitter. This
one of akind, 1Ghz splitter has all of its
ports on one side. It allows for astandard and unique form of installation. The
Vertex Splitter will allow Cable TV
operators to upgrade their systems to
compete in future technological applicadons. For more information call 617391-3277 or see us at the New England
Cable TV Convention in Newport, RI on
July 25th & 26th.

ATx Telecom Systems, Inc., is aleading manufacturer of broadband video
transport equipment. The Javelin 1550
Series includes the 1550-nm optical
fiber amplifier featuring dual pumps
and redundant power supplies for high
reliability. With output power of +21
dBm, the amplifier enables architectures which consolidate headends and
distribute signals more economically.
For abrochure on the Javelin Series,
please contact Aix at (708) 778-2900;
fax (708) 369-4299.
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Subscriber Management, Billing and Pay-Per-View System
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Revenue-Generating MM2500 Set -top
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N EW PRODUCTS

Optical attenuator
MORRIS VILLE,
N.C.—Wandel &
Goltermann has
added the OLA-15
optical attenuator
to its line of handheld fiber optic
OEC-104 calibrated
test
equipment.
optoelectronic reference
The OLA-15 is
convertor module
aimed at singlemode measurements at wavelengths of 1310
and 1550 nm and features atotal wavelength
range of 1260 to 1600 nm. It has the advantage of providing continuous, rather than
incremental attenuation from 3to 60 dB with
display resolution of 0.05 dB.
The portable instrument is ideal for on-site
measurements of transmitted signal strength,
signal path attenuation, receiver sensitivity and
Bit-Error-Rate (BER). The unit is designed for
bidirectional operation, with the two ports
serving as either input or output, and return
loss is better than 40 dB at either port.
The company has also upgraded the performance of its OMS-200 Optical Measurement
System with the optional OEC-104 module.
The OEC-104 calibrated optoelectronic reference convertor module simplifies measurements of SDH and Sonet optical transmitters
over an optical wavelength from 1200 to 1600
nm. It supports testing of systems operating at
data rates of 155.52 Mbps and 622.08 Mbps
by linearly converting optical signals to electrical signals.
With the OEC-14 option installed, the
OMS-200 is transformed into aprogrammable
SDH/Sonet reference receiver which can generate eye-pattern and extinction-ratio displays
on an oscilloscope. The OEC-14 module contains the two filters required for testing at highspeed data rates of 155.52 Mbps and 622.08
Mbps, as well as an InGaAs-photodiode-based
optical power meter capable of measuring levels from -70 to +3 dBm (1nW to 2mW).
Circle Reader Service number 50

Power meter

Deluxe Power
Meter

90

ORISKANY, N.Y.—New to
Fiber Instrument Sales'
line of fiber optic products
is the Deluxe Power
Meter. The handheld unit
provides zero offset capability for direct loss readout of fiber under test.
The FIS meter offers six
electable wavelengths:

Portable locator
670 nm, 780 nm, 850 nm, 1300 nm, 1310 nm
and 1550 nm with 0.01 dBm resolution.
Readout power in dBm, dB and watts. The
unit comes with apower supply and adapter
and is packaged in arugged black plastic
holding case.
Circle Reader Service number 51

Power protection

GOLETA, Calif.—Joslyn Electronic Systems
Corp. has announced three new products. The
first is the JES356 H Hybrid Station Protector,
which provides balanced protection against
lightning surges, power-cross conditions and
ground potential rises at the subscriber
premises.
The protector element consists of aheavyduty-rated, three electrode gas tube with an
external MOV backup device, and apatentpending shorting mechanism for both lines. It
provides the fast response of MOVs and the
high energy handling capabilities of gas tubes.
Joslyn has also introduced the 1740 Series
of Primary Coaxial Surge Protectors for
broadband applications. The 1740-01-H18
coaxial protector provides protection against

surges on 75 ohm coax subscriber drops and
has afail-short mechanism in the event of dangerous power crosses. The protection will pass
bi-directional signals over abandwidth from
DC to 1GHz, and has an insertion loss of
<0.15 dB, and areturn loss of >20 dB over
the entire bandwidth. It is constructed with a
metal cast housing and "F' port interfaces, and
measures 3.2 inches long by 1.5 inches high.
And finally, the third newly-released product is the 7090 series of Coax Capable
Network Interface Devices. The series NID is
designed for outdoor use in any single or
multi-pair residential or commercial installation at the subscriber drop. It can be configured in twisted pair counts from 1to 6, or 4
pair/2 coaxial lines. The device is made of
high impact resistant. U.V. de-sensitized
Suprel 9420. It is designed for simple installation and maintenance, and can be ordered factory configured or field retrofitted for coax.
Circle Reader Service number 52

Traps

SYRACUSE, N.Y.—Eagle Comtronics Inc. has
introduced several new products, including
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Rycom 8870 and 8875

RAYTOWN, Mo.—Rycom Instruments has
introduced the 8875 Portable Locator,
capable of pinpointing buried cable, pipe,
wire and faults. The locator features push
button depth, and can determine any
burièd conductor depth up to 15 feet.
Also new is Absolute Signal Strength,
which simplifies path identification. Since
the receiver is positioned over the target
cable, the highest number displayed in
peak mode and the lowest number in null
mode identifies the cable path. Absolute
Signal Strength can also identify aloss of
signal to ground caused by damaged cable,
fin nsulated pipe bushings or locate
sh ed pipes.
The 8875 is also available with
rechargeable batteries, with an optional
DC cigarette charger, which can recharge
the batteries in two to three hours, and can
provide power to the transmitter directly
frotii the truck.
circle Reader Service number 49

split-tuned negative traps which attenuate both
video and audio for use with addressable
descramblers that normally permit audio to
come through. Appropriate in low volume situations, they can be installed indoors or outdoors. For high volume applications, Eagle's
positive trap systems—discrete jamming carriers or sideband interdiction systems—can
scramble the audio on the same channel with
an addressable system.
In another product announcement, Eagle
Tier Traps are now available at 1GHz, for
maximum compatibility with Eagle's 1GHz
single-channel traps.
Circle Reader Service number 53

Fiber optic software

BOSTON, Mass.—Fotec Inc. has introduced a
new software product that tracks every component in afiber optic network, including every
fiber in every cable, every splice or connection, and even afull history of test data. FOdoc
can be used in applications including: designing the cable plant, bidding jobs, installing the
cables, and testing and archiving data on the
cables. The software, called FOdoc, is arela-

tional database that runs on PCs.
FOdoc will track up to 10 million records
and allows "hot-key" insertion of sequential
data and direct reading of test data from Fotec
Smart Instruments. It generates reports on all
the components in the networks, with special
reports for estimating and troubleshooting. The
"Path Report" will show exactly where acomplete end-to-end cable run goes.
Circle Reader Service number 54

Fiber optic safety kit

BEREA, Ohio—The Clauss Fiberoptic/Telecom
Division has introduced asafety kit designed
specifically for those who work with fiber
optic cable. Called the Fiber-Safe Fiberoptic
Safety Kit, the five-piece set contains: ablack
vinyl polishing/work mat; adisposable trash
can for fiber scraps; splinter removal tweezers;
two-pronged swipes with self-contained alcohol dispenser; and wraparound safety glasses.
Circle Reader Service number 55

IVIPEG-2 encoder

LAS VEGAS, Nev.—Minerva Systems has
introduced the Compressionist 200, an MPEG2publishing encoding system optimized for
video server applications. Video professionals
can leverage their artistic judgments using the
Compressionist 200's "human-assisted" encoding tools to achieve superior image quality at
data rates significantly lower than those
required by "live" broadcast encoders.
The Compressionist 200 consists of ascalable, video pre-processing and encoding
engine, aMacintosh-based host system and the
MPEGmaker application software suite. The
real-time video processing engine is capable of
digital (D1) or analog (YUV) video input,
high-quality audio capture, both MPEG-1 and
MPEG-2 main level, main profile video encoding and MPEG layer 2audio encoding.
In arelated announcement, Minerva has
also introduced the Picture Resampler, avideo
pre-processing module for its Compressionist
product line. The resampler performs highquality field or frame resizing, field reordering
and de-interlacing in real time.
The resampler pre-processes the CCIR 601
resolution video input to the Minerva compression engine. Its spatial filters perform horizontal
and vertical resizing of video fields or frames to
support avariety of picture sizes and pixel
aspect ratios including CD-i, Square Pixel and
Video CD. When used in conjunction with the
Minerva MPEG-2 encoder engine, the Picture
Resampler supports arange of horizontal sampling rates from 352 to 704 pixels per scan line.
Circle Reader Service number 56

Fiber Test Manager and DocuNet system

Test data management

VANIER, Quebec—EXFO Electro-Optical
Engineering has introduced the Fiber Test
Manager (FTM) and DocuNet system for fiber
test data documentation. FTM is acentral database server that organizes all the OTDR traces
and test data acquired in afiber network every
day. This approach to documentation automatically creates adatabase of test results based on
the user's own fiber network topology. Results
are directly archived according to their fiber's
identification, cable and test location.
DocuNet is afield version of FTM. It is
used to document and archive test results as
they are collected from test instruments in the
field. Once archived in DocuNet, test data can
easily be retrieved for comparison, documentation or further analysis.
Circle Reader Service number 57

980 nm pumps

BURLINGTON, Mass.—Lasertron has
announced increased coupling efficiency in its
standard 980 nm pump lasers. The devices are
typically used in optical amplifiers for fiberbased long distance telecommunications.
A re-engineering of the optical coupling
between pump laser chip and optical fiber pigtail has resulted in asignificant increase in the
efficiency of the light launched from laser to
fiber. As aresult, at the typical laser current of
150 mA, output power is improved by onethird over the prior levels: from 63 mW to 84
mW.
Circle Reader Service number 58

Waveform monitor

HAUPPAUGE, N.Y.—Leader Instruments Corp.
has released the LV5100D, a4:2:2 component
digital and analog waveform monitor that
operates in 525/60 and 625/50 systems. It handles two serial component digital inputs and a
three-channel analog component input for use
in mixed digital/analog component facilities.
Circle Reader Service number 59
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W HAT'S AHEAD

Trade Shows
6Cascade Range SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session.
Installer certification exams to be
administered. Location: Columbia
Cable office, Beaverton, Ore. Call
Cindy Welsh (503) 667-9390.

7-9

Fotec's Fiber-U
Conference. Location: Marlboro,
Mass. Call Louise Downing at
(617) 241-7810; or (800) 50FIBER.

8West Virginia Mountaineer
SCTE Chapter, Testing Session.
Certification exams to be administered. Call Steve Johnson (614)
894-3886.
9-11 1995 Oregon Cable
Telecommunications
Association Annual Convention.
Location: Shilo Inn, Lincoln City,
Ore. Call Carol Peters, OCTA at
(503) 362-8838.
10-12 SCTE Introduction to

Telephony Seminar. Location:
Loews Giorgio Hotel, Denver,
Colo. Presented by SCTE
Director of Training Ralph
Haimowitz. Seating is limited to
40 attendees. Call SCTE National
Headquarters (610) 363-6888.

10-12 Fiber Optics 1-2-3:
Installation, Maintenance,
Design, produced by The Light
Brigade Inc. This course includes
eight hours of hands-on training

August
13-15 Great Lakes Cable
Expo. Location: Indianapo
Call (317) 845-8100.
23-26 1995 Rocky Mounta
Cable Television Expo.
Location: Snowmass, CO.
Call CCTA (303) 863-0084.
28-30 Eastern Cable Show.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call the
Southern Cable Television
Association at (404) 2551608.

Topic: "Short detection/surge protection," with Bill Brookheiser of
Cable Innovations; "Utility protection," with M.T. Miller of
UPC; and "Drop bonding and
grounding," with Marshall
Money of Southern Multimedia
Communications. Call Greg
Worthman (404) 874-8000 x250.

11 Desert SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Topic: "Fiber
Systems and Technology—
BCT/E Category III Tutorial,"
with speaker to be announced.
Location: El Rancho, Beaumont,
Calif. Call Bruce Wedeking
(909) 677-2147.
13

with testing, splicing and connectorization workstations. Location:
San Diego, Calif. Call Valerie
Johnsen (206) 251-1240.

10-13 Fiber Optic Installation
& Splicing, Maintenance &
Restoration for CATV
Applications, produced by Siecor
Corp. Location: Hickory, N.C.
Call (800) 743-2671, ext. 5998.
11 Cascade Range SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session.
BCT/E certification exams to be
administered. Location: Lincoln
City, Ore. Call Cindy Welsh (503)
667-9390.
11

Chattahoochee SCTE
Chapter, Technical Seminar.

SCTE Satellite TeleSeminar Program. To be transmitted on Galaxy 1R,
Transponder 14, 2:30-3:30 p.m.
Eastern time. Topic: "Advances
in System Architectures (Part
II)," from Expo '94 in St. Louis.
Call SCTE National Headquarters
(610) 363-6888.

13-15 SCTE Technology for

Technicians II. Location: Loews
Giorgio Hotel, Denver, Colo.
Presented by SCTE Director of
Training Ralph Haimowitz.
Seating is limited to 40 attendees.
Call SCTE National Headquarters
(610) 363-6888.

1719 Wireless Cable '95,
sponsored by Wireless
International. Location: Grand
Hyatt Washington/Convention
Center. Call (319) 752-8336.

3days of informative, cost-effective, up-to-date
instruction for cable tv technicians.
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17-20 Fiber Optics System
Training (FOST), produced by
Antec's Fiberworks. Location:
Denver, Colo. Call (800) FIBItt_
ME (800-342-3763) for more
information and updated class?'
schedules.

Pka'

17-21

Broadband
Communications Network
Design, produced by General
Instrument. Afive-day traini
course that includes ahigh-lerpl
overview of the broadband net .
e
work, with aspecial focus on.
operational theory and designi
le
Call (215) 830-5678 for deta" agl

24-25 Broadband Cable ui ,..,,-.:
Television Technology, pro
by Antec's Fiberworks. Loc
Denver, Colo. Call (800) FIB
ME (800-342-3763) for more
information.
.
ell
,
e,,
,xi
24-27 Fiber Optic
i•lifl
Installation & Splicing,
Maintenance & Restorationigt
CATV Applications, Product
by Siecor Corp. Location: Ke,
Texas. Call (800) 743-2671. '

25-27 Advanced Broadband _
Applications Engineering
Training, produced by Generak,
Instrument. A three-day trainimb
course which includes technicey,
instruction on distribution systems, hybrid architectures, long- ,
haul fiber optic transport systems,
headend integration, network
interfaces, ATM/Sonet/digital ,
considerations and industry
,
issues. Location: Baltimore, 1v4:1.
Call (215) 830-5678 for details.

RETURN PATH

•

The issue: Set-tops
Congress wants to standardize them, and consumers
often dislike them, yet cable systems are preparing to
deploy millions of new analog and digital set-tops to

act as gateways to new services. Yet there are myriad
issues related to their deployment. What do you think
about set-tops?

The questions:

Fax us at:

1. Does your system presently use addressable set-top
descramblers?

CI

Yes

No

Don't know

7. How familiar are you with the VESA and DAVIC
organizations, which are both developing standards that
will impact your system in the future?

Li

Li

Somewhat

Very

2. How old are the set-tops you presently use in your
system, on average?

Less than 1year

1-3 years

4-7 years

7+ years

3. Is your system going to use the new "advanced analog" set-tops (such as GI's CFT2200 or S-A's 8600x)?

CI

Li

CI

Don't know

No

4. If so, what new features do you think are most
important to consumers?

Li

Program guides

Li

Virtual channels

No

Not at all

Li

Next year

1997 or later

9. Mitsubishi, NEC and Sony are just three new companies that expect to build set-tops for cable and telephone companies. Do you welcome new vendors to the
market?

Li

Li

No

Yes

CI

Don't know

On-screen messaging

10. Do you think the addition of these companies will
help reduce the cost of digital set-tops?

Other

Yes

5. Do you think Congress should standardize digital
set-tops so that consumers can buy them at retail outlets?

Yes

Little

8. How soon do you expect to begin deploying new
digital set-tops to subscribers on your system?

Next 6months

Yes

ele

ttit%
4"eu
eceocz

Li
No

303-393-6654
Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and title

Li

Don't know

Your comments:

System name:

Location:

Don't know

Your MSO:

6. Do you think asimilar standard should apply to analog set-tops as well?

Li

Yes

Li

No

Your job function:

CI

Don't know

Daytime phone #:
Official rules: No survey response necessary.

Enter by returning the completed survey via
fax or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words "CED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it
along with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry
forms must be received by 5p.m. on August 31, 1995. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail.
One entry per person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered
ineligible in the sole discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. A
random drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about September 1, 1995. Winner will be required to
provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal,
state and local taxes incurred. Prize is not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree
THE PREMIER M AGAZINE

or

to waive any and all claims of liability against CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC
Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in
this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants must be 18 years of age or older. Employees of CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their
respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to
participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors
reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules while the sweepstakes is in progress.
Participatior in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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RETURN PATH

R ESULTS

The issue: Data communications
Cable networks can send data at speeds approaching
10 megabytes per second, easily outperforming even
the fastest telephone-based modems. Equipment ven-

dors say the market is ripe to be picked. But are cable
operators excited about the market opportunity?

The results:
Spurred by aneed to
compete with telcos and
egged on by local governments and schools, an overwhelming majority of cable
operators who responded to
the survey about data communications say they are
interested in providing data
services over the existing
cable TV plant.
In spite of the high interest, however, aminority of
those who sent in responses
have actually tested or
deployed modems, and
fewer still have actively tried
to market such services,
probably because there is an
absence of low-cost product.
In fact, cable systems are
searching for alow-cost
unit, preferably under $200
each.
Interestingly, half of those
surveyed said their systems
are not prepared, technically,
to deliver data services.
While the survey didn't
specifically ask why, it can
be assumed that those systems are not two-way active
or suffer from some
noise/ingress in the return
band.
So although the market
has yet to be developed, a
huge majority are both
familiar with the Internet
and subscribe to some type
of online service, such as
America Online, Prodigy,
CompuServe or XPress.

94

1. How familiar are you with the concept of the
Internet?
Somewhat

12%

Very

75%

Not at all

12%

2. Are you presently subscribing to acommercial online service such as Prodigy or America Online?
Yes

62%

No

38%

Don't know

0%

3. Does your system have any interest in providing
data services over the cable network?
Yes

88%

No

Don't know

0%

12%

8. Do you think datacom provision is agood way to
compete with the local telco?
Yes

75%

No

Don't know

0%

25%

9. Do you think your system is technically capable of
sending high-speed data?
Yes

38%

No

50%

Don't know

12%

10. How much would your system be willing to pay
for cable modems?
Under $200

25%

$200-$500

25%

Over $500

0%

4. Has your system tested or deployed RF "cable
modems" to allow this access to occur?
Yes

38%

No

50%

Don't know

12%

5. Does the local telco offer ISDN services in your
franchise area?
Yes

38%

No

25%

Don't know

38%

6. Has your system been approached by local government, schools or anyone else to offer high-speed data
communications?
Yes

No

Don't know

75%

12%

12%

7. Has your system actively tried to market such services to anyone?
Yes

No

25%

Don't know

50%

25%

Comments:
"We have just begun to speak to schools regarding their
information needs."
—Dania Robinson, Verto Cable, Scranton, Pa.
"I believe that as soon as the digital converters are
available, it will include digital or modem inputs and
the race will begin."
—Ed Sewferer, TCI, Des Moines, Iowa
"Question #10 can only be answered by knowing what
type of customers and what speed is required."
—Brian Dunleavy, Garden State Cable,
Cherry Hill, N.J.
Congratulations go out to Peter Hill of Vert° Cable TV
of Scranton, Pa., who won the May drawing for $50
simply by sending in his Return Path entry. To enter
your name in afuture drawing, simply fill out the survey on page 93 and send it in!
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

White S'andi

LEMCO

111111111i1

1-800-Jumpers

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
Belden
RG-56
Gilbert AHS
Times
RG-59
LRC
Comm/Scope
AG -il
Off Shore
lntercomp
RG-213
Amphenol
RG-214

CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

800-233-8713
TOOLS
THE

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

TRADE
OF

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

CORPORATION

COMMUNICATIONS & ENERGY
COMMUNICATION
L ENERGY CORP

FILTERS 8z ANTENNAS FOR CATV /SMATV /MMDS ILPTV

1

REPAIR

Quaeity Repai
CENTER

Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for
CATV and other vicleo systems. MMDS & LPTV

Contact:

In Warranty Repair

a

Steve Shafer or Vince Cupples

daub
eran
..,..rkpMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
141.F CATV ErIGINEERING SERViCES

For more information contact:

TCI
Ann.

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment
FCC Offsets

Free Pick-up Service in Certain Geographic Areas

GTS ENTERPRISES, INC.

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design
508 Industrial Drive

800-247-5883

Free delivery
& pickup in

certain areas
TKR Repair Center
Tel: (908) 583-2026 • Fax: (908) 290-1677
25 Industrial Drive • Cliffwood Beach, NJ 07735

Ts

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

Performance Measurements

DP5, DP7 & DPV7 / Panasonic 1402, 1403
Remote Repair (URC 450, 550)

II 315-452-0709
Fax 315-452-0732
1SLXN 800-882-1587

Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading

REPAIRS & SALES

Jerrold Addressable Repair Specialist

Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast
filters and Terrestrial Interference .
filters for TVRO systems.
7395 Taft Park Drive
East Syracuse, NY 13057

at Competitive Pticing

PH (404) 591-1670

• Woodstock, GA 30188
• FX (404) 591-1484

209 E. JACKSON Si., •PO Box 484 •GATE CITY, VA 24251

Professional

DESIGN
EXTENDER

Technical Services Inc.
..—••••."-

An Engineering Services Company dedicated to:
•SWEEP -BALANCE -PROOF

•SPLICING & ACTIVATION

•CALAN EQUIPPED -1GH z

•SYSTEM MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

•COMPUTERIZED REPORTING

•750 MHzSWEEP EXPERIENCE

ADivision of GLA International
Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

•ELECTRONIC UPGRADES -RESPLICE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
FAX: 513-583-1140

800-457-4569

THE

PREMIER

MAGAZINE OF

THE MAPPING INNOVATORS
Est 1982
FTF-FTSA Design
Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DGN) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DGN -DXF
CAD System Sales dTraining

425 Woods Mill Rd. South Ste. 300 Town &County, Mo. 63017
Phone: 314-579-4627 or 800-875-8786 Far: 314-579-4628

BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY
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eve
r.e-e s

nu e

Inc.,

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

SCre 4fenitier

Integrated Network Services, Inc.

Covering North and South America

ENGINEERING. DRAFTING & DESIGN
• Consulting
• Base & Strand Mapping
As-Built Mapping

• Xact Software
WO Novell Authorized
OP Premise Wiring

• Design & CADD Drafting

-NATIONWIDE BUYERS -

Se Habla Espanol

CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR

800-852-6276

Offices in Apharetta, GA and Santiago, Chile, 5.A
Contact: Bruce Lane 404-442-8738
2001 VVestside Dnve, Bldg. 100, Suite 100 Alpharetta, GA 33201

P.O. Box 96, Argos, IN 46501
Phone: (219) 892-5537 •FAX: (219) 892-5624

NATIONWIDE INSTALLATIONS
NaCom a contractor with over 24 years experience
offering outstanding customer service for:

•
•
•
•

Residential Premise Wiring
MDU's
Drop Buries
DBS

Call (800) 669-8765 Ext. 3046

Mapping Lind Ungineciring Solutions

INaCom I

"Mapping the 2Ist Century's
Information Super Highway"

Building Communication Systems Throughout America

Cable TV •Power •Gas

•Telephone •Water/Waste Water

Services include:

MFZ

MICROWAVE

FILTER

Consulting • Data Conversion

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
CADDSTAR te (ApplicationssoftwareforAutoCad""andMicroStation")

COMPANY

Filters for CATV, Wireless Cable, LPTV, TVRO
•Super Selective Bandpass Filters
•Channel Deletion/Reinsertion Filters
•Pay-TV Traps
•Channel Combiners
•Antennas

eADDSfAlen
GIS Software

•Terrestrial Interface Filters
For more information contact:

Contact Terry Owens, Sales Manager
6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •(315) 437-3953 •FAX (315) 463-1467 or 437-3893

e

405 N. Reo Street • P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-0112
Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile :(813) 287-3674

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
•Headend Services
- ( mill ii Fu.)\ )i Ni

1-1300-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on a timely basis

SI RVI(

- 01'11\11/1
i
)k( 1111

1
1-800-292-0126
605 -426 -6140
li,swIcH SD

Call Tim Reeder to reserve space in the next
available issue of CEO! 800-866-0206
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•FCC Proof Performance
- RI PK) II II ),
VII )1( )Tri \\I \I PR( )(
),

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting
STRAND MAPPI

As

BUILT MAPPING

SYSTEM DESIGN
- MAP MANAGEMENT & SYSTEM UPDATES

PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
TRICORDERS -Custom functions, PC
programs, memory expansion, FCC
compliance programs, custom data log
printouts, RS-485 port, more. Jewel
Consulting Voice/FAX 317-246-6848.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Reconditioned Wavetek, HP, Tektronix and more. Signal Level Meters,
Sweep Systems, TDR's, Power Meters, Spectrum Analyzers, Frequency Counters
ond Fiber Test Equipment. Guaranteed to meet/exceed
manufacturers specs. 90 day warranty standard.
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
Used Scientific Manta, Andrews, Vertex, RSI and others. 7meter &up.
PTL Cable Service, Inc., USA
Phone (407) 747-3647
Fax (407) 575-4635
BUY-SELL-TRADE

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

Industry
Service
Since

CONNECTORS,TAPS,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, IV1ISC.

717-644-1185

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

4,*

JUMPER CABLES

1966

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
FAX: 208-683-2374

Utility Tool & Body Co., Inc. Introduces THE

EAGLE HL2500

HYDRAULIC LOADING CABLE REEL TRAILER

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

The trailer has a capacity 01 2500Ibs., with reel dimension capacity of 72" diameter (96" optional), and 60"

width. Options available: electric hydraulic power,

By

anti-backlash brake, tool boxes, chocks and holders.

Idea/onies
*up to 90 channels

Photon Kinetics OTDR

3240 w/628X Laser 1310-1550
GPIB controller, cables, software
and hard case

UT&B Co., Inc.

715-823-3167

*14 day delivery

•compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLETel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

Video Units Also Available
ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE

Construction
Splicing
Installation
Drop Transfers
Drafting
Design

CATV Services

Sweeps
System Proofs
Engineering
Mapping
Make-Ready
Inspection

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY
WE SELL
AND WE

HARRIS-McBURNEY

180 W. MICHIGAN AVE, 15TH FLOOR, JACKSON, MI 49201
P.O. Box 267 Jackson, MI 49204
1800 248 3802 FAX: 517-787-6809

SOUGHT / SOLD / SERVICED

REPAIR

614-221-3131

G. I. VideoCipher II - $299

Standard 24 PC

Mag. 5-330 Trunk

SA 330 Trunk

- $199

Syl/Tex 2000 Trunk

- $199

Jerrold JLE-400

- $ 85

- $299

Jerrold SJ Trunk 301- $199
Jerrold SJ Trunk 400- $299

Fax 614-222-0581

Magnavox 5LE330

- $ 85

SA Slimline 450 Trnk- $435

COAST CATV SUPPLY

SA 85 25 w/Remote
Pioneer BC-2002/2

IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters
Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list

- $ 25

N
S

o

- $1.99

- $225

Jerrold SJ 450 Trunk- $435
Jerrold CIV Mod

- $550

Hamlin CRX

- $ 12

Tocom 5503-A

- $ 40

Assorted Taps

- $1.50
C-Cor 450 LE NEW
- $17 5
MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY-CALL FOR COMPLETE INVENTORY LIST

AL

=
We Buy -Wanted: ALL BRANDS
YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT
Fax your used/excess list
(USA) 909-272-2360 Fax: 909-272-3032
THE

IF

610-279-8000
800-WT ARENA
ISC. FAX: 610-279-5805
/t

HAF.IreieleeCIE Wire.47- WE"

TEL:

_greccf _reArce- 79.92

ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED -FAX LIST
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DRAWINGS at your FINGERTIPS

NEED SOME WIND IN
YOUR SALES?
ADVERTISE IN
CEP CLASSIFIED!

SECONDS

Splicing by Alcoa I.ujikura Ltd., whether
Mass Fusion or Single Fusion, is accomplished with state-of-the-art Fujikura
equipment. Our field forces are equipped
with high quality OTDR's for final test
measurements. Service is on time, meeting
your specifications. And the splice is right
... the first time.

KINGFILE

1-800-552-5888

map. etc

INFORMATION •SCHEDULING •PRICING

en seconds wethout ever touchrne your filed sheet

Self .adheseve Suspensgon Stnps for SINGLES anil Metal Hangers
w.th
eleees tor MULTIPLES prende speed, nIcHo, .0 d
'ens., No thurnheng through <Paean% gre Ilat Ides no smudges.
tears og dug.ears. Cheery wood or steel KINGFILES are coopte ,
talanced fog easy access. mengrnurn floor ,pa‘e and Ice.«,
cost peg Sheet

Alcoa Fujikura Ltd.
Telecommunications Division
Spartanburg Operations

ALCOA

STORES UP TO
1200 DRAWINGS

Drawer', hang.ng .ndev.duarly or en groups make flat 1.1es obso
,ete You can 1.1e or regrew any drawong, prem. overlay sheet.

Wrere for Detaols and Free Catalog H.

SCHREIBER

COMPANY - Red Lion, PA 17356

PHONE 717-244-3625

150 Ridgeview Circle
Duncan, SC 29334

Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.
1950 N.W. 44TH Street Pompano Beach, Florida 33064

dB-tronics

(ià
t
,

Cable Television E
quipment
Sales &Service Center

elserane
/

Genuine S-A Parts In Stock

/

Factory Trained Repair

/

Sales of New & RMF Equipment

/

Purchase of Wreck-Out & Excess
Equipment

.
1

450 & 750 MHz Equalizers
OR

FAX

US

Phone: 3050978* 8845

INTERMEDIA TECHNOLOGIES, LTD
FCC Proofs CLI Testing
System Walkout, Mapping

FIRST

& Design
FOCUS*

LODE Data*

AutoCad*

dB-ironies. Inc.
145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg SC 29301
USA

4111111:10

Fax: 305. 978 •8831

CALL OR FAX US TODAY WITH YOUR RE QUEST!
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE UPON APPROVAL

Telephone: 803-574-0155
USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax: 803-574-0383
is

CONVERTERS
HEADENDS
DROP M ATERIAL
LINE EQ UIPMENT

New /Used
All Equipment /Competitive Prices

Parts &Services

CALL

4 ELECTRONICS INC

B LE

Check Us Out For

1101•

A LITY

MicroStation*

(* Registered Trade Marks)
18 W. Concho -San Angelo, TX 76903

r-

Tel:(915) 653-

CEN-COMIA COMMUNICATIONS INC.
SURVEY

DESIGN

AUTOCAD

FIBER
CABLE NETWORKING

C.A.T.V.
COAX

"GLOBAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN"

CALL:
98

C EID:

COMMUNICATIONS

ENGINEERING

&

1-800-819-6939

DESIGN

JULY

1 995

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

C rMi I

hiring
experienced people for the following positions:
CDI Telecommunications, Inc. is

DESIGN ENGINEERS

Design fiber &coax broadband routes.

TECHNICIANS

peter

lich
lich & Co.
search

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

Installation, Cut-over, Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890
Mail resume to:

oeh
Fr
Froeh

SCIE Member

P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95,

Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

All levels of Technical

Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

RESOURCE

Digital Marketing Manager (BS+MBA); for MSO
market; cross-train w/analog products.

Call 610-964-4982
to reserve this space!
Ask for Tim Reeder

GROUP 11111V

P.O. Box 639, san Juan Capistrano, CA 92639

SONET Project Leader (BS/MSEE): SDH network
structures (Redundant rings); standards
-OLTU-0C-48/STM-I 6;
PDH
to
SONET/SDH
Interfaces (Tr, EI, DS-3, DS-4E)
-Broadcast quality analog/digital video & audio circuitry; digital video compression
•High speed digital circuit design & synchronous
time division multiplexers
SONET/ATM Interface

Product Marketing Manager (BS+MBA);
Management "4PY" for distribution & fiber optics in
NA., CAN., RBUC markets.

Phone: 714-488-8855 FAX: 714-488-8858

Broadband

FIBER

Product Line Director (BS+MBA); Analog
subscriber product -CATV/TELCO high-volume con
sumer product experience.

Positions Throughout The Broadband Industries

broadband1 aaol.com

in

Manager, Communication Systems (MSEE):
coordinate/integrate comm. system requirements
with product specs (CATV equipment).

Hourly. Positions

E-mail:

Nationwide professional recruitment
OPTICS and BROADE3AND/CATV.

Manager, AM Fiberoptics (13S/MSEE);
design/development/support AM F/O communication products (CATV equipment).

Positions -Corporate to

Superior Jobs For Superior
Candidates— From Tads To EMICS

EMPLOYMENT
O PPORTUNITIES

Fiber Optic EE (BS/MSEE); development optical
transmitters, receivers, modulators, etc.
-Exper. F/0 transmission systems, lasers, photo
detectors, optical switches plus RF electronics.
Design/Development Engineers (MS/BSEE);
-RF & electro-optic circuit and system level design
(CATV).
-RF & analog circuits for new transmission products
(CATV).
-Optical components & subsystem design w/linear
electro-optic signal conversion; opt. modul. &
amplif.. subsystems (also B Physics).

Adelphia Cable Communications, an equal opportunity employer, has the following
job opportunities in Virginia:

ASIC Engineers; Verilog or VHDL & knowledge in
cache controller, video graphics, video MPEG.
ASIC Team Leader w/strong digital design plus
video MPEG & graphics.
Mixed Mode Analog/Digital ASIC Designer:
Strong video graphics.

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
LEAD TECHNICIANS
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS
Adelphia Cable Communications offers competitive wages and excellent benefits.

Please submit your resume including position preference to:

Principal Engineer (MSEE); Digital & RF system
vv/CATV & Telephony experience.

Human Resources Manager

Sr. Quality Engineers (13SEE/BS); (I) COE, ISO
9000 & RF plus computer literacy; (2) RF <S,
Broadband Communications.

Virginia Regional Office •P.O. Box 508 •Staunton, VA 24402
The successful applicants must pass adrug/alcohol, physical, criminal record and driver's license check.

All tees company paid.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

cA

RISTIE
SSOCIATES

The Villa Serena
RO. Box 27-2406
Boca Raton, FL 33427
Telephone: (407) 395-4869
Fax: (407) 368-3741

Since 1975 we have served professionals in the CATV industry by matching talent with
opportunity. Below is asampling of the talents we are seeking to match with the many
opportunities that are currently available.

• SWEEP TECHNICIANS
• DESIGNERS
• LINE TECHNICIANS
• BROADCAST/ L.
O .TECHS
• CHIEF ENGINEERS

Ja

• CHIEF TECHNICIANS
• SERVICE TECHNICIANS
• LEAD TECHNICIANS
• HEADEND TECHS
• PLANT M ANAGERS

JIM YOUNG &ASSOCIATES
One Young Plaza -1235 Ranger Highway -Weatherford, Texas 76086
Call Toll Free (800) 433-2160 or Fax (817) 599-4483
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ho invented television? Actually, it depends on
what you mean by "television." Paul Nipkow's 1884
application for aGerman patent is generally credited as
the master television patent. However, the
term "mosaic" applied to avisual image,
akin to the modern "pixel," and the idea of
scanning ascene in order to transmit
images over adistance, were published for
the first time in 1880, in separate scientific
journals. Nipkow's patent showed how this
could be done through the use of aperforated disc. Hardly television as we know it!
In 1922, a16-year-old Utah farm boy,
Philo Taylor Farnsworth, drew adiagram
on apage of his pocket notebook, disclosing to his high school chemistry teacher an
idea he had been nourishing since he read
about the Nipkow Disc at age 13. The diagram he sketched in the notebook that day
described an all-electronic television camera tube, which was later to become the
image dissector.
Farnsworth was avoracious reader, hungry for information about science and
invention, poring over anything he could
find in the rural villages to which, as a
farm boy, he had only occasional access.
He absorbed an explanation of Einstein's
Theory of Relativity so thoroughly that he
was able to provide the high school chemistry class with the most clear and concise
explanation the teacher had ever heard.

Philo
Taylor
Farnsworth:
TV pioneer

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates
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No moving parts
By 1926, the young Farnsworth had convinced sponsors to undertake the financing for his electronic television research in San Francisco. By July 2of 1929, he
had developed an all-electronic image dissector camera
tube, electronic scanning generators and aCRT display
tube. Farnsworth had the first-ever television system
with absolutely no moving parts.
At one end of Farnsworth's image dissector tube, an
optical image was focused on aphotosensitive cathode.
Electrons from the photocathode were electromagnetically focused onto an anode with apinhole aperture in
front of aphotocell. The entire electron image was
electrostatically scanned across the pinhole. Even with
electron multiplier stages, the sensitivity was very low,
since the intensity of the electron beam reaching the
scanning orifice in the anode was determined only by
the light intensity at the instant of scanning. Electrons
emitted between scans could not be accumulated and
held for discharge by the scanning beam, as they are in
storage types such as the iconoscope and orthicon.
In April, 1930, Vladimir Zworykin, the Russian born
RCA inventor, spent three days at Farnsworth's Green
Street Laboratories in San Francisco. David Sarnoff,
President of RCA, visited Green Street in May, 1931.
RCA and Farnsworth were at war. In 1935, in a

famous and critical Patent Interference case,
Zworykin's image iconoscope was found to infringe on
Farnsworth's image dissector patent. Some believe
Farnsworth's victory resulted from strategic errors by
RCA in litigating the Zworykin patents. Nevertheless,
it was clear that, without access to the Farnsworth
patents, RCA could not fulfill Sarnoff's promise, made
at the 1939 New York World's Fair, to "add radio sight
to sound." In October 1939, RCA announced that, for
the first time in its history, it had agreed to pay continuing royalties for the use of patents. Farnsworth's part
in the development of television had come to arewarding climax.

The dark side of invention
Philo Farnsworth shared with John Logie Baird not
only the relentless pursuit of the dream of "Distant
Vision," but also the frustrations of roller coaster financial support and technical failure. Although Baird had
once said he saw "no hope for television by means of
cathode ray bulbs," he later arranged to borrow the
Farnsworth camera in adesperate attempt to match the
EMI version of the iconoscope for the London tests in
1936. It failed, because of the insensitivity of the
image dissector and ahost of unrelated gremlins.
Baird married in 1931, at the age of 43, and had two
children; but it was apparently not aclose family. In
1926, Elma (Pem) and Philo Farnsworth were married,
and later had four children, one of whom died of strep
infection, barely two years old. The flyleaf on Elma
Farnsworth's book, Distant Vision, describes it well as
a"...lovingly crafted volume, written after 15 years of
painstaking research." Few (if any) factual conflicts
exist between her book and the heavily annotated
scholarly account by Albert Abramson, in The History
of Television, 1880 to 1941 (McFarland & Company,
Publishers, Jefferson N.C., and London), or his article
in the Journal of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, November 1992. These and
other sources used in preparing this column provide
fascinating accounts of television's roots.
From boyhood, Farnsworth was dedicated to developing an all-electronic television system. Although the
image dissector was not the answer, it was certainly a
major step forward from Baird's unwieldy rotating
discs and flying mirrors. Farnsworth is relatively
unknown, and overshadowed by other pioneers in television history. But it is worth noting that in 1990, his
statue was placed in one of the two Utah niches in the
Statuary Hall at the U.S. Capital, through the tenacious
efforts of the sixth grade students of the Ridgecrest
Elementary School in Salt Lake City. "Those smart
young people just would not give up," says Elma
Farnsworth of their quest for recognition of Philo
Farnsworth's considerable achievements.
The story of Vladimir Zworykin's pioneering contributions, including the kinescope and the image iconoscope, and his wisdom, dedication and experience, is
for another time. CED
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Finally, aSpectrum Analyzer for the End-of-Line
Cheetah PC-1000 Performs In-Service Distortion Tests

OMPLIANCE

TESTING

Atrue end-of-line spectrum analyzer, the
PC-1000 performs remote diagnostics,
alarm monitoring and FCC compliance
testing. You save the time and hassle of
carting "portable" spectrum analyzers to
the field to perform tests manually.
Place the PC-1000 at required FCC test
points and other strategic locations for
automated compliance testing. It
completes non-interfering distortion tests
including CSO, C/N, Hum and In-Channel
Frequency Response. This provides you

Full spectrum analysis
capabilities

the ability to continuously monitor and
alarm on distortion parameters without
disrupting service.

5MHz-1 GHz operation

Make the PC-1000 part of your status
monitoring and performance
Frequency agile
RF data modems

measurement plans!
For more information,
call (813) 756-6000.

Automatic corrections
for scrambled channels

SUPERIOR
6432 Parkland Drive

A

ELECTRONICS
Sarasota, Florida 34243

A

GROUP,

Phone (813) 756-6000

Circle Reader Service No. 45

A

INC.

Fax (813) 758-3800

The MileniumTM Tap You Install Today
Is The Tap You'll Need Tomorrow

Network powered, interactive services are
coming. That means you'll have to replace your
conventional taps with those that pass power.
Unless you install Milenium 200Orm today.
Milenium taps can be easily converted to
pass power with asimple face plate change.
Upgrading is faster, easier and more economical
than replacing an entire tap. All Milenium
taps are backward/forward compatible and
upgradeable to uninterruptible signal and
power passing (USP) with faceplate removed.

Make today's investment pay off tomorrow.

*Milenium 2000 is aregistered trademark of Antronix

Call your Tele Wire representative

Our success depends on your satisfaction

TeleWire

SUPPLY

EASTERN 800-532-2288 •SOUTHWESTERN 800-421-4334 •NORTHEASTERN 800-458-4524 •CENTRAL 800-428-7596
SOUTHEASTERN 800-433-3765 •WESTERN 800-232-9378
Circle Reader Service No. 46

